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Viewing

Geneva

From December 7, 09:00-19:00
175, route de Chancy, 1213 Onex, 
Geneva, Switzerland 

Before December 7:

Viewing by appointment only
Contact Tel.: +41 (0)22 727 07 77

London

November 27, 10:00-18:00
Adam House
7-10 Adam Street, The Strand,  
Small lots and selected large lots

Visit us at MonacoPhil, 
December 2-5, 2015 
Terrases de Fontvieille, 
Montecarlo



There are several ways to bid in our 
auctions (if you cannot attend in person). 
Bids can be made by e-mail, fax, 
telephone, and through our web site.

Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the 
auction, using the bid form enclosed 
with the catalogue.

 u Write down the lot numbers of 
interest to you and your bids on 
them

 u Complete your personal information
 u Sign the form and send it: 

by fax: +41 22 727 07 78 
by post: David Feldman S.A. 
175 route de Chancy / PO Box 81 
CH-1213 Onex, Geneva,  
Switzerland
by email: accounts@davidfeldman.com

Please note that written bids close one 
day before the auction takes place. 
Early bids made by telephone are 
subject to written confirmation by post 
or fax.

Phone Bids During the Auction
If you wish to participate during the 
auction by telephone, one of our 
philatelists can call you a few lots in 
advance of your first lot of interest, and 
bid for you directly during the auction. 
Telephone bidders should confirm in 
writing before the auction (by fax or 
post) indicating the lot numbers you 
wish to bid on and phone number(s) 
where you can be reached during the 
auction (home, office, cell, etc.).

Online Bidding on   
www.davidfeldman.com
Participate in any David Feldman 
auction (including internet-only 
auctions) from the comfort of your 
home or office.

On www.davidfeldman.com, select “My 
Account” and register with your e-mail 
address and create your own personal 
password. Once your details have been 
confirmed, you will then be able to 
participate in the auction. (You must be 
registered before you can enter any bid 
or offer on our website and/or bid live 
the day of the auction). 
You may also register your bids in 
advance of the auction via our web site.

 u Log-in to your account
 u Browse the auction lots to find 

those items that interest you
 u Enter the maximum amount you 

want to bid for any lot
 u Click the “Bid” button
 u Repeat for each desired lot
 u Please note that the pre-sale bid 

facility closes one day before the 
auction.

Live Internet Bidding, World-wide
You may bid live in any of our auctions 
via the Internet, using your PC or Mac. 
Follow your targeted lots on screen and 
enter your bids with the confidence that 
you will be bidding as if you were in the 
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on the home page

 u Log-in to the auction using your 
e-mail log-in ID and password

 u Follow the auction and click the 
“Bid” button to register your bid 
with the auction

 u Defend your bid(s) as needed
 u Try our simulator to familiarise 

yourself with the Live Auction 
application, at www.davidfeldman.
com/livepractice.

 u Spectators can follow the auction 
as it happens, but without the 
possibility to bid.

 u Click on the “Live Auction” button 
on the homepage and follow the 
auction without entering your log-in 
details

Prices Realized 
and Post-Auction Offers
The prices realized are available on our 
website at the end of each day of an 
auction.

Browse possible unsold lots, and make 
offers on lots you may have missed 
during the auction.

 u Log-in to your account
 u Browse the unsold auction lots to 

find those items which interest you
 u Enter the amount you wish to offer 

for the lot
 u  We will review your offers and, if 

necessary, contact the vendor for 
further confirmation.

 u You will receive an e-mail indicating 
which offers have been accepted 
or rejected, and those which may 
need to be raised.

David Feldman 
Auction Bidding Options

one single log-in 
& Password for:

Entering bids in any
of our auctions

Ordering from our online shop

Making an offer on unsold lots 
at www.davidfeldman.com



Dear Collectors and friends,

It is with great honour and anticipation that we hereby present the second part of the
Tatiana Collection of British Empire to the market. This catalogue has been produced
in record time mostly thanks to the dedication and hard work of our support team.

More than 1’100 lots presented in this vast and valuable assembly with emphasis on Great 
Britain, Australasia and British Africa, plus a smattering of many other countries from Aden 
to Zanzibar, showing unused stamps, errors, varieties, specimens, die proofs, multiples 
and many rarities.

To help market and promote the collection to the British audience the auction will be held in
Pounds Sterling. We will also hold a special viewing of all single lots and selected / requested
large lots on November 27 at Adam House, 7-10 Adam Street, The Strand, London.

If you have a request to view a specific lot please contact ricky@davidfeldman.com and
we will do our best to accommodate you.

David Feldman strives for excellence in lotting, presentation and production of every
major property entrusted to us. We invite you to visit us in person or via the internet at
www.davidfeldman.com to examine and determine those lots that may interest you. Note
that practically all group lots are now scanned and viewable on our website. If however
you wish extra scans please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com. Please bear in mind
that, with only a few exceptions, the lots are offered without reserve, and at estimates you
should find attractive.

We wish you success with your bids and satisfaction with your purchases.

Geneva, October 2015

Introduction

SELLING WITH DAVID FELDMAN: If the scope, presentation and results of this auction might get you to think 
about the eventual sale of your collection, please feel free to discuss with us, at no obligation, the possibilities 
we can offer you, and the best timing and location available. Please contact one of our philatelists at your 
convenience. Results –YOUR results– really matter to us –as we know they do to you!

Marcus Orsi
Chief Philatelist





Great Britain

See Index on pages 214-215
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1840 Mulreadies & Caricatures

THE FAMOUS “LADY LOUIS” COVER TO MALTA

 

40000 F   1841 (Jan 9) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A151, sent from Bristol to Lady Louis in   
   Malta and uprated with five 1840 1d black pl.5 (strip of 4 and single) and three 2d  
   blue pl.1, mostly with clear margins, tied by orange MCs, with “No.17” hs adjacent and  
   despatch bs, two stamps repaired and the address panel slightly toned, a highly  
   attractive and rare combination franking of the 1d black and 2d blue  
     

   Just over 50 Mulreadies sent abroad are recorded with only a dozen uprated with 1840  
   1d blacks or 2d blues  
     

   One of the great covers of British philately and a superb exhibition item  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1998)  
     

   Provenance: Cowan, Grunin and Gross   
     

     Estimate: £ 40’000 - £ 50’000 

Great Britain

Friday, December 11, 2015 at 10:00

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40000
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UPRATED MULREADY TO INDIA

 

40001 F   1840 (Sep 30) 2d Mulready envelope, stereo a209, sent from Bristol to India and   
   uprated with five 1840 2d blue (strip of 2 and vertical pair) all with fine to large  
   margins, tied by red MCs, reverse with Bristol, Bombay, Agra and Cawnpore ds, slightly  
   soiled, highly attractive and rare franking   
     

   Just over 50 Mulreadies sent abroad are recorded with only a dozen uprated with 1840  
   1d blacks or 2d blues  
     

   A Line Engraved and Mulready rarity which has graced some of the finest collections  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1996)  
     

   Provenance: Daisy, Pichai and Gross  
     

     Estimate: £ 20’000 - £ 30’000 

40002 F  20 1840 (Oct 30) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A68, from Folkstone to London with red 80-100 
   MC (showing some double lines), a couple of filing folds, fine 

40003 F  20 1840 (Oct 27) 2d Mulready lettersheet with “London, Edinburgh and Dublin Life  1’500-2’000 
   Assurance” advert inside (SG M127e), sent from London to Bury St. Edmonds with orange  
   red MC, Lombard St. ds, minor soiling, scarce advert on 2d Mulready 

40004 F   www 1840 2d Mulready unused lettersheets (3), stereos a97, a99 and a104, fine to very fine ME3 200-300

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40001
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1840 1d Black

UNRECORDED FIRST DAY COVER

 

40005 F   1840 (May 6) Entire from London to Coventry with 1840 1d black pl.1b HB (showing   
   re-entry marks), very close at lower left corner to good margins, tied by red MC, with  
   clear May 6 1840 cds and octagonal ds, sellotape stain underneath stamp and cover  
   slightly soiled, fine and very scarce first day usage, unrecorded by Jackson in “May Dates”  
        

          Estimate: £ 10’000 - £15’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40005
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40006 H   1840 1d Black plates 1a to 10 used (one of each), all four margins (excl. 1b just  1’200-1’500 
   touched), all very fine (11) 

 

40007 4000940008 40010 40011

40007 H   1840 1d Black pl.1a GD with fine to very good margins, red MC, a few small tone  60-80 
   patches otherwise fine  

40008 H   1840 1d Black pl.1a IF with fine to very large margins, faint MC, vertical crease and  60-80 
   corner crease at right  

40009 H   1840 1d Black pl.1a JA left marginal with inscription “ards the RIGHT HA”, just touched  300-400 
   at lower left, neat red MC, very fine  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1974) 

40010 DCE   1840 1d Black pl.1a JG, with fine to good margins, unused, very fine and fresh  400-500

40011 H   1840 1d Grey-Black pl.1a NH, good to large margins, red MC, tiny thin spot in margin  100-120 
   caused by paper impurity drop out, very fine 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the 
buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the 
buyer understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale 
date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est la livre sterling

The currency for this auction is the British pound

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund £
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THE EARLIEST COVER FROM RUSSIA KNOWN WITH A POSTAGE STAMP

 

40012 F    1840 (Nov) Pre-philatelic letter datelined St.Petersburg, RUSSIA, bearing a straight-   
   line “Franco” and “St.Petersburg, 10.NOV.1840” (Julian Calender), rated on reverse  
   “61 1/2” kop and “1/8” (the rate to England via Prussia), but without any transit  
   markings, addressed to Cox’s Hotel London, England, where it was rated “N1/8”,  
   arriving on December 6, 1840 (Georgian Calender); it was re-addressed by the Hotel  
   to Kearsney-Abbey and an 1840 1d black pl.1b BB was added and tied by a red  
   Maltese Cross, bearing London ds of December 7 on reverse.  
     

   An outstanding showpiece being the first Russian-origin cover bearing a postage stamp,  
   and a unique usage of a Penny Black on a redirected cover from Russia  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Holcombe (1995), BPA (2014)    
        

     Estimate: £ 30’000 - £ 40’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40012
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40013 40014 40017 40019

40013 H   1840 1d Black pl.1b GL right marginal with inscription “Per Row of 12. £1..”, no  200-300 
   margin at left, red MC, fine 

40014 H   1840 1d Grey-Black pl.1b MB with fine to good margins unusually cancelled by small  100-120 
   red circle, small corner crease, fine 

40015 F  20 1840 (Sep 29) Wrapper sent locally in Edinburgh with 1840 1d black pl.1b QH, good  200-300 
   to large margins, tied by red MC with Edinburgh bs, very fine 

40016 F  20 1840 (Aug 13) Entire from Eton with 1840 1d black pl.2 BL good to very good margins,  200-300 
   tied by red MC with Windsor cds below, fine 

40017 H   1840 1d Black pl.2 FA left marginal with inscription “t to remove the Ce”, otherwise  400-500 
   fine to good margins, faint red MC, crease in margin, fine and rare marginal example 

40018 F  20 1840 (Oct 4) Wrapper from Sunderland to London with 1840 1d black pl.2 KI, good  200-300 
   margins, tied by red MC, reverse with despatch and arrival ds, fine 

40019 H   1840 1d Black pl.2 NH with fine to good margins, red MC, slightly discoloured  60-80

 

40020 F    1840 1d black pl.2 NJ, three good even margins tied by red MC on June 1, 1840 folded  4’000-5’000 
   entire from Paris, via London to Newcastle, the adhesive was applied on arrival June  
   3, tied by red MCs, and forwarded on to Darlington, an unusual and rare usage, certainly  
   one of the first covers out of France with a postage stamp, a showpiece  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Holcombe 

40021 F  20 1840 (Jun 16) OHMS entire from Edinburgh to Dingwall with 1840 1d black pl.2 RB,   100-150 
   fine to good margins, tied by beautiful red MC, vert. crease affecting stamp, attractive  
   and fresh 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40013
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40014
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40017
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40019
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40020
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40002
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40045
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40022 DCE P   1840 1d Black pl.2 TD IMPRIMATUR, without gum as prepared, a little rubbed and  8’000-10’000 
   creased, rare  
     

   Provenance: De La Rue Imprimatur Collection (1883), Robson Lowe Imprimatur  
   auction (1975)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2014) 

 

400304002840026400254002440023

4003640035400344003340031

40037 4004140038 4004340040

40023 H   1840 1d Black pl.3 GG with fine to good margins, light red MC, light diagonal crease  60-80
 

40024 C   1840 1d Black pl.3 PJ, just touched to fine margins, mint part og (toned), showing  700-900 
   constant variety “small loop of P”, fine and rare (SG AS20a, £19’500)  
     

   Expertise: Brandon (2013) 

40025 H   1840 1d Black pl.4 GA with fine to large margins, red MC, light internal bend and  60-80 
   scissor cut touching G square 

40026 H   1840 1d Black pl.4 HC with good margins, light red MC, tiny natural paper inclusion  80-100 
   on chin, fine 

40027 F  20 1840 1d Black pl.4 LG, touched to good margins tied by red MC on June 30, 1840  1’500-2’000 
   folded entire from New York to Edinburgh, carried privately across the Atlantic and  
   franked on arrival for its onward journey, very fine and the second earliest recorded  
   Trans-Atlantic cover bearing a postage stamps, showpiece 
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40028 H  21 1840 1d Black pl.4 QC with fine to very good margins cancelled by neat red MC,   100-120 
   very fine 

40029 F  20 1840 1d Black pl.4 TH, three margins, with lower margin showing inscription “ND SIDE  600-800 
   of the”, tied on 1840 (Jul 2) lettersheet from London to Dublin by red MC, with  
   Lombard St. and Dublin bs, very fine and rare usage of a marginal example on cover 

40030 H  21 1840 1d Black pl.5 DG with good to very large margins, light red MC, very fine  120-150

40031 C  21 1840 1d Black pl.5 DL, with good to very large margins, unused part og, couple of  400-500 
   light tone patches, fine, signed A. Brun 

40032 F  20 1840 (Sep 29) Wrapper from Edinburgh to London with 1840 1d black pl.5 EK and pl.5 HJ  180-240 
   (just about touched at foot otherwise clear margins on both), wax seal removed, fine 

40033 H  21 1840 1d Black pl.5 MA with good to huge margins, showing portion of marginal  300-400 
   inscription at left, black MCs, plus matching 1d red pl.5 MA with fine to huge margins  
   cancelled by black MC, a fine pair 

40034 C  21 1840 1d Black pl.5  MK mint with part original gum, good to very large margins, fine  800-1’200 
   impression and colour 

40035 H  21 1840 1d Black pl.5 QG with fine to very good margins, orange-red MC, small corner  60-80 
   crease and small cut at lower left in margin 

40036 H  21 1840 1d Black pl.5 SL with fine to very good margins, red MC, two horizontal creases  60-80
 

40037 DCE  21 1840 1d Black pl.6 EI, with very good to very large margins, unused, very fine and fresh  500-600 

40038 H  21 1840 1d Black pl.6 FJ with fine to very large margins cancelled by red MCs, very fine  100-120

 

40039 H J   1840 1d Black pl.7 IJ/JK block of four with good to very good margins, black MCs,  1’000-1’500 
   horizontal crease at foot, fine and fresh appearance 

40040 H  21 1840 1d Black pl.7 MB with good margins, neat red MC, very fine  120-150

40041 H  21 1840 1d Black pl.7 PJ with fine to large margins, red MC, fine  80-100

40042 F  20 1840 1d Black pl.8 AK top marginal with inscription “reful not to rem”, clear to very  1’000-1’500 
   good margins around other sides, tied on 1840 (Dec 7) wrapper by red MC, sent from  
   London to Dublin, corresponding bs, fine and scarce marginal on cover 

40043 H  21 1840 1d Black pl.8 FD with fine to good margins, deep red MC, two small corner creases  60-80 
   and natural paper inclusions

 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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1840 2d Blue

 

40044 4005040049 40052

40044 H   1840 2d Blue pl.1 AE top marginal showing partial inscription, fine to very good  200-300 
   margins elsewhere, red MC, very fine 

40045 F  20 1841 (Jan 23) Entire from Ulverstone to Whitehaven with 1840 2d blue pl.1 AE-AF pair,  400-500 
   good to very good margins tied by red MCs, with Ulverstone bs, fine  
     

   Expertise: Signed A. Diena, G. Bolaffi and A. Bolaffi 

 

40046 40047 40051

40046 C   1840 2d Blue pl.1 CA unused with part og, just touched to very large margins, a couple  1’000-1’500 
   of light gum bends, fine and fresh example of this stamp (SG £35’000) 

40047 C   1840 2d Blue pl.1 II unused with part og, just clear to very large margins, faint  2’000-3’000 
   discolouration, fine and rare unused example (SG £35’000) 

 

40048 H J   1840 2d Blue pl.1 SI/TJ block of four, close to good margins, red MCs, small scissor  3’000-4’000 
   cut at top left corner intruding, fine and rare block (SG £38’000) 

40049 H   1840 2d Blue pl.2 DI with clear Dorchester cds, touched at upper right else good  400-600 
   margins, fine and rare (SG £9’000) 

40050 H   1840 2d Blue pl.2 LE, fine to good margins, neat black MC, corner crease and small  90-120 
   defect at lower right, fine appearance  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2014) 

40051 H   1840 2d Blue pl.2 PE with crisp London “1” in MC, touched at lower right else good  800-1’200 
   margins, fine and rare (SG £18’000) 

40052 H   1840 2d Blue pl.2 PL right marginal showing inscription “(Ce)ment”, very close to  200-300 
   large margins elsewhere, black MC, very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40044
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40053 G   1840 2d Blue pl.2 RL with fine to very good margins, tied to piece by black MC with  200-300 
   Preston cds adjacent, fine 

1841 1d Red

 

40054 P   1841 1d Red AH imprimatur top marginal with inscription “AND SIDE of the”, just clear  300-400 
   at lower left, fine 

 

40055 C H  1841 1d Red mint/unused & used selection incl. marginal inscriptions (two mint pairs,  1’500-2’000 
 DCE    four mint singles, two used singles (one partial showing part of pl. no.) and used  
   pair), plus mint/unused single, pair and strip of three, and single with red MC, mostly  
   four margins and fine (SG £13’000+) 

40056 F  46 1842 (May 20) Wrapper from Exeter with 1841 1d red JC pl.20, close to fine margins,  80-100 
   tied by black MC with “Saint David’s Hill / Penny Post” hs adjacent, London bs, fine 

40057 F DFE   www 1844-49, Front (with a backflap) from Moate (Ireland) with 1d red imperf. (3 margins)  40-50 
   tied by crisp blue “331” numeral, and two mourning covers to Matlock Bath tied by the  
   blue arrival cds as well as the despatch, mixed condition 

40058 F  46 1849 Entire to France franked ten 1d reds including strip of 5 and a pair, some with  500-700 
   full margins, others just touched, cancelled London “13” numerals, French entry mark  
   alongside, rare and spectacular franking 

40059 F  46 TREASURY ROULETTE: 1d Red-Brown with “Treasury Roulette” perforation on all four sides B2a 500-600 
   on 1853 (Nov 3) envelope from Dover to Kirriemuir (Scotland), tied by “258” numeral of  
   Dover and green arrival boxed ds, lower right corner of stamp missing (unable to be  
   plated), portion of reverse with wax seal removed, still a scarce provincial usage  
   (SG £23’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (2004) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40053
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Great Britain 1841 2d Blue

 

40060 C J   1841 2d Blue DA/EB mint og block of four, touched at top otherwise good margins,  3’000-4’000 
   horizontal crease, fine appearance and a very rare multiple (SG £42’000) 

 

40061 40062 40063

40061 H   1841 2d Blue TG-TH lower marginal pair with inscription “rds the RIGHT HAND SIDE of  150-200 
   the”, fine to very large margins elsewhere, “465” numerals, very fine 

40062 H   1841 2d Blue PJ-PL right marginal strip of three with inscription “(Cem)ent.”, large  150-200 
   to very large margins elsewhere, indistinct numerals, very fine 

40063 H   1841 2d Blue OK-OL right marginal pair with inscription “to remove the Cem”, close to  100-150 
   large margins elsewhere, “92” numerals, very fine 

 

40064 40065

40064 H   1841 2d Blue MA left marginal with inscription “Per Sheet. Pla”, fine to very large  80-100 
   margins elsewhere, indistinct Scottish numerals, very fine 

40065 H   1841 2d Blue HA left marginal with inscription “r. In wetting the””, fine to good margins  80-100 
   elsewhere, black MC, very fine 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website
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40066 F   1843 (Oct 12) Cover addressed to General O’Donnell, Captain General of Cuba, to sail   
   from Cadiz, with 1841 2d blue plate 3 irregular block of twelve and 1841 1d red (plus  
   another detached), sent from Dromore and tied by black Maltese Crosses, paying the  
   2s2d rate via Falmouth Packet.  
     

   According to Holcombe’s certificate “The letter was sent via London...and Falmouth  
   direct to Cuba, the rate of postage being the only indication of its ultimate destination  
   where on arrival no further charge was made for the internal delivery.  
        

  “...The irregular block has been folded over the top and around the edge of the  
   lettersheet, which is toned by the climate and is splitting on the folds, these have  
   been strengthened in places. A very rare lettersheet to a most unusual destination.”  
     

   Probably the largest multiple of 1841 2d imperf on any cover going abroad and a great  
   GB rarity  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Holcombe  
     

     Estimate: £7’000 - £10’000 

40067 F  46 1849 (Aug 18) Entire from Edinburgh to Warrington with 1841 2d blue pl.3 AA-AC strip  50-70 
   of three (fine to very good margins) tied by “131” numerals, arrival bs, horizontal  
   crease affecting franking 

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
£      50 - 100 £      5 £      500 - 1000 £      50  £        5000 - 10000 £      500
£    100 - 200 £    10 £    1000 - 2000 £    100 £      10000 - 20000 £    1000
£    200 - 500 £    20 £    2000 - 5000 £    200 £      20000 - 50000 £    2000
     £     50000 - 100000 £    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40066
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1847-54 Embossed

40068 H  www 1847-54 Embossed 6d, 10d and 1s used, mixed margins otherwise fine  60-80

 

40069 40070 40071

40069 H   1847 1s Green horizontal pair, just touched at left otherwise fair to large margins, 55 300-400 
   with bright colour, cancelled “466” in black and curved “PAID” in red, a lovely pair 

40070 H   1847 1s Green with large, well-balanced margins on all sides, crisp “468” numeral 55 150-200 
   barred cancel, very fine 

40071 H   1847 6d Dull Lilac, large margins on all sides, centrally struck cancel, fine 59 300-400

40072 F  46 1854 (May 9) Wrapper from London to India with 1847-54 10d brown (cut into at top) and  200-300 
   1s green (just touched at left) tied by London “15” numeral, with despatch and arrival  
   bs, minor soiling, scarce franking  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Holcombe (1992) 

40073 F  46 1855 (Oct 20) Wrapper from Liverpool to the USA with 1847-54 1s green, just touched  200-300 
   at top right, tied by crisp Liverpool “466” spoon cancel, with US accountany marks  
   below, missing left side flap, very fine 

1854-70 Perforated Line Engraved

40074 F  46 ARCHER TRIAL PERF: 1854 (Mar 24) Wrapper from London to Seaham with 1850-54 CE2 150-200 
   1d red ID pl.99 archer perf.16 tied by London “20” numeral, with Lombard St., Seaham  
   and Fence-Houses bs, fine (SG £2’000) 

40075 C J   46 1857 1d Orange-Brown pl.45 OG/PH mint og block of four, small surface scuff, small C9(1) 200-300 
   toned sports on reverse, light gum creasing, still a rare multiple of this plate in an  
   attractive shade, cert. RPS (1996) (SG £2’500 for C9 block of four), plus 1857-63 1d  
   Red pl.55 SI/TL (SG C10) mint og block of eight, a little paper adhesion on reverse  
   and perf. faults 

 

40076 40077

40076 P   1858-79 1d Red KA pl.83 imprimatur, fine to huge margins, very fine G1 100-150

40077 H   1858-79 1d Red pl.225 with “131” numeral of Edinburgh, slightly off-centre, fine G1 150-200 
   (SG £800) 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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1855-1900 Surface Printed

 

40078 40079

40078 P   1855 6d Plate proof in green on thin card with trial cancellations, good to very large 70 var 1’500-2’000 
   margins and rare (SG £7’500) 

40079 C J   1855 Emblems 1s pale green in mint block of four, light surface rub on top left stamp, 73 1’500-2’000 
   disturbed gum, a rare multiple (SG £15’500)  
     

   Provenance: Victoriana 

 

40080 40081 40082 40083

40080 CC   1878 10s Imperforate colour trial in mauve, wmk Maltese Cross, SPECIMEN type 9 128 1’000-1’500 
   ovpt, never hinged original gum, very fine (SG from £2’400) 

40081 C   1878 £1 Imperforate colour trial in grey-blue, wmk Maltese Cross, SPECIMEN ovpt type 129 1’000-1’500 
   9, original gum, couple of small handling creases, fine (SG from £2’700) 

40082 C   1878 £1 Imperforate colour trial in orange, wmk Maltese Cross, SPECIMEN ovpt type 9, 129 1’000-1’500 
   original gum, some gum wrinkles, fine (SG from £2’700) 

40083 H   1878 £1 Brown-Lilac with London thimble, thinned at top otherwise fine (SG £4’500) 129 400-500

 

40084 40085 40086

40084 C   1877 4d Grey-Green pl.16 wmk Large Garter, distributed remainder gum and light 153 200-300 
   corner crease otherwise fine example, scarce (SG £1’400) 

40085 C   1880 4d Grey-Brown pl.17 wmk Large Garter, mint hinge remainder, scarce (SG £2’800) 154 300-400

40086 C P   1880-83 4d Grey-brown imprimatur on gummed paper, fine and scarce (SG £2’500) 160 300-500

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40078
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40087 C DCE   www 1880-81, Mint selection incl. 1880-81 set to 5d incl. both shades of 1/2d and 2d;  164/174 300-400 
   and 1881 1d lilac die I (tone spots) and die II shade selection (5), some with toning,  
   average to fine condition 

 

400904008940088

40088 H    1884 Wmk Crowns £1 brown with London duplex “105”, a few perfs repunched 185 300-400 
   otherwise very fine, signed G.Senf (SG £2’800) 

40089 C P   1883-84 2 1/2d De La Rue colour trial in yellow, mint hinge remainders, scarce 190 400-500 
   (SG £2’000) 

40090 C A   1887-1900 Jubilee issue 1 1/2d reply paid essay, imperf. with frame only in blue, mint  60-80 
   og, small gum wrinkle, fine 

40091 F  46 1863 (May 7) Wrapper from London to France with 1854-61 1d red, 1858-79 2d blue  70-100 
   pl.9, 1855-57 4d and 6d, all tied by London “10” numerals, with Calais and Paris ds,   
   very fine and attractive 4-colour franking 

40092 F  46 1869 (Apr 5) Cover from Belfast to Barranquilla franked by 1867 1s green plate 4 tied 117 1’000-1’200 
   by “62” duplex in combination with Colombia 10 centavos pen cancelled, sent via St.  
   Nazaire on French Packet Line A Paq. No. 1 (08.04.69 bs), a unique mixed franking  
   exhibition item  
     
   Expertise: Signed Calves, cert. BPA: “The GB 1s franked the letter to the port of entry  
   and the Colombian stamp from there to Barranquilla”.  
     

   Provenance: Emerald 

40093 F  46 1887 (Sep 17) Mourning envelope to Sao Tomé & Principe with two 1887 4d Jubilees  150-200 
   tied by London duplexes, French transit adjacent and London despatch on reverse, minor  
   soiling, fine and very rare destination 

Great Britain King Edward VII

40094 F  46 1910 Postcard depicting “Springbank Farm, Aviation Ground, Lanark” with vignettes of  150-200 
   Captain Bertram Dickson and airplane, franked on reverse 1/2d tied by GRAND STAND  
   cds, written in pencil so address and message faded, a rare flight card from the  
   Pioneer period 

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following 
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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Great Britain King George V

 

40095 P   1911 First UK Aerial Post PROOF of the envelope design in violet on gummed paper with  1’000-1’200 
   manuscript “Specimen of print only showing how special Envelopes & Postcard looks”  
   alongside adopted design, tiny stain top right, Field regards as extremely rare 

 

40096 40097

40096 C   1913 Waterlow 2s6d deep sepia-brown & sepia-brown, both shades mint, fine 399- 150-200 
   (SG £630) 400

40097 C   1913 Waterlow 2s6d deep sepia-brown & sepia-brown, both shades mint, fine 399- 150-200 
   (SG £630) 400

 

40098 40099 40100

40098 C   1913 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine mint, fine (SG £625) 401 150-200

40099 C   1913 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine mint, usual rough perfs, fine (SG £625) 401 150-200

40100 C   1913 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine mint, usual rough perfs, fine (SG £625) 401 150-200

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40095
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40101 40102 40103

401064010540104

40107 40108

40101 C   1913 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine mint, usual rough perfs, fine (SG £625) 401 150-200

40102 C   1913 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine mint right marginal, usual rough perfs, fine (SG £625) 401 150-200

40103 C   1913 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine mint right marginal, usual rough perfs, fine (SG £625) 401 150-200

40104 C   1913 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine mint, corner crease and usual rough perfs (SG £625) 401 100-150

40105 C   1913 Waterlow 10s indigo-blue mint, very fine and scarce (SG £1’200) 402 300-400

40106 C   1913 Waterlow 10s indigo-blue mint, fine and scarce (SG £1’200) 402 300-400

40107 C   1913 Waterlow 10s indigo-blue mint, usual rough perfs, fine & scarce (SG £1’200) 402 300-400

40108 C   1913 Waterlow 10s indigo-blue mint, vertical crease, scarce (SG £1’200) 402 200-300

 

40109 40110 40111

40109 C   1913 Waterlow £1 green, mint, good colour and centering, very fine & scarce 403 1’000-1’400 
   (SG £3’500) 

40110 C   1913 Waterlow £1 green mint, odd shortish perf, very fine (SG £3’500) 403 800-1’000

40111 C   1913 Waterlow £1 green mint, usual uneven perfs., fine & scarce (SG £3’500) 403 800-1’200
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40112 40113 40114

40112 C   1913 Waterlow £1 green mint, good colour, corner crease, fine & scarce (SG £3’500) 403 700-1’000

40113 C   1915 De La Rue 2s6d mint duplicated selection of all three shades, a fine & scarce 405-08 600-800 
   assembly (7) (SG £2’500) 

40114 C   1915 De La Rue 5s pale carmine mint, usual uneven perfs, fine (SG £600) 410 150-200

 

40115 40116 40117

40115 C   1915 De La Rue 10s blue mint, fresh, very fine and scarce (SG £3’200) 412 1’000-1’400

40116 C   1915 De La Rue 10s blue mint, fine and scarce (SG £3’200) 412 800-1’200

40117 C   1915 De La Rue 10s blue mint, fine and scarce (SG £3’200) 412 800-1’200

 

40118 H J   1915 De La Rue 10s blue used block of four, fine and scarce multiple (SG £3’500) 412 800-1’200

 

40119ex 40120ex 40121ex

40119 C DCE   1918-19 Bradbury & Wilkinson 2s6d (perf thin) to 10s, mint set of three, fine (SG £960) 413a-17 200-300

40120 C DCE   1918-19 Bradbury & Wilkinson 2s6d (torn) to 10s, unused set of three, few faults (SG £960) 413a-17 150-200 

40121 C   1918-19 Bradbury & Wilkinson 2s6d to 10s, mint set of three, few faults (SG £960) 413a-17 150-200

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40112
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40113
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40122ex 40123ex 40124ex

40125ex 40126ex 40127ex

40122 C   1918-19 Bradbury & Wilkinson 2s6d to 10s, mint set of three, very fine (SG £960) 414-17 200-300

40123 C   1918-19 Bradbury & Wilkinson 2s6d to 10s, mint set of three, very fine (SG £960) 414-17 200-300

40124 C   1918-19 Bradbury & Wilkinson 2s6d to 10s, mint set of three, very fine (SG £960) 414-17 200-300

40125 C   1918-19 Bradbury & Wilkinson 2s6d to 10s, mint set of three, usual rough perfs, fine 414-17 150-200 
   (SG £960) 

40126 C   1918-19 Bradbury & Wilkinson 2s6d to 10s (thinned), mint set of three, usual rough 414-17 150-200 
   perfs, fine (SG £960) 

40127 C   1918-19 Bradbury & Wilkinson 5s rose-red, mint, fine (SG £325) 416 80-100

 

40128 J DCE   1934-36 1d Scarlet TETE-BECHE block of four with Post Office Training Bar cancels, 440 var 3’000-4’000 
   believed to be from an uncut booklet sheet used as a test item for staff at the training  
   centre, thought to be the only known téte-béche pairs of this issue, a great rarity 

 

40129 C DCE   1934 Re-engraved 2s6d to 10s, duplicated mint assembly, few faults, mixed to very 450-52 400-600 
   fine (13) (SG £2100+) 

40130 F  46 1935 Jubilee set on FDC, plain envelope with type address, Swiss arrival bs, fine and 453-456 80-100 
   scarce (SG £600) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40122
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40123
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King George VI

 

40131 L    PROPAGANDA FORGERIES collection incl. “Special-Stamp in memory of the first day  6’000-8’000 
   of the invasion” presentation sheet, unoverprinted values in vertical gutter pairs,   
   “MURDER RUIN” overprint sets incl. Cathedral of Rouen, Castelle Candolfo, Monte  
   Cassino, Schaffhausen (missing 3d), San Marino and Cathedral of Cologne, also sets  
   with World-Bolshevism, World-Catapitalism, World-Judaism, The Bluff Charta, Empire’s  
   Liquidation at Teheran, World Slavery (missing 3d), and Liquidation of Empire sets for  
   Rabaul, Borneo, Grenada, Rangoon, Bougainville, St. Vincent and several vert. pairs  
   with combination ovtps, rarely offered 

Queen Elizabeth II

40132 F   www 1955-58 Castles (Waterlow) set on individual FDCs, stamps tied by Bedford cds, plain  150-200 
   envelope with handwritten addresses, very fine and scarce (SG £1’500) 

 

40133 H   1964 Geographical Congress 8d with MISSING EMERALD GREEN, light wavy cancellation, 653a 2’000-2’600 
   some trivial wrinkling not noticeable, fine and very rare, Pierron only records two  
   examples and catalogues a used example at £10’000, cert. Brandon (2005) 

 

40135

40134 CC   1979 Flowers 9p mint nh left marginal horizontal strip of three, showing variety 1079 var 200-300 
   PARTIALLY IMPERF & IMPERF BETWEEN left two stamps, very fine, unusual & scarce 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40131
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40131
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40131
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40131
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40131
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40131
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40135 CC   1969 2s6d Bradbury Wilkinson Castle in BLACK on ungummed poor quality thick soft  759 20-25’000 
   paper without wmk in a small sheetlet of 16, various markings around the edges to    
   assist in aligning the images onto the printing plate, created by a Transfer press operator    
   to test the die and plate layout  
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40135A 40135C40135B

40135A J DCE   1969 2s6d Machin by Bradbury Wilkinson in imerf. sheetlet of 10 in issued colour on  787 4’000-5’000 
   ungummed poor quality thick soft paper without wmk, crease through top pair and    
   third pair not detracting from this great rarity, created by a Transfer Press Operator to    
   test the die and plate layout, superb  

40135B J DCE   1969 5s Machin by Bradbury Wilkinson in imperf. sheetlet of 15 in issued colour on  788 6’000-7’000 
   ungummed poor quality thick soft paper without wmk, crease through row 2 and row    
   4 not detracting from this rarity, created by a Transfer Press Operator to test the die    
   and plate layout, superb  

40135C J DCE   1969 10s Machin by Bradbury Wilkinson in imperf. sheetlet of 10 in issued colour on  789 5’000-6’000 
   ungummed poor quality thick soft paper without wmk, crease through top pair and third    
   pair not detracting from this rarity, created by a Transfer Press Operator to test the die    
   and plate layout, superb  

40135D J DCE   1970 10p Cerise Machin by Bradbury Wilkinson in BLACK on un-gummed poor quality  829 2’500-3’000 
   thick soft paper without wmk in marginal strip of four, crease through 2nd and 4th    
   stamp not detracting from this rarity created by a transfer press operator to test the    
   die and plate layout, superb   
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40135E J   1970 £1 Black decimal Machin by Bradbury Wilkinson, a complete sheet of 100 on  831B 25-30’000 
   ungummed poor quality thick soft paper without wmk in a complete IMPERFORATE    
   sheet,10x10 from plate 2, dated 25/1/1971 in lower left corner, creasing affects 37    
   stamps but a stunning Machin proof sheet created by a transfer press operator to test    
   the die and plate layout, brilliant  

Isle of Man

40136 P   www 1973-86, An amazing complete collection of imperforate proofs and progressive proofs  8-12’000 
   of 25 sets printed during this period including the 1973 definitives, 1974 Churchill,  
   1975 Horse Trams, several Europas, 1986 Royal Birthday, all on 43 Courvoisier album  
   pages, plus 1973 Definitives proofs mounted on printer’s card (490) 
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Officials

40136A DCE    1840 VR 1d black, lettered AG, unused, good to large even margins, slight stain spot at  O1 5’000-8’000 
   left & creased, otherwise a wonderful example of the rarity, cert. PF (SG £32000)  

40136B DCE    1884-88 IR Official £1 brown-lilac, crown wmk, lettered DC, unused, thinning at upper  O11 10-15’000 
   right, otherwise a wonderful example of the important rarity, cert. Sismondo (SG £75000)   

40136C H    1884-88 IR Official 10s ultramarine, anchor wmk, lettered KG, used, with central London  O10 800-1’200 
   cds superimposed by boxed “H.B./G.P.O.”, few short perfs, otherwise a fine example of    
   this rare stamp, cert. Sismondo (SG £3500)   

40136D H    1887-92 IR Official £1 green, crowns wmk, lettered KC, used, with central oval Glasgow  O15 500-800 
   ds, excellent colour, a very fine example of this rare stamp, cert. Sismondo (SG £2500)   

40136E DCE    1884-88 IR Official 5s rose, anchor wmk, lettered ME, unused, regummed, otherwise a  O15 2’000-3’000 
   fine example of this rare stamp, cert. PF (SG £17000)   

40136F C    1884-88 Board of Education 1s green & carmine, mint right marginal single, fresh, very  O82 3’000-4’000 
   fine and a fine example of this rare stamp, cert. Sismondo (SG £11000)   
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Late Lots

40136G CC C  1934 Block Cypher 1 1/2d red-brown, mint IMPERF block of four, fresh, very fine & rare,  441a 500-800 
 J  cert. Sismondo (SG £2500+)

40136H CC  1956 3d dark purple, mint nh TETE-BECHE strip of three, very fine & scarce, cert.  545aa 700-1’000 
   Sismondo (SG £3000) 

40136 I CC  1867-83 Anchor £5 orange, used with clear BELFAST/DE.9.94 cds, pencancel  137 1’000-1’500 
   removed with light abrasions, otherwise very fine, cert. Sismondo (SG £4750)   

40136J CC  1867-83 Maltese Cross 10s grey-green, used with clear BELFAST/OC.24.92 cds and 128 500-800 
   usual red crayon mark, diagonal crease, otherwise fine, cert. Sismondo (SG £3200)   

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est la livre sterling

The currency for this auction is the British pound

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund £
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Collections

40137 F DFE   www 1776-1948, Collection of 200+ covers and a few fronts incl. 29 stampless, 5 1d black  800-1’200 
   covers, 76 1d red imperf. covers, better incl. QV 4d cancelled at St. Malo (France),  
   “SAUCHIHALL” Scots local (very fine strike), destinations incl. Bolivia, Syria, 3-colour  
   franking to Mexico, etc., some useful and attractive covers 

40138 F   46 1781-1968, Group of 300+ covers/postal stationery addressed to SWITZERLAND, all  200-300 
   reigns, many uprated/registered postal stationery, diverse frankings, almost all commercial 

40139 F   www 1826-1900, Cover lot of 38 items, mostly 19th century postal stationery, many sent  200-300 
   registered, includes fascinating 1870 Paris Siege Recipients Card bearing oval “BY THE  
   BRITISH CHARITABLE FIND” handstamp, very unusual, mostly fine 

 

40140 CC C  1840-1948, Mint & used collection incl. 14 penny blacks (nearly all 4 margins), 3 2d  10’000-15’000 
 H    blues, London numbers in MCs on penny reds, 1858-79 penny red complete plate  
   reconstruction of pl.113 & 184, various Embossed issues (one of each value with clear  
   margins plus two 1s pairs), a wide range of mostly used surface printed with better  
   incl. 1867-80 2s brown used, 1867-83 5s rose and pale rose, 10s, £1 and £5 (some  
   imperfections), mint/unused incl. 1865-67 6d, 1873-80 4d sage-green & 8d, 1880-83 3d  
   on 3d, 1883-84 5s, 1883-84 Green & Lilac set, etc., used high values incl. 1883-84 10s  
   (4), 1884 £1 brown (4) and £1 brown Telegraph, 1887 £1 green (4), 1883-84 9d (3),  
   KEVII with mint to £1 (2), Seahorse mint & used with £1 green used, UPU £1 mint,  
   1948 Wedding £1 sheet, etc., generally good condition, a very attractive lot 

40141 CC C www 1840-1960, Substantial mint & used collection in a rather well filled Scott album with  5’000-7’000 
 H    an impressive array of better items in better than usual quality, although there are  
   some faults here and there, best item is 1840 2d blue mint og (with a few tone spots  
   on gum), but many other £500 to £1000s each incl. used values to £1 (both wmks of  
   1884/1888 £1 brown), many QV unused or og to 1s values, KEVII in 2s to 10s mint  
   and used, KGV Seahorses, then mint complete KGVI on with postage dues, plus both  
   Mulready envelopes, quite a valuable lot worthy of a good inspection 

40142 CC C www 1840-1970, Valuable mint & used collection with great value in mint issues with 1880-  2’400-3’400 
 H    1902 QV issues complete to 5s value plus 1876 8d orange, KEVII to £1, used from  
   1840 incl. 2s brown, £1 brown-violet, later QE virtually complete with all phosphor  
   sets, also 1d Mulready, usual mixed condition among the early surface printed used,  
   but better quality in the mint, with QE issues mostly unmounted, massive cat. value  
   here, valued conservatively, should be a profitable lot for the retail or internet seller 

40142A H www 1840-1999, Used collection in album from 1d black, 2d blue, Embossed, £1 brown-   2’000-3’000 
   lilac (x2), £1 green QV & EVII, Green Seahorse, etc., plus used Ireland collection incl.    
   Seahorses, very fine  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40140
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40143 C DCE    1841-61, Mint/unused line engraved collection incl. 1841 1d red (6 in different  6’000-8’000 
   shades), 1841 2d blue (3 in diff. shades), 1854-57 1d red wmk small crown (6 in diff.  
   shades), wmk large crown (3 in different shades), 1854-57 2s wmk large crown and  
   1857-58 1d red (8 in diff. shades), ok to fine condition, worth closer inspection 

40144 CC C www 1841-1945, Fascinating and substantial specialised collection of mint and used QV to  1’400-1’800 
 H    KGV, arranged somewhat chaotically in an album, some formidable sections here with  
   nice clean KEVII study mint to £1 with much variety of shades, KGV control numbers  
   group, general town cancels group, and considerable value in QV as well (quite above  
   the usual quality and interest usually encountered here), with penny red study and  
   many better cancels noted, the value quickly adds up if one takes the time to look 

 

40145 CC C P   1860-1975, Selection incl. IMPERF. PROOFS, with 1860s 1d essay proof in red on thick  150-200 
   paper, 1879 Perkins Bacon 1d essay proof in blocks of 4 in grey and dull lilac, KEVII  
   1d plate proofs in green and red, 1911 DLR Britannia essay in red, KGV 1d red proof,  
   plus QEII 7p machin imperf. pair and KEVII 1/2d booklet pane 

40145A C DCE  1862-84, Extensive mint/unused collection of QV surface printed issues, with better   7’000-10’000 
   incl. 1862 9d (2) and 1s (2), 1865-67 9d & 1s, 1867-80 9d & 10d (4), 1867-80 2s    
   blue (3), 1867-83 5s rose (3, one definitely reperfed), 1883-84 to 10s, 1884 Lilac &    
   Green set, etc., with shades and plate numbers throughout, very mixed condition so    
   please inspect (STC SG £180’000+)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40143
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British Commonwealth Essays

 

40146 CC J   1902ca. De La Rue Minerva head imperforate printer’s samples, with “AFRICA/2  600-800 
   1/2d” duty plate, set of eight matching right marginal blocks of 4, imperforate on  
   unwatermarked wove, in four different colour combinations (dull green and brown-  
   orange, dull and bright purple, dull green and violet, and dull green and carmine), each  
   on both uncoated ordinary and chalk-surfaced paper, unmounted o.g. These were  
   produced early in the 20th century, when chalk-surfaced paper was introduced for  
   the KEVII stamps of Transvaal and the Natal, very scarce in this form. 

Aden

 

40147 CC J   1937 Dhows 10R mint nh plus mint nh blocks of four of 1/2a, 9p, 1a and 2 1/2a, very 12 etc. 340-400 
   fine (SG £778) 

Antigua & Barbuda

 

40148 40149 40150 40151

40148 C   1862 No Wmk 6d Blue-Green, perf.14 to 16, mint, fresh with bright colour, very fine 1 180-240 
   (SG £850)   
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (1996) 

40149 H   1884-87 1s Mauve pair with light Antigua cds, very fine (SG £280) 30 80-100

40150 C   1921-29 Wmk Mult Crown CA and Wmk Mult Script CA mint sets, fine (SG £500) 55-80 150-200

40151 C S   1922 £1 with SPECIMEN overprint, mint hinge remainder, very fine 61s 60-80

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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40152 C   1938-51 Wmk Multiple Script CA 1s black & brown with FRAME PRINTED DOUBLE, ONE 105ab 1’000-1’500 
   ALBINO variety, mint, couple of short perfs otherwise fine and very rare  (SG £6’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2006) 

40153 CC   1938-62, 3 mint nh sets incl. 1938-51, 1949 Wedding and 1953-62 (missing 3d),   60-80 
   fine (SG £225) 

40154 C H www COLLECTIONS: 1862-87, Small mint & used selection of 15 singles on stockcard  150-200 
 DCE    comprising SG 1, 6-7, 13, 15, 18, 20, 21-24, 27-30, mostly fine & used (SG £1’079) 

40155 C   www COLLECTIONS: 1903-17, Mint specialised shade collection of the “Seal of the Colony”  300-400 
   1903-07 and 1908-17 issues, incl. 5s chalk used (small tone spots), mostly fine (64)  
   (SG £1’500+) 

Ascension

 

40156 CC C   1938-1952 2s6d block of 4 with 3rd stamp showing plate variety “Davit” flaw, top pair 45ca 400-500 
 J  mint hinge remainder, bottom pair with plate error never hinged (SG £1’700+) 

Australia 

New South Wales

 

40157 C   1854-59, 6d Deep slate, mint with only light hinge trace, very fine & scarce (SG £1’600 89 200-300

40158 F  54 1845 Folded entire written by an army officer stationed in Parramatta, addressed to  200-300 
   London and bearing boxed PARRAMATTA/ POST PAID hs in red and SYDNEY JY21/   
   1845 transit, reverse bears despatch pmk (blue) and arrival cds, neat concessionary  
   rate cover 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40152
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40159 F  46 1851 (Jul 31) Folded cover to England with 3d Sydney View yellow-green tied by oval 39 1’200-1’600 
   of bars on folded cover from Sydney to London, bearing crisp example of the rare boxed  
   “QUEEN’S WHARF” hs, Sydney cds alongside, arrival bs, fine 

Queensland

 

40160 H   1860 1d, 2d and 6d imperfs used, the 1d with slightly heavy crease and the other 1-3 400-600 
   two with light bends, all four margins, 6d with “74” numeral of Collandoon, fine  
   appearance and a scarce set (SG £3’300) 

 

40161 40162

40161    1860-61 1s Violet clean cut perf.14-15 1/2 with “CANCELLED” barred ovals (made by 10 2’000-3’000 
   Perkins Bacon as a gift to Roland Hill’s family), slightly trimmed on right side,  
   recorded as position 2, very rare (SG £10’000)  
     

   Provenance: Jaffé  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2006) 
 

40162    1860-61 3d Brown with “CANCELLED” barred oval (made by Perkins Bacon as a gift to 16 3’000-4’000 
   Roland Hill’s family), small thin at top and and perfs trimmed on three sides, unique,  
   the only known example (SG £11’000)  
     

   Provenance: Jaffé  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPSoV (2002) 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the 
buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the 
buyer understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale 
date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est la livre sterling

The currency for this auction is the British pound

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund £
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401664016440163

40163 C J   1860-61 REGISTERED (6d) orange-yellow in mint og block of four, minor bend from 20 100-150 
   hinge, fine and scarce multiple (SG £440+) 

40164 DCE   1868-78 1d Orange-Vermilion imperf. pair, with good margins, unused, slightly oxidised 83a 150-200 
   colour otherwise fine (SG £750) 

40165 C J  46 1868-78 2d Deep Blue mint og right marginal block of 12, some tone spots, a scarce 100 100-150 
   multiple (SG £780+) 

40166 C DCE   1880 10s Bistre-Brown mint og and 20s Rose unused, the 10s with small internal gum 126- 400-500 
   crease, 20s with short perfs at foot, fine appearance, scarce (SG £2’250) 127

401694016840167
 

40167 P    POSTAL FISCALS: 1871-72 Imperforate plate proofs of the 1d, 6d red-brown, 1s,  F16/ 200-300 
   2s6d, 5s and 10s, the 2s6d, 5s and 10s with pinholes, some others with creases,  F23 
   presentable apperance 

40168 C J   POSTAL FISCALS: 1871-72 2s6d mint block of four, toned gum with some wrinkling,  F20 200-300 
   a scarce multiple (SG £1’200+) 

40169 C    POSTAL FISCALS: 1871-72 10s Brown mint part og, gum slightly toned with some F22, 200-300 
   minor gum wrinkling (SG £800), plus 1866-68 1d blue mint og, gum slightly toned F9,etc. 
   with some minor gum wrinkling, and type F5 6d pen cancelled removed and 10s mint og 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40163
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40170 C M    FISCALS: Impressed Duty 1895 6s to £300 mint values, mixed condition with some  100-200 
   with toning and odd fault, seldom offered (43) 

 

40171 C H   COLLECTIONS: 1860-1911, Mint collection incl. 1860 1d carmine rose unused (repaired,  3’000-4’000 
 J DCE    cert. RPS, SG £6’000), 1860-61 1s violet mint, various Specimens, 1868-74 1s mauve,  
 S  1890-97 1d imperf. block of 4 and used vert. pair, 1879-81 blocks of four, high values  
   incl. 1882-5 £1, etc., slightly mixed condition, a useful lot (SG £24’000+) 

South Australia

 

40172 40173

40172 C DCE   1855 London printing 1d dark green, fine mint, part og, clear to good margins, a 1 1’500-2’000 
   scarce stamp (SG £8’500)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Diena, Bloch, cert. Diena (1961) and Friedl (1982) 
 

40173 DCE   1855 London printing 1d dark green, fine unused (traces of og only), good margins 1 1’000-1’200 
   and deep original colour, scarce (SG £8’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1949), Brandon (2004) 

 

40174 C   1855 London printing 2d rose-carmine horiz. pair with sheet margin at right, fine mint 2 600-800 
   with good margins and colour, folded in margin only at right, nice multiple (SG £1’500+)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1985) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40170
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40170
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40178401774017640175

40175 C   1855 London printing 2d rose-carmine fresh mint pair with good margins all round, 2 400-600 
   scarce (SG £1’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1958) 

40176    1855 London printing 2d rose-carmine fresh unused without gum, good to large 2 150-200 
   margins all around (SG £750) 

40177 C DCE   1855 London printing 6d deep blue, very fresh unused with part gum, good margins 3 600-800 
   all round, excellent deep original colour, trace of slight thin at top right, a rare  
   stamp, ex William Frazer stock (SG £3’750) 

40178 C   1855 London printing 6d deep blue, fresh mint with large part og, touched at lower 3 400-600 
   right, good to large margins elsewhere, a rare stamp (SG £4’750)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPSV (2002) 

40179 J P  54 1855 London printing 1s imperforate plate proof in black in block of ten, severed 4 200-300 
   between and rejoined, sixth stamp showing “line through SHILLING”, one stamp with  
   fault, scarce multiple  
     

   Provenance: Jaffé 

 

40180 H   1856-56 Colonial printing 2d carmine-red, a very fresh used strip of five with neat “25” 9 200-300 
   numerals of Gawler, small scissor cut at top of fourth stamp, most attractive and scarce 

40181 CC C  54 1860-69 Second roulette issue 1d bright yellow green in mint block of 12 with dried 19 200-400 
 J  flat gum, some creasing and one stained, a scarce multiple despite faults (SG £1’440  
   as singles)  
     

   Provenance: Jaffé 

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
£      50 - 100 £      5 £      500 - 1000 £      50  £        5000 - 10000 £      500
£    100 - 200 £    10 £    1000 - 2000 £    100 £      10000 - 20000 £    1000
£    200 - 500 £    20 £    2000 - 5000 £    200 £      20000 - 50000 £    2000
     £     50000 - 100000 £    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40175
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40182 40183 40185 40186

40182 C J   1860-69 Second roulette issue 4d dull violet in block of four, fine and fresh mint 27 150-200 
   with nearly full original gum (SG £560+)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Sismondo (2009) 
 

40183 C   1868-79 9d Grey-Lilac with variety perf. x roulette (at foot) unused with part gum, 49a 300-400 
   small mark on cheek, a very rare variety unused (SG unpriced mint)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1970) 

 

40184 H   1868-79 3 PENCE on 4d, error SURCHARGE OMITTED, used with light Adelaide GPO 68c 4’000-6’000 
   cds, shallow thinning at foot, the major rarity of South Australia with just ten used  
   examples known (four of which are in institutional collections), and the key piece to  
   any advanced display of this colony (SG £15’000)  
     

   Provenance: Jaffé  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1967) and Brandon (2006) 
 

40185 C   1868-79 Wmk Star 1s dark red brown, a fresh mint block of four, scarce (SG £600+) 83 150-200
 

40186 C   1876-1900 Wmk broad star 9d rose-lilac with variety double print (shows clearly in 123var 300-400 
   SOUTH AUSTRALIA and NINE PENCE), unused with small part og, scarce (a used  
   example is in the Royal collection). Expertise: Cert. BPA 

 

40187 CC C   1876-1900 Wmk broad star 1s chocolate imperforate vertically between in horizontal 130a 200-300 
   strip of four with interpane margin at right, fresh and fine mint, scarce (SG £800+) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40182
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4018940188ex

40188 F P   1868-76 De la Rue issue, range of proofs with pairs of 2d colour trials in vermilion, 154-55 200-300 
   orange, carmine, green, 1d plate proof pair in black on card, colour trial pair in  
   green on gummed paper, 2d plate proof in black on card pair and block of four, 2d deep  
   orange pair, fair to fine (20), also 2d cover Bramfield to Adelaide and 2d (3) on  
   cover Glenelg to Sweden 

 

40189 C   1895 De La Rue perf.13 1d green vertical pair with variety imperforate between, fresh 175b 300-400 
   mint, vert. crease not apparent from face, a rare item, unpriced by SG and rated “R”  
   by Lowe  
     

   Provenance: Mursell 1964 

40190 C J  54 1886 High values, plate proofs of 2s6d and 5s, bicoloured on perforated gummed paper, 195, 300-400 
 P  plate blocks of six, very fresh mint nh, minor blemish on reverse of each 196

 

40191 CC C   1886-96 High values, 2s6d to £20 (the £5 is grey, no 1896 £5 brown), 13 values in 195/ 500-700 
 S  mint strips of four, all with small SPECIMEN ovpt, fresh colours, few with trimmed 208s 
   perfs (52)  
     

   Provenance: Jaffé 

 

40192 C DCE   1886-96 High values, 2s6d to £20 complete with both colours of £5, extra shades of 195-208 200-300 
 S   2s6d, 5s, 10s, 15s, £1, £5 grey, £10, mint or unused ovpt SPECIMEN, condition  
   varies as usual 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40188
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40193 4019640195 40197 40198

40193 P   1886-96 High values 5s rose-pink with value printed quadruple, with extra row of 196 200-300 
   perforations at base, on pinkish laid paper, of proof status, very unusual  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPSV (2001) 

 

40194    1886-96 High values, £2, 50s, £4 and £5, each in a block of four fresh used CTO 200-1,  2’000-3’000 
   with Adelaide cds, full original gum, fine and a rare group of blocks, 3 are marginal 203-4 
     

   Provenance: Australia Post archival sale 

40195 C   1886-96 High values 50s Pink with variety VALUE DOUBLE, small hs SPECIMEN, fine 201a 300-400 
   mint, usual slight gum wrinkles  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPSV (2001) 

40196 C   1886-96 High values £4 lemon mint hr, very fresh colour, slight corner crease not 203a 1’500-2’000 
   apparent from face, fine and rare stamp (SG £7’500) 

40197 C   1886-96 High values £5 brown, very fresh mint lh, slight gum crease on reverse, fine 205b 800-1’000 
   and rare stamp (SG £4’500)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Bloch, cert. BPA (1989) 

40198 C   1886 High values £10 bronze, well centred mint with good colour, gum a bit yellowed, 206a 800-1’200 
   rare (SG £7’000)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Galvez 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
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40199 S   1890 Postal Telegraph Conference bound report presented to Hon. B. Stafford Bird (the  4’000-5’000 
   Tasmanian Postmaster General), signed on inside page by J. H. Gordon (Minister of  
   Education and President of the Conference), featuring page of 30 reprints and 1867 6d  
   & 1890 4d Specimens, page of Specimen ovpts on thirteen 1886-96 high values to £20  
   plus 1883-99 3d & 6d, and set of 13 Postal Notices with Specimen ovpts all with serial  
   00001, all in very fine and fresh condition, an extremely rare item 

40200 40201

40200 CC C   1902-04 Thin POSTAGE 8d ultramarine with variety EIGNT instead of EIGHT on the 272a 400-600 
 J  lower left stamp of a corner plate block of four, fresh mint, natural gum bend affects  
   one normal, a scarce block (SG £2’036) 

40201 C   1902-04 Thin POSTAGE vertical lower marginal pair with variety imperforate 275b 300-400 
   horizontally (thus imperf. between and imperf. between stamp and margin), mint with  
   good colour, creasing through both, a scarce item (SG £2’250) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40199
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40202 CC J   1902-04 Thin POSTAGE 3d olive-green mint nh block of four with value and inscription  280a 
   greatly shifted upwards resulting in lower pair with POSTAGE OMITTED and upper pair  
   with POSTAGE at base (see SG footnote), from pos.47-48 and 57-58 from the only sheet  
   known with this error, very fine, a very rare and spectacular error with only 10 such  
   possible errors existing (SG £9’900+ for mint hinged)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2015)    
        
     Estimate: £ 7’000 - £ 10’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40202
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40203 40204 40205 40206

40203 C   1904-11 Thick POSTAGE 6d to £1 set incl. both 2s6d and 5s types, fresh mint, last 284- 200-260 
   with slight gum creasing (SG £750+) 292

40204 C   1904-11 Thick POSTAGE 10d orange (unlisted shade) in vertical interpane pair with 287var 300-400 
   lower stamp imperforate between stamp and top margin, fresh mint, minor wrinkling 

40205 CC C   1904-11 Thick POSTAGE 1s brown in vertical pair showing variety imperforate between, 288a 400-500 
   mint with lower stamp nh, slight corner crease, fresh colour (SG £2’250)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Bloch 

40206 C   1904-11 Thick POSTAGE 1s brown in vertical pair showing variety imperforate between, 288a 400-500 
   fresh mint, lower stamp with minor spot on gum, scarce (SG £2’250) 

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
£      50 - 100 £      5 £      500 - 1000 £      50  £        5000 - 10000 £      500
£    100 - 200 £    10 £    1000 - 2000 £    100 £      10000 - 20000 £    1000
£    200 - 500 £    20 £    2000 - 5000 £    200 £      20000 - 50000 £    2000
     £     50000 - 100000 £    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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40207 40208 40209

40207 CC J   1904-11 Thick POSTAGE 5s pale rose (type Z) block of four mint nh, well centred, some 290b 120-150 
   creasing at left  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Sismondo (2009) 

40208 C   1906-12 Wmk Crown A 6d blue-green in vertical pair with variety imperforate between, 300ab 300-400 
   mint, gum somewhat yellowed and slightly discoloured, ex W Frazer stock (SG £2’250) 

40209 C   1906-12 Wmk Crown A 9d brown-lake in vertical pair with variety imperforate between, 302a 600-800 
   fine and fresh mint, rare (SG £2’000) 

 

40210 40211 40212

40210 C   1906-12 Wmk Crown A 1s brown horiz. pair with variety imperforate between, fresh 303a 700-900 
   mint, slight gum creasing and small facial mark at left, rare (SG £3’500) 

40211 C   OFFICIALS: 1891 2s6d pale violet fine and fresh mint with good centring and colour, O86 1’200-1’500 
   large part og, fine and rare stamp (SG £6’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (which erroneously describes marginal watermark line as an  
   ironed crease) 

40212 C   OFFICIALS: 1901 5s pale rose exceptionally fresh mint, large part og, a fine example O87 2’000-3’000 
   of this rarity, ex William Frazer stock (SG £7’000)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Bloch and cert. Friedl (for this and the halfcrown value) 
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40213 H   OFFICIALS: Official ovpt “O.S.” in large block type as used for postal stationery, 1891  1’500-2’000 
   5s pale rose pair cancelled Adelaide duplex AU 13 91, pair severed and rejoined,  
   extremely rare (see R Lowe vol. IV p. 146, where these two stamps were catalogued  
   as the then only known examples), unlisted by SG, only four examples are thought to  
   exist in total  
     

   Provenance: Peter Jaffe 2006 

40214 CC C www COLLECTIONS: 1855-1905, PROOFS selection incl. 1855 6d imperf. plate proof pair  70-100 
 J DCE  in issued colour, 1s imperf. plate proof pair in black (cut into, creased), 1868-76 2d  
 P    orange-red corner pl.2 block of 6 plate proof on gummed unwatermarked paper,   
   1883-89 4d imperf. plate proof block of four on gummed nh unwatermarked paper,   
   1899-1905 1/2d block of 4 in black on thin card and normal 195-11 2d mauve mint    
   nh block of 6, plus VICTORIA 1857 4d proof and 2d defaced proof 

40215 CC C www COLLECTIONS: 1855-1912, Good range of mostly mint or unused, from 1855 London 1/242 1’000-2’000 
 H P    printing 1d dark green strip of 3 used (fault), 2d mint pair and unused single, 1d plate  
 S  proof strip, 1s plate proof blocks of 4 and 6, 1856 Colonial printing 2d var. printed  
   both sides (corner fault), rouletted issues with values to 2s, 1868 to 2s, later pairs,  
   strips or blocks, few OS ovpts, plus a range of reprints, fair to fine, much useful, huge  
   cat. value (140+) 

 

40216 CC C    COLLECTIONS: 1886-1911, High values range from 1886 2s 6d (2), 5s (2), 15s, £1,  195/ 300-400 
 P   thin POSTAGE 3d to £1 with extra shades, thick POSTAGE to 5s with shades, perfin 305 
   “SA” 4d and 6d in blocks, perfin “OS” 9d, plate proof of original De la Rue head plate  
   imperf., etc, fair to fine mint, a good lot (49) 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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Tasmania

 

4022140217

4021940218

40220

4022340222

40217 H   1853-54 Courier 1d pale blue, complete vertical row of four neatly cancelled by barred 1 1’000-1’500 
   numeral “59” of Hobart, very fresh colour, top stamp with tiny thinning, a very rare  
   multiple in this vertical format  
     

   Provenance: Odenweller  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1974) 

40218 H   1853-54 Courier 1d pale blue, with sheet margin at right (position 6) fresh used with 1 400-500 
   light neat ‘63’ of Hobart, fine impression with all lines clear, a nice stamp, cert  
   Proeschold 1984 (SG £1500) 

40219 C   1853-54 Courier 1d blue mint with good to large margins all round, small thin spot in 2 1’500-2’000 
   left margin only (does not impinge on stamp), large part o.g., a rare stamp in mint  
   condition (SG £10’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1990) 

40220 H   1853-54 Courier 1d blue, brilliantly fresh horizontal strip of four, pos. 9-12, light 2 2’000-3’000 
   barred numeral “68” of Hobart, third stamp with crease and slight thin, marvellous  
   appearance and a highly attractive first issue multiple, extremely rare  
     

   Provenance: Earl  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (2003) 

40221 H   1853-54 Courier 1d blue, early impression, complete vertical row of four, cancelled by 2 1’200-1’500 
   barred numeral “20” of Circular Head, second stamp is position 8 showing large  
   printing flaw by Queen’s mouth, a rare multiple  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2000) 

40222 H   1853-54 Courier 1d blue, early impression, exceptional example with large to enormous 2 400-600 
   margins, part next stamp at right, light barred numeral of Hobart, most unusual in this  
   top quality (SG £1’500) 

40223 DCE   1853-54 Courier 1d pale blue on thin paper unused, good appearance but crease at 3 500-600 
   top and tear in right margin, a rare stamp unused (SG £9’500) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40217
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40218
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40219
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40220
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40221
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40222
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40223
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40224 F  54 1854 (Jun 29) Wrapper from Kangaroo Point to CANADA with four 1853 1d blue, thin 4 3’000-4’000 
   hard white paper, with manuscript “Kang. Point / 29-6-54” Postmaster endorsement  
   with stamps tied by indistinct “39” numeral (rated RR by Avery et al), Hobart transit  
   below, London transit bs, stamps paying 4d Ship Letter rate carried by General Screw  
   Steam Co. vessel “Queen of the South” to England, peripheral wear and some toning   
     

   Thought to be the only known 1d Courier cover to the Americas and a very rare origin  
     

   Provenance: Tinsley (1990, lot 60), Sato 

40225 F  54 1854 (Aug 17) Wrapper sent locally in Hobart with 1853 1d “milky” blue, early 1 2’000-3’000 
   impression, pos.19 showing tiny portion of imprint, just touched at lower left, tied  
   by “68” numeral and PAID boxed ds, horiz. crease affecting stamp, missing sideflap and  
   portion of lower backflap, scarce  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

40226 F  54 1855 (Jun 15) Wrapper sent locally in Hobart with 1853 1d blue, worn impression, 3 2’000-3’000 
   pos.19 with “Printed by H & C Bes” marginal inscription, tied by “61” numeral and red  
   boxed ds, vert. crease affecting stamp, missing sideflap, an extremely rare usage of  
   the printers imprint on cover  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

40227 H  60 1853-54 Courier 4d orange pl.2 sheet reconstruction with 20 singles and two horiz.  600-800 
   pairs, generally poor condition, a difficult reconstruction and a useful plating tool  
   for the student  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

40228 H J  60 1853-54 Courier 4d red-orange used block of six, plate 1, showing a mix of early and 7 800-1’000 
   worn impressions, three stamps touched, with “58” numerals of Waterloo Point, some  
   faults, an attractive and very scarce multiple  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

40229 H J  60 1853-54 Courier 4d red-orange, plate 1, early impression block of six, lower left 7 800-1’000 
   stamp cut into at foot otherwise clear margins, “58” numerals of Waterloo Point, some  
   faults, a very scarce multiple  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

 

40230 40231

40230 H J   1853-54 Courier 4d orange, plate 1, used block of four, worn impression, pos.5-6 & 8 500-600 
   11-12, touched at top left, “58” numerals of Waterloo Point, faults internal cut  
   touching top right and lower left stamps and thins, scarce block  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

40231 H   1853-54 Courier 4d orange pl.2 pair, good to large margins, “59” numerals of Hobart, 8 500-600 
   has been lifted and hinged (misplaced) to original piece, fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40230
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40231
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40233 4023740232

40232 H J   1853-54 Courier 4d pale orange pl.1 2nd state block of six, pos.7-8, 13-14 & 19-20 9 1’500-2’000 
   with part of the marginal inscription, “58” numerals of Waterloo Point, faults incl. hole  
   between top two stamps and some heavy creases, a very scarce multiple   
     

   Provenance: Earl (1980), Sato 

40233 H J   1853-54 Courier 4d pale orange, plate 1, used block of four, worn impression, pos.8-9 9 500-600 
   & 14-15, two stamps cut into at left, “58” numerals of Waterloo Point, faults incl.  
   thins and heavy vertical crease, a scarce block  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

 

40235 4023640234

40234 DCE   1853-54 Courier 4d dull orange pl.2 pos.3 unused with close to huge margins showing 11 700-1’000 
   portions of two neighbours, very fine (SG £4’750)  
     

   Provenance: David Cohen  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1976) 

40235 H   1853-54 Courier 4d orange used, plate 2, with pre-printing paper fold, just clear margins, 11 100-120 
   pos.19 with partial marginal imprint, some creasing and a thin, very unusual variety  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

40236 DCE   1854 Courier 4d plate II, yellowish orange, position 24 showing part printers imprint “C W 12 700-1’000 
   Coard Sc”, unused with good colour, shallow thinning on reverse, very rare (SG £4’750)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2004) 

40237 H J   1853-54 Courier 4d yellowish orange, plate 2, used block of four, intermediate impression, 12 400-500 
   ms “58” numerals of Waterloo Point, pinholes on lower right stamp and tear in margin  
   at foot, fine appearance and scarce multiple  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

40238 H   www 1853-54 Courier 4d orange, plate 1, state 2, worn impression used selection incl. 8 500-700 
   strip of three, two horiz. pairs (one ex Earl, other with tear), one vert. pair and three  
   singles (incl. one right wing marginal, one with “kiss print” cert. RPSV), with various  
   faults, an attractive group (12)  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40233
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40237
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40234
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40235
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40236
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40239 H   www 1853-54 Courier 4d orange, plate 2, intermediate impression, selection of five 10 400-600 
   singles, two horiz. pairs and one vertical pair, mostly with minor faults, an  
   attractive group (11)  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

40240 H   www 1853-54 Courier 4d orange, plate 2, intermediate impression, selection of six singles 11 400-600 
   and a pair, mostly with slight faults such as heavy, slight thins or creases, a scarce  
   group (8)  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

 

40241 40246

40241 P   1900ca Reprinted die proof of the Chalon Head design in red, two on cream card, one  100-150 
   with blank value tablet one with engine turned design in value tablet, fine 

 

40242 40243 40244 40245

40242 DCE   1855 Chalon 1d carmine unused small part of, just touched at lower left corner, fresh 14 1’200-1’800 
   colour, light crease and tiny natural paper inclusion, fine and very rare (SG £10’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Sismondo (2001) and APS (1997) 

40243 H   1855 Chalon 1d carmine used strip of three, one stamp just touched at foot, “68” 14 400-500 
   numerals of Hobart, scissor cut at top on left stamp, a fine and scarce multiple  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

40244    1855 Chalon 1d carmine Rowland Hill presentation example with barred CANCELLED 14 3’000-4’000 
   obliterator, one of six made for the Hill family (no. 3 of the block of six), very fine with  
   brilliant colour (SG £12’000)  
     

   Provenance: Burrus, Latto and Jaffé  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1979) 

40245 DCE   1855 Chalon 2d green unused, just touched at lower left corner, fresh colour, fine 16 700-1’000 
   (SG £5’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2004) 

40246 P   1855 Chalon 4d die proof in black on India, affixed to stout card 39x43mm, fresh and 17-18 800-1’000 
   fine, very rare  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2006) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40241
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40246
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40242
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40243
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40244
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40245
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4024840247

40247 DCE   1855 Chalon 4d Blue unused with fine to good margins, good colour, fine (SG £4’250) 18 500-800 
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2004) 

40248    1855 Chalon 4d blue with Rowland Hill CANCELLED barred oval, very fresh, small 18 1’500-2’000 
   thinning and tiny nick at lower left, one of six presentation examples made by the  
   printers for the Hill family (this is the lower left stamp of the block of six), extremely  
   rare (SG £12’000)  
     

   Provenance: General Gill, Earl, Robinson and Jaffé  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2006) 

40249 H  98 1855 Chalon 4d blue used selection written up on a page showing various roller flaws, 18 400-600 
   incl. strip of five just touched at right and slight crease, plus 10 singles and a pair,  
   ideal for the specialist (17)  
     

   Provenance: Sato

4025140250 

40250 C J   1857-69 Chalon 1d dull vermilion unused block of nine with part og, touched in a 28 500-700 
   couple of places, three heavy horizontal creases, a scarce multiple  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

40251 J DCE   1857-69 Chalon 1d pale dull vermilion unused block of six, touched bottom left with 28 300-400 
   a couple of intruding scissor cuts, some creasing  
     

   Provenance: Sato 

40252 F  54 1857-69 Chalon 2d deep green and 4d blue tied by 62 numeral in bars to small cover, 33+37 700-1’000 
   HOBART 3MY3 1859 to New Zealand (Wellington & Auckland cds on face), scarce  
   ADVERTISED/ UNCLAIMED in red, a few uneven margins, very few Chalon covers to  
   New Zealand recorded 

40253 H J  60 1857-69 Chalon 4d blue (J. Davies printing) used block of eight, fine to very large 36 300-400 
   margins, inverted wmk with marginal wmk lines, “58” numerals of Waterloo Point, some  
   creasing as is usual for multiples, still a rare multiple of this size 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40247
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40248
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40251
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40254 H J  60 1857-69 Chalon 4d blue used block of 9, touched in a few places, “44” numerals of New 37 400-500 
   Norfolk, large thin at lower right and thin at foot, still a presentable and rare multiple 

40255 H J 98 1858 Chalon 1s vermilion selection incl. unused vermilion, dull vermilion with cleaned 41 300-400 
 DCE     pen cancel, bright vermilion in block of four with cleaned pen cancel (still a scarce  
   block), used strip of three and five used singles, odd fault, useful group (14) 

 

40256 P   1858 Chalon 1s die proof in black on India, cut octagonally and affixed to stout card 41 600-800 
   for ease of handling by printer, 39x43mm, very rare  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2006) 

 

40257    1858 Chalon 1s vermilion, with Rowland Hill CANCELLED oval h/s, position 1 in the 41 3’000-4’000 
   block of six made for presentation to the Hill family, just clear to large margins,  
   extremely rare (SG £12’000)  
     

   Provenance: Jaffé  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2006) 

40258 F  98 1858 (Sep 27) Printed Parliamentary paper (not complete) sent from Hobart to the 41 600-800 
   Launceston Examiner newspaper with 1858 1s vermilion, good margins (small fault at  
   lower left) cancelled by “61” numeral, with despatch and arrival ds adjacent, paying  
   the 4oz packet rate which only lasted 8 months between April and November 1858  
   (before being reduced to 4d), very rare high internal franking 

 

40259 C   1880-91 Sideface perf. 12 4d chrome-yellow with error “printed both sides”, horiz. 166ab 400-500 
   pair mint, stain spot on one stamp, extremely scarce variety (SG £2’800)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPSV (1990) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40256
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40257
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40259
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40259
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4026140260

40260 C   1889 Halfpenny on 1d with variety “al” printed sideways, mint with small hr, fresh 167a 400-500 
   colour, rare (SG £1’700) 

40261 C   1891 2 1/2d on 9d with variety surcharge double (one inverted), mint with hr, fresh 168a 120-160 
   colour, scarce (SG £650)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (1996) 

 

40262 40263

40262 CC C   1892-99 10s Mauve and brown, very fresh mint block of four, lower pair nh, scarce 224 200-300 
 J  (SG £720) 

40263 CC J   1892-99 £1 green and yellow, marginal block of four fresh mint nh, minor inclusion in 225 400-500 
   gum of one, a rare block (SG £2’000) 

40264 CC C www 1899-1904 Pictorials mint block selection incl. 1899-1900 1d mnh block of 16 (two 230, 150-200 
 J    with light gum bend), 1d mnh half-sheet of 30 with margins, 2 1/2d mnh block of 16 232, 
   with margins (mounted in margin) and 1902-04 mh 1d block of 15 with margins (perf. 238 
   separation close to complete down middle) with inv. wmk, fine (SG £821+) 

 

40265 CC C   1903 REVENUE 1d on 3d chestnut with error “1d.” inverted surcharge, mint block of  150-200 
 J  four, fresh colour, left pair with light crease, unusual 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40260
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40261
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40262
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40263
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40265
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40266 40267

40266 C   1900 REVENUE 2s6d lake pair with one showing “REVFNUE” variety, fine and fresh mint, F32a 200-300 
   rare (SG £1’175). Expertise: Cert. BPA (1999) 

40267 J DCE   1900 REVENUE 2s6d lake imperforate variety in marginal block of four unused, no gum, F32c 300-400 
   fresh colour, wrinkle across top pair, scarce (SG £2’200) 

 

40268 40269

40268 C   1900 REVENUE 1d blue horizontal strip of three with variety imperf. between F36b 180-240 
   vertically, left stamp with double strike of the perforator, right stamp imperf.  
   between stamp and margin, fresh mint (SG £475+) 

40269 C J   1900 REVENUE 1d blue, ovpt double, fresh mint block of four, lower pair nh, scarce, F36d 200-300 
   cert. RPSV 1978 (SG £1’000) 

 

40270 40271

40270 C   1900 REVENUE 2d chesnut pair showing variety imperforate between, fine and fresh mint,  200-300 
   highly unusual, cert. RPS 1962 (when listed as SG F37) 

40271 CC C   1900 REVENUE 2d chestnut with error value omitted in lower left corner block of four  200-300 
 J  with “8” in margin, fresh mint, gum browned, variety formerly listed as SG F37a (RL F28d) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40266
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40267
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40268
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40269
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40270
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40271
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4027340272

40272 CC C   1900 REVENUE 2d chestnut with error value omitted variety in right marginal block of  200-300 
 J  four with plate no. ‘1’ in margin, fresh mint, lower pair nh, formerly listed as SG  
   F37a (RL F28d) 

40273 C   1900 REVENUE 2d chestnut with spectacular TWO PENCE DOUBLE variety, fine mint,  200-300 
   formerly listed as SG F37b 

 

40274 40275

40274 CC C   1900 £1 Green and Yellow, a fine mint block of four, light hinge on top pair only, a F39 200-240 
 J  scarce block (SG £900) 

40275 C   1900 £1 Green and Yellow with variety double overprint (one vertical), fine mint, F39a 120-150 
   rare (SG £425) 

40276 H   www COLLECTIONS: 1850-1904, Group of 16 covers incl. 1850 entire to London with  500-600 
   unusually clear Hobart Town GPO ds, two 1856-57 4d covers, 1858 6d on cover,   
   1860-67 6d on cover to Ireland, 1857-69 4d on cover from Wyatta (datelined on  
   reverse) and two others, later issues incl. four sideface frankings, two post. stat, and  
   two 2d pictorial frankings from Penguin Creek and Beaconsfield, mixed condition 

 

40277 H    COLLECTIONS: 1853 Courier selection incl. three 1d blue and six 4d orange, with  500-600 
   various margins and faults, a useful group with some better looking examples with  
   different shades 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40272
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40273
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40274
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40275
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40277
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40277
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40277
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40277
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40277
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40277
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40278 C H  COLLECTIONS: 1853-1900, Mostly mint collection incl. 1d Courier with cleaned pen  8’000-12’000 
 DCE    cancel and a used pair, 4d Courier unused (7) with various faults, range of imperf.  
   Chalons incl. 1855 4d unused (2), 1858 1s vert. pair and horiz. strip of 3, some  
   proofs and “kiss prints”, perf. Chalons incl. 2d strip of three, later issues with  
   1870-71 4d blue (2), 2d with double print (used, minor faults), 1871-78 3d imperf.  
   pair, 1892-99 set to £1 plus Specimen set, and some postal fiscals incl. varieties,  
   mixed condition with closer inspection needed on earlier issues, a useful collection  
   (SG £80’000+) 

Victoria

40279 H   www 1850-53 Ham 3d second printing reconstruction of the intermediate stone of 15 4a 600-800 
   subjects, various shades and cancels, plus 10 extras (plated an unplated) with some  
   showing non-constant flaws, mixed margins and very mixed condition, useful for the  
   specialist (SG £11’250) 

 

40280 40281 40282 40284

40280 C   1850-53 Ham 3d blue (3rd state) mint part og pair, just touched in places, some 11 700-1’000 
   faults, a scarce mint multiple (SG £5’000+) 

40281 C   1850-53 Ham 1d bright pinky red mint part og pair, just touched in places, light thin, 12a 600-900 
   fine and scarce mint multiple (SG £4’000+) 

40282 DCE   1850-53 Ham 2d grey-drab unused with very close but seemingly clear margins all 13a 800-1’200 
   around, stain and tiny pinhole, sound and rare (SG £7’500) 

 

40283 H   1850-53 Ham 3d deep blue (5th printing) in used strip of four [9-12], just touched in 14a 200-300 
   places, with indistinct barred “V” numerals, fine  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPSoV (2005) 

40284 DCE   1850-53 Ham 2d dull brownish lilac (4th state, 6th printing) unused, just touched in 15c 600-800 
   places, fine and fresh, very rare (SG £7’500)  
     

   Expertise: RPSoV and Brandon (2004) 

40285 H   www 1850-53 Ham 2d reconstruction of the intermediate stone of 30 subjects for printing 17 200-300 
   stone D, various shades and cancels, mixed margins and slightly mixed condition,  
   useful for the specialist 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40278
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40278
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40278
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40278
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40278
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40280
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40281
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40282
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40284
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40283
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402884028740286

40286 C   1854 (Feb-Jun) Campbell 1d orange-red (rose perhaps?) 3rd state mint part og corner 23 800-1’000 
   right marginal vertical pair [6,12], with large to huge margins, minor handling bends,  
   couple of light thin spots, very fine and fresh, a rare unused multiple (SG £5’500+) 

40287 DCE   1854 (Feb-Jun) Campbell 1d orange-red unused with close to large margins, some tiny 23 400-500 
   natural paper flaws causing a couple of pinholes, fine and fresh appearance (SG  
   £2’750)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1972) and Brandon (2004) 

40288 H   1854 (Feb-Jun) Campbell 1d orange-red used strip of five [1-5], just touched on right 23 300-400 
   stamp, with “5 / V” numerals, some imperfections, an attractive and scarce multiple 

 

40289 C   1854 1s Blue mint part og, just touched at right, fine appearance (SG £900) 25 150-200 
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1980) 

40290 H   www 1854-57 Campbell & Fergusson 1d reconstruction of the intermediate stone #2 of 24 26 200-300 
   subjects in a range of shades, 14 of which and a pair have 4 margins, very mixed  
   condition, useful for the specialist 

 

40291 40293 40294

40291 DCE   1854-57 Campbell & Fergusson 1d brick-red unused with good to large margins, light 26a 300-400 
   vert. crease and a tiny pinhole above Victoria, fine appearance, rare (SG £3’250) 

40292 H   www 1854-57 Campbell & Fergusson 1d reconstruction of the intermediate stone #3 of 24 27 300-400 
   subjects in a range of shades, 17 of which have 4 margins, slightly mixed condition,  
   useful for the specialist 

40293 C   1854-57 Campbell & Fergusson 1d pink mint og pair with fine to large margins, a couple 28 500-700 
   of creases, fine and rare (SG £2’600+) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40286
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40287
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40288
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40289
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40291
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40293
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40294
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40294 C   1854-57 Campbell & Fergusson 1d pink mint og with fine to very large margins, thin, 28 200-300 
   fine and fresh appearance, rare (SG £1’300)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2004) 

 

40295 H   1854-57 Campbell & Fergusson 3d prussian blue (8th printing stone C) interpanneau 30 600-800 
   used strip of 6 [22-23-24-7-8-9], torn corner at right otherwise good margins with “60”  
   numerals and partial “RELIEF EXPEDITION” cds, faults incl. internal tear and a couple  
   of holes, the largest known multiple of SG30 

40296 H DCE   www 1854-57 Campbell & Fergusson 3d reconstruction of the intermediate stone of 24 31b 2’000-3’000 
   subjects for printing stone D, all except three examples are unused, mixed margins  
   and mixed condition, useful for the specialist 

 

40297 C   1854-55 6d TOO LATE mint og, just touched at foot, small corner crease, fine 33 400-600 
   appearance and rare (SG £2’500) 

 

4030040299ex40298

40298 C J   1856 1d Yellow-Green mint part og block of four, fine to good margins, vertical crease 40 200-300 
   in between stamps, minor tone spots, a rare multiple (SG £1’000+)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Gilbert 

40299 C S   1884-96 “Stamp Duty” Specimen ovpts on 3s olive-drab (foxing), 5s, 10s, 15s, £1.50 268s/ 200-300 
   £2 and 1884-92 2s6d (2 shades), part og to large part og, average to fine condition 292s

40300 C    1884-96 “Stamp Duty” £1.10, £1.50, £2, 45s and £10 (vertical gum crease), all with 274/ 150-200 
   Melbourne CTO cds, fine (SG £810) 279

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40295
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40297
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40298
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40299
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40300
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40301 C S   1897-95 “Stamp Duty” recess printed £25 bluish green, £50 dark violet and £100  283b(s),  
   aniline crimson with Specimen overprints (all struck twice), toned gum on £25 and  284a(s), 
   £50, very fine and “extremely rare with only small number of specimens recorded”  285c(s) 
   according to certificates  
     

   Expertise: All cert. Ceremuga (2014)     
        

     Estimate: £ 10’000-12’000 

 

40302 C S   1897-95 “Stamp Duty” recess printed £25 bluish green, £50 dark violet and £100  283s/  
   aniline crimson (inverted upright wmk) with Specimen overprints (all struck twice), 285s 
   complete with margins except £50 is missing left margin and has additional ms  
   “Specimen”, large part og, margins are soiled and the stamps to a much lesser extent,  
   extremely rare with only small number of specimens recorded    
        

     Estimate: £ 5’000-7’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40301
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40301
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40301
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40302
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40302
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40302


7474

 
40305

 
40306

 
40307

 
40308

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40305
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40306
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40307
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40308
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4030440303
 

40303 C    1884-1900 “Stamp Duty” lithograph £25, £50 and £100 with CTO Melbourne cds,  289- 800-1’000 
   very fine (SG £1’800) 291

40304 CC J   1907 Crown A sideways £2 dull blue, perf. 11, top right corner block of six fresh mint, 445 2’000-3’000 
   stamps unmounted (hinge in margin only), excellent centring, fine and  a rare block  
   (SG £8’800 as singles) 

40305 M  74 REVENUES: 1884-96 “Stamp Duty” 8s, 10s, £1 block of 16 and two £5 fiscally used on   400-500 
    Colonial Sugar Refining Co Ltd share transfer dated 1959, a scarce surviving example    
   their usage  

40306 M  74 REVENUES: 1884-96 “Stamp Duty” 6d, two 2s and £1 block of 20 fiscally used on   400-500 
   Colonial Sugar Refining Co Ltd share transfer dated 1966, a scarce surviving example    
   their usage 

40307 M  74 REVENUES:: 1884-96 “Stamp Duty” 3d, 3s and 10s strip of five fiscally used on Wellington  400-500 
   Stock Exchange share transfer dated 1966, a scarce surviving example their usage 

40308 M  74 REVENUES: 1884-96 “Stamp Duty” 2s6d, 15s, £1, £5 and £10 fiscally used on Colonial 226/ 400-500 
   Sugar Refining Co Ltd share transfer dated 1965, a scarce surviving example their usage 324 

40309 H   www COLLECTIONS: 1850-53, Used selection of Ham Half-Lengths incl. SG.2 pair (faulty),  400-600 
   SG11 strip of four, etc., very mixed condition (39) (SG ca.£8’000) 

 

40310 DCE    COLLECTIONS: 1850-57, Unused selection of Half-Lengths incl. SG4, SG7 (3), SG9b.  8’000-12’000 
   (vert pair and single), SG10a, SG12a (5), SG14, SG17, SG17a (2), SG17d, SG17e (as  
   noted by the vendor as the very rare buff shade, sold as is), SG27, SG27a, SG28 (3),   
   SG28a (3), many have been plated, very mixed condition, an ideal opportunity for further  
   study of these popular issues (STC SG £92’650) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40303
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40304
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40310
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40310
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40310
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40310
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40310
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40310
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40311 CC C  COLLECTIONS: 1854-1912, Mint collection, strong in the pre-1880 issues with better  4’000-6’000 
 J DCE  stamps incl. 1854-55 6d orange, 1856 Queen on throne 1d pair, 1859 1s & 2s, 1863-74  
 S    8d orange, multiples incl. 1860-66 4d block of 4 and 1863-74 3d block of 4, Stamp Duty  
   selection incl. £6 (pen cleaned & regummed), 1884-96 3s litho mint cert. Sismondo  
   and 3s electro, 1885-95 Specimens, 1901-10 £1 and £2 values incl. £2 proof, etc.,   
   mixed condition, a powerful group (SG £25’000+) 

Western Australia

 

40312 C H    1854-64 Swan selection of 7 stamps incl. 1854 1d black used, four margins; 1854-55  300-400 
   1s deep red-brown used, four margins, creased, cert. BPA (2004); 1s grey-brown mint  
   part og, just touched, cert. RPSV (2006); 1s pale brown used, 2 margins; 1857-59 5d  
   grey-black used, 1 full margin; 1860-64 2d orange-verm. used, faults; and 6d green  
   used, four margins, faults (SG £3’200) 

 

40313 H   1854 Swan 1d black vertical pair, with ample to very large margins, lightly cancelled 1 100-150 
   and with good deep colour, a fine multiple (SG £550+)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPSV (2005) 

 

40314 H   1857-59 Swan 6d golden bronze, just touched at lower right otherwise good margins, 15a 1’000-1’200 
   clear gold colour, light black barred oval cancel, fine and attractive,  
   undercatalogued (SG £2’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPSV (2003) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40311
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40311
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40311
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40311
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40311
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40312
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40312
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40312
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40313
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40314
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4031640315

40315 H   1857-59 Swan 2d brown-black on red, good margins, printed on both sides with a full 15a 200-300 
   INVERTED impression on the reverse, also showing “T” of “TWO” displaced to left, light  
   black barred oval cancel, fine (SG £800+)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPSV (2008) 

40316 H   1857-59 Swan 2d brown-black on Indian red paper showing variety printed on both 16a 200-300 
   sides, obverse with design just touched, neat barred oval, plus printing variety small  
   “TW” and bar to top of “C”, fine and scarce, undercatalogued (SG £850)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPSV (2012) 

40317 C J   www REVENUES: 1920-30 Stamp Duty 1d red mint top marginal block of 20 showing dramatic  200-300 
   double and misplaced perforations, some splitting a perf. reinforcement, fine 

40318 F   www COLLECTIONS: 1893-1961, Group of 47 covers/cards incl. OHMS, registered, airmails  300-400 
   incl. first flights, instructional hs, advertising, postal stationery, etc.,  
   interesting mix 

Australia

 

40319 C   1915-27 Wmk Narrow Crown 2d to £2 mint set, fine to very fine and fresh (SG £7’500) 35-45 2’000-3’000

 

40320 H   1952 Crown C of A 2s6d “One Pound Jimmy” with “Crown to left of C of A” wmk variety, 253aw 1’500-2’000 
   used, very fine and scarce (SG £5’500) 

40321 CC C www COLLECTIONS: 1850-1945, Powerful groups of all better items with singles and sets to  2’400-3’400 
 H    £500++, with modest duplication, noted 5b, 6a, 12, 20-3 with 4d shades incl. lemon  
   (2), 21ce, 21d, 24-7, 35-40, 42, 48a “thin one”, 50, 50b, 56-66, 75-84 with deep, 85  
   pl block of 8 with break in frame, 94-104, 95, 95a in pair, 107-10, 112 VF, 132-5 with  
   fine 5s, a few later issues incl. 143, 168a + b, Robes, both navigator plus decimal  
   specimens, p. dues D5, 7 (2), 18, 25, 27, 28, 47w 55-7 (£825), O34-6 and more. Also  
   noted a lovely set of 27 1d KGV engraved plate flaws, most in blocks or pairs, a  
   beautifully fresh group neatly arranged and sorted on cards in a stockbook, great for  
   retail or internet sale 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40315
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40315
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40316
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40316
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40319
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40319
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40320
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40322 CC C www COLLECTIONS: 1850-1970, Substantial premium group of all better items on stock cards  2’400-3’400 
 H    listed by SG numbers and neatly arranged in a stock book with many 1st issue with  
   slight duplication through 5s incl. 3w, 40aw 5ew die III, 5e(2), pair 12(2), 13, 14,  
   2nd wmk to 5s (2), then 42, 42b(2), c(2), 43a, 43b, 44(2, one postal and one with  
   large telegraph punch), 75, 11(2), 114, 135-8, plus two extra 136-7, O1-11 + O6a,  
   O16-26 + O21a, scarce O49b red brown O51 also some cancels and other better issues  
   incl 95b die II with perfect central cancellations, 143 bridge, Roles with both papers,  
   Navigators with extra £2, O69b, O71w, O86, O89-96, O112-22, D8, 58-9, 72 and  
   O123-4 plus air 139a, a largely very fine group with only an occasional fault, great  
   material for the internet retailers in Australia and elsewhere 

40323 CC C www COLLECTIONS: 1913-56, Small group incl. 1913-14 Roo 1/2d mint top right corner  100-150 
 J S    marginal block of 20 (one stamp with fault), 1928 Kookaburra mint nh mini sheet pair,  
   1931 10s to £2 Roo Specimens and 1948-56 10s to £2 Specimens, fine (SG £650) 

New Guinea

 

40324 C   1931 (With dates) set of 13 to £1, fresh mint, odd sl. gum wrinkle as usual, fine (SG £425) 150-62 100-120

 

40325 40326

40325 CC C   1932 Redrawn 10s and £1 in lower matching lower marginal imprint blocks of four well 188,  200-300 
   centred mint, lower pair in each unmounted, nice fresh colour and scarce (SG £700) 189

40326 CC C   1932-34 Airmail 1/2d to £1 set in lower margin imprint blocks of four fresh mint, 190- 200-300 
   lower pair in each is unmounted, few natural wrinkles and some faint gum browning, 203 
   fine and scarce in imprint blocks (SG £1’000+) 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40324
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40325
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40325
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40326
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40327 CC   1935 Bulolo Goldfields £2 and £5, in matching lower left corner blocks of four 204- 800-1’200 
   brilliantly fresh mint, stamps unmounted, usual very minor natural gum wrinkles, a 205 
   rare pair of blocks (SG £4’400) 

 

40328 CC   1939 Airmail £1 Bulolo, a very well centred unmounted mint block of four, gum a 225 150-200 
   little yellowed, a scarce block (SG £560) 

40329 CC C   www COLLECTIONS: 1925-39, Good mint collection with 1925-27 set to £1 with extra 125/ 1’000-1’500 
   shades, 1931 airmail set to £1 in singles, 1d to £1 in top left corner pairs, 1931 set to 207 
   £1, 1931 airmail set to £1 marginal (high values unmounted), 1932-34 set to £1 (5s  
   to £1 unmounted), 1932-34 airmail set to £1 (high values unmounted), 1935 Bulolo  
   air £2 (unmounted) and £5, 1939 airmail set to £1 with extra 9d and £1 marginal  
   imprint, Official 1925 set with shade of 6d, set in imprint strips of five, 1931 and  
   1932 sets ovpt ‘OS’, plus a few blocks, also supposed Japanese Occupation ovpts on  
   Bulolo set to £5, generally fine and clean, odd sl. gum crease or blemish (SG £5’700+) 

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
£      50 - 100 £      5 £      500 - 1000 £      50  £        5000 - 10000 £      500
£    100 - 200 £    10 £    1000 - 2000 £    100 £      10000 - 20000 £    1000
£    200 - 500 £    20 £    2000 - 5000 £    200 £      20000 - 50000 £    2000
     £     50000 - 100000 £    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40327
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40327
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40328
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Papua

 

40330 40331 40332

40330 P   1901-05 Lakatoi colour trials 1/2d imperf. in black and yellow-orange on unwatermarked 1P 1’000-1’200 
   paper, probably made in 1904 for proposed halfcrown value, very fresh, hint of minor  
   oxidation at top, very rare  
     

   Provenance: Croaker  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

40331 P   1901-05 Lakatoi colour trials 1/2d imperf. in black and dull blue on unwatermarked 1P 1’000-1’200 
   paper, probably made in 1904 for proposed halfcrown value, very fresh and fine, very  
   rare  
     

   Provenance: Tom Belknap  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

40332 P   1901-05 Lakatoi colour trials 1/2d imperf. in black and olive-green on unwatermarked 1P 800-1’200 
   paper, probably made in 1904 for proposed halfcrown value, very fresh, small fault at  
   foot, very rare  
     

   Provenance: Croaker 

 

40333 P   1901-05 Lakatoi Imperforate Plate Proofs from De La Rue archives: set of seven 1/2d to 1-7 1’500-2’000 
   1s in matching right marginal pairs with part guide cross, minor soiling on 1/2d pair,  
   generally fresh and fine set (the halfcrown does not exist in this form, being issued  
   in 1904), very rare   
     

   Provenance: Tom Belknap  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40330
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40331
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40332
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40333
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40333
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40333
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40334 CC   1901-05 Lakatoi wmk. horizontal 1/2d to 1s, plus wmk. vertical 2s6d, set of eight 1-7,  700-1’000 
   values all in corner blocks of four, fine mint, few natural gum inclusions, a scarce 16a 
   set (SG £3’600+) 

40335 C   www 1901-05 Lakatoi 1/2d to 1s mint duplicated selection, very fine (14) (SG £497) 1-7 100-150

 

4033840336 40337 40340

40336 C   1901-05 Lakatoi 2s6d black and brown, mint, fine & scarce (SG £650) 8 150-200

40337 C   1901-05 Lakatoi 2s6d black and brown, mint, gum redistribution, fine & scarce 8 150-200 
   (SG £650) 

40338 C   1901-05 Lakatoi 2s6d black and brown, mint, fine & scarce (SG £650) 8 150-200

 

40339 C   1901-05 Lakatoi wmk vertical 2s6d, thick paper line perf, fine and fresh mint, well 16 1’200-1’500 
   centred and rare (SG £5’000) 

40340 C   1901-05 Lakatoi wmk vertical 2s6d, thin paper comb perf, fine mint, fresh colour 16a 150-200 
   (SG £600) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40334
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40336
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40337
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40338
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40340
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40339
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40341 40343
 

40341 H   1901-05 Lakatoi wmk vertical 2s6d, thin paper comb perf, fine used with central Port 16a 300-400 
   Moresby cds, fresh colour, scarce used (SG £1’300) 

 

40342 A   1906 Essay for large PAPUA in upper case letters on Lakatoi  1d wmk. horizontal, ovpt. 22 1’500-2’000 
   partly double, with top sheet margin, submitted by the printer in Port Moresby but  
   this type not adopted, with a picture of the four essays pictured by Croaker (this being  
   the fourth of the essays shown), minor surface scuff, very rare  
     

   Provenance: Tom Belknap  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga 

40343 C   1906 Large Papua ovpt on 1s wmk. vertical, fresh well centred mint, small mark on gum 27 300-500 
   under hinge, scarce (SG £1’800)  
     
   Expertise: Cert. Brandon 2003 

 

40344 CC   1906 Large Papua ovpt on 2s6d wmk. vertical, top right corner marginal mint (stamp is 28 4’000-6’000 
   unmounted, hinge in margin only), an exceptional example of this key stamp (SG £15’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40341
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40343
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40342
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40344
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40350

4034940346

40347

40348

40345

 

40345 CC C   1907 Small Papua 2s6d vertical pair showing error “Overprint reading downwards”  37a 4’000-6’000 
   (row 3/2 and row 4/2), fine mint, lower stamp appears nh, very rare (SG £14’000)  
     

   Provenance: Simmons and Gilbert  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1956) and BPA (1999) 

40346 CC   1907 Small Papua 2s6d top marginal showing error “Overprint reading downwards” (single 37a 2’000-3’000 
   Papua at lower left) fine mint, stamp unmounted (hinge in margin only), very rare (SG £7’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert Brandon (2006) 

40347 C   1907 Small Papua 2s6d vertical marginal pair showing error “Overprint reading 37a 4’000-6’000 
   downwards”, fine mint part og, very rare (SG £14’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1948) and Brandon (2006) 

40348 C   1907 Small Papua 2s6d lower marginal showing error “Overprint reading downwards” 37a 3’000-5’000 
   (double Papua, in full at left and at right, row 6 stamp 4), fine and fresh mint, very rare,  
   one of only two positions on the error sheet to show the full ‘Papua’ twice (SG £7’000+)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1942) and Ceremuga (2008) 

40349 C   1907 Small Papua 2s6d lower left corner marginal showing error “Overprint reading 37a 2’000-3’000 
   downwards” (single Papua in full at middle) fine mint, very well centred, very rare   
   (SG £7’000)  
     

   Provenance: Tom Belknap  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1968) and Ceremuga (2008) 

40350 H   1907 Small Papua 2s6d vertical pair showing error “Overprint triple” (one strong and 37a 2’000-3’000 
   two underinked impressions), fine used with Port Moresby cds 21 JUL 09, very rare  
   (SG £9’000)  
     

   Provenance: Frazer, Gilbert  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2003) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40345
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40346
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40347
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40348
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40349
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40350
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40351 40353

4035440352 40356

40355

 

40351 C   1907 Small Papua, wmk vertical, 1/2d with error overprint double, fine mint, fresh and 38a 800-1’000 
   well centred, minor natural gum wrinkling, rare variety (SG £3’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003) 

40352 H   1907 Small Papua, wmk vertical, 1d lower left corner strip of four, showing error “ovpt. 39a 5’000-7’000 
   reading upwards”, partly double in left margin, top stamp with full “Papua”, others with  
   parts, cancelled by Port Moresby cds 10 JAN 08, fine and very rare, together with a  
   photo of the original corner block of 12 from which this piece emanates (SG £16’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

40353 H   1907 Small Papua, wmk vertical, 1d single showing error “overprint reading upwards”, 39a 1’200-1’500 
   full single Papua at lower right, used with Port Moresby cds 10 JAN 08, fine and  
   fresh, rare variety (SG £4’000). Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003) 

40354 H   1907 Small Papua, wmk vertical, 1d single showing error “overprint reading upwards”, 39a 1’200-1’500 
   single “Papua” at middle base, fine used with Port Moresby cds 10 JAN 08, rare variety  
   (SG £4’000). Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

40355 H   1907 Small Papua, wmk vertical, 1d left marginal pair showing error “overprint reading 39a,  2’000-3’000 
   upwards”, left stamp additionally “overprint double”, fine used with Port Moresby cds 39a var 
   10 JAN 08, very rare variety (SG £8’000+)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1990) and Brandon (1999) 

40356 C   1907 Small Papua, wmk vertical, 6d single showing error “overprint double”, fine mint, 43a 2’000-2’600 
   fresh colour, very rare variety (SG £6’500), cert. RPS (1965) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40351
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40353
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40354
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40352
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40355
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40356
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40357 H J   1907 Small Papua, wmk vertical, 1s lower left corner block of four showing error  44ba  
   “overprint double, one diagonal” on all four stamps, fine used with Port Moresby cds,  
   extremely rare with only eleven examples of this variety existing, this being the unique  
   positional block (row 5/1 showing also inverted “d” for “p” variety), a major item of  
   the issue (SG £52’000 as singles)  
     

   Provenance: Frazer  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003)    
        

     Estimate: £ 15’000 - £ 20’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40357
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4035940358
 

40358 H   1907 Small Papua, wmk vertical, 2s6d thick paper, very fine used with neat part Port 45 2’000-3’000 
   Moresby cds, well centred and fresh, very rare (SG £9’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

40359 H   1907 Small Papua, wmk vertical, 2s6d thick paper, very fine used with neat Port 45 2’000-3’000 
   Moresby cds 22 FEB 11, well centred and fresh, very rare (SG £9’500) 

 

40360 40361

40360 C   1909 Litho small “PAPUA” wmk sideways perf.12 1/2, 6d black and myrtle-green, fine 70 1’500-2’000 
   and fresh mint, a rare stamp (SG £5’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003) 

40361 C   1909 Litho small “PAPUA” wmk sideways perf.12 1/2, 6d black and myrtle-green, fine 70 1’500-2’000 
   and fresh mint, a rare stamp (SG £5’000)  
     

   Provenance: Gilbert  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (1997) 

 

40362 40363

40362 C   1909 Litho small “PAPUA” wmk sideways compound perforation 11x12 1/2, 2d horiz.  73 1’000-1’200 
   pair, fine and fresh mint, a rare multiple (SG £3’400)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003) 

40363 C   1909 Litho small “PAPUA” wmk sideways compound perforation 11 on 3 sides x 12 1/2 73 400-500 
   at left, 2d top right corner marginal single, fresh mint, slight tone spots on gum,  
   scarce (SG £1’700)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40358
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40359
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40360
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40361
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40362
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40363
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40364 C   1909 Litho small “PAPUA” wmk sideways mixed perforation 11 and 12 1/2, 4d marginal 74 4’000-6’000 
   vertical strip of four showing the variety on the top stamp, fine and fresh mint, all known  
   examples of SG 74 emanate from the top row of one sheet only, an extremely rare  
   item (SG £15’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003) 

 

40365 40366

40365 P   1911-15 Monocolour Lakatoi 1d die proof in black on thin surfaced card, with minor 85 1’000-1’500 
   surface mark, extremely rare with few recorded  
     

   Provenance: Reading (engraver of the design) and Belknap  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

40366 P   1911-15 Monocolour Lakatoi 4d die proof in black on thin surfaced card, with faults 88 600-800 
   incl. heavy crease, extremely rare with few recorded  
     

   Provenance: Reading (engraver of the design) and Belknap  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40364
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40365
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40366
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40367 CC J   1911-15 Monocolour Lakatoi 2s6d in unusual deep aniline crimson shade, top left corner 91 400-600 
   block of four (wmk crown to right of A when seen from back), fine unmounted mint,  
   together with a single normal stamp for comparison 

 

40368 40369

40368 P   1916-31 Bicolour Lakatoi 1 1/2d perforated plate proof in issued colours on ungummed 95 1’000-1’400 
   unwatermarked paper, lower left corner marginal showing an additional impression of  
   the vignette in sheet margin, from a special trial plate of 20 subjects, slight  
   crease, very rare  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

40369 P   1916-31 Bicolour Lakatoi 10s imperforate plate proof in issued colours, on unwater- 105 1’000-1’500 
   marked paper, horiz. pair with sheet margin at right, very fine and rare (probably three  
   pairs known)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

40370 CC  98 1929-30 AIR MAIL ovpt on Lakatoi 3d, top left corner strip of five, showing error 112a 2’000-3’000 
   overprint omitted on lower stamp, fine mint (stamps unmounted, hinge in margin only),  
   from the one sheet discovered by R. Roberts (his initials on reverse), a very rare item  
   (SG £8’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1961) and Ceremuga (2008) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40367
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40368
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40369
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40371 40372

40371 CC   1929-30 AIR MAIL ovpt on Lakatoi 3d, Ash printing, in vertical pair showing error 114b 2’000-3’000 
   overprint omitted on upper stamp, fine and fresh unmounted mint, very rare variety  
   (SG £7’500)  

40372 CC   1929-30 AIR MAIL ovpt on Lakatoi 3d, Ash printing, vertical pair showing error 114b 2’000-3’000 
   overprint omitted on upper stamp, fine and fresh unmounted mint, faint gum wrinkle,  
   very rare variety (SG £7’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1993) 

 

40373 40374

40373 CC   1929-30 AIR MAIL on 3d Lakatoi, Ash printing, left marginal single error OVERPRINT 114c 1’500-2’000 
   VERTICAL ON BACK due to a paper fold, fresh mint (hinge in margin only), a  
   spectacular error (SG £6’500)  
     

   Provenance: Gilbert 

40374 C   1929-30 AIR MAIL on 3d Lakatoi, Ash printing, vertical left marginal pair with lower 114c/ 2’000-3’000 
   stamp error OVERPRINT OMITTED due to paper fold, plus OVERPRINT VERTICAL ON 114b 
   BACK, mint, a spectacular and rare variety (SG £7’500)  
     

   Provenance: Gilbert  
     

   Expertise: Signed Sanabria, Kessler, Holcombe and cert. Holcombe 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40371
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40372
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40373
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40373
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40374
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40374
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40375 CC J   1929-30 AIR MAIL on 3d Lakatoi, Ash printing, part sheet 3x10 with Ash Imprint at 114d  
   foot, showing SIX OVERPRINT TETE-BECHE PAIRS due to the ovpt being inverted on  
   rows 3 and 4, from the only sheet discovered (this piece thus contains 6 of the 10  
   errors possible), fresh mint, stamps unmounted, minor mark on the gum of one stamp,   
   a tremendous rarity of Papua and Aerophilately (SG £72’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1989) and Ceremuga (2008)    
        

     Estimate: £ 15’000 - £ 20’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40375
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40376 40377

40376 CC   1930 Airplane ovpt on 3d Lakatoi, Harrison printing on yellowish paper, with right 115 1’000-1’500 
   sheet margin, fine unmounted mint, very rare in this quality (SG £3’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1997) 

40377 C   1930 Airplane ovpt on 1s Lakatoi, Harrison printing on yellowish paper, error OVERPRINT 117a 4’000-6’000 
   INVERTED, fresh mint with right sheet margin, extremely rare variety (SG £15’000)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Sanabria, Stangib, Holcombe, cert. Holcombe (1991) 

 

40378 CC C   1930 Airplane ovpt on 1s Lakatoi, Harrison printing on yellowish paper, dark carmine 117 var 300-400 
   ovpt (10 sheets of the first printing made in this colour), lower marginal HARRISON  
   imprint strip of five fine mint, usual tropical gum, a scarce item  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2002) 

 

40379 40380

40379 C   1930 Airplane ovpt on 1s Lakatoi, Harrison printing on yellowish paper, dark carmine 117 var 200-300 
   ovpt (10 sheets of the first printing made in this colour), marginal pair, left stamp  
   with variety “AI,R MAIL” of position 11, mint with usual yellow gum, scarce with only  
   ten possible examples  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

40380 G   1930 Airplane ovpt on 1s Lakatoi, Harrison printing on yellowish paper, dark carmine 117 var 100-150 
   ovpt (10 sheets of the first printing made in this colour), horizontal pair, left stamp  
   with variety “AI,R MAIL” of position 11, used on piece tied by Port Moresby cds 31 MY 31,   
   scarce with only ten possible examples in total  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40376
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40377
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40378
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40379
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40380
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40381 40382 40383
 

40381 C   1932-35 Mint hinged sets incl. 1932-40 to £1, some with toned gum, fine appearance 130- 150-200 
   (SG £600) 153

40382 C S   1932-40 Pictorial set 1/2d to £1, each overprinted SPECIMEN (Samuel type BEC-2) by 130-45 750-1’000 
   Bechuanaland Postal Authority on receipt from the UPU in Berne, mostly without gum  
   having been affixed to record sheet, a unique set thus  
     

   Provenance: Tom Belknap  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

40383 C   1932-40 Pictorial set 1/2d to £1 complete fine mint lh, well centred (SG £550) 130-45 100-150

 

40384 G S   1934 Protectorate set of four with Bechuanaland hs SPECIMEN, applied by receiving 146-49 200-300 
   authority when sent out by the UPU in Berne, affixed to part of ledger page, the only  
   such set recorded  
     

   Provenance: Tom Belknap  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

 

40385 A   1938 Airmail 2d Essay for Port Moresby design without King’s head, stamp size bromide 158 200-300 
   in black, reverse with part hs STAMP PRINTING BRANCH and dated “6.10.37”, very rare,  
       

   Provenance: Pearson 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40381
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40382
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40382
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40383
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40384
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40385
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40386 CC C www OFFICIALS: 1908-31, Mint & used collection incl. 1908 2s6d, 1909-10 to 1s, 1910-11  400-600 
 J    to 2s6d (3), 1911-12 to 2s6d mint and used, 1930 set to 2s6d mint, 1931-32 to   
   2s6d (2), imprint strips, blocks, etc., mostly fine to good (SG £2’500+) 

 

403904038840387

40387 H   OFFICIALS: 1908 perf. OS 2s6d thin paper fine used with Port Moresby cds, scarce O2a 400-500 
   (SG £1’400) 

 

40388    OFFICIALS: 1908-10 perf. OS on Lakatoi small Papua 2 1/2d perf. 11 wmk. inv, 1/2d O6a,  300-400 
   perf. 12 1/2, wmk. sideways, each in a vert. pair showing lower stamp with “OS O21a 
   omitted”, CTO with Port Moresby cds 25 JUN 10 on upper stamp only, one small perf.  
   tone, scarce variety  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) for each 

 

40389 H   OFFICIALS: 1908-10 perf. OS on Lakatoi small Papua 2 1/2d perf. 11 wmk. sideways,  O17 var 2’000-3’000 
   var. imperf. between stamp and margin at right, part marginal guide cross in margin,   
   used with central Port Moresby cds 24 AUG 10, extremely rare, thought only 3 sheets  
   existed thus, with few surviving  
     

   Provenance: Belknap and Courtis  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2008) 

40390 H   OFFICIALS: 1908-10 perf. OS on Lakatoi small Papua 6d perf. 12 1/2 wmk. sideways,  O25 300-400 
   used with Port Moresby cds 26 NO 09, a fine example of this scarce stamp (SG £1’300)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Ceremuga (2003), BPA (2004) 

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following 
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40387
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40388
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40388
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40390
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40389
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40391 40393

40391 CC C   POSTAL FISCALS: 1912 “Stamp Duty” on 1d monocolour Lakatoi, corner block of six,  F1a 2’000-3’000 
 J  lower two OVERPRINT OMITTED, Cooke monogram in lower margin, fresh mint, error  
   pairs are unmounted, a fine and unique block (believed only one sheet printed thus with  
   a total of five pairs possible), a major rarity (SG £7’000+)  
     

   Provenance: Evan Gill and Tom Belknap; expertise: Cert. RPS (1987) and Ceremuga (2008) 

40392 CC C www COLLECTIONS: 1901-32, Specialised mint collection of the Lakatois issues with wmk  3’000-5’000 
 H J    varieties, shades, plate flaws (catalogued varieties and fly-speck varieties),  
   complete sheets, etc. throughout, slightly mixed condition but generally fine, ideal  
   for the specialist (SG £17’000+) 

Papua New Guinea

40393 CC J   1960 Postal Charges 6d surch. on 7 1/2d, top left corner block of four mint nh, gum D1 600-800 
   lightly tropicalized, a rare block (SG £3’400) 

 

40394 40395

40394 CC   1960 Postal Charges 6d surch. on 7 1/2d, surcharge misplaced downwards resulting in D1 var 200-300 
   line of “IX” obliterators appearing at the top instead of over POSTAGE, fine unmounted  
   mint, opinion Holcombe (SG £850+) 

40395 C P   1960 1d on 6 1/2d proof with ovpt triple (red, black on red, black), marginal with mint D2 var 200-300 
   og, very unusual, cert. BPA 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40391
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40393
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40394
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40395
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40396 CC C www COLLECTIONS: 1952-63 Mint selection incl. 1952-58 set to £1 in mnh corner imprint  100-140 
 J    blocks of 4, plus 10s and £1 Specimens, etc. (SG £600+) 

Bahamas

 

40397 40398 40399

40397 C   1859-60 1d Reddish Lake remainder stamp (see footnote after SG2), horizontal mint 1 80-100 
   pair, large margins all round, fresh colours, light gum crease in one corner only, ex  
   Baillie, cert. BPA (2009) 

40398 C   1881 Wmk Crown CA 1d scarlet, mint hinge remainder, very fine and of fresh colour 42 120-160 
   (SG £475) 

40399 H    1883 4d on 6d Deep Violet, reversed wmk Crown CC, UNUSUAL diagonal surcharge 45x 70-100 
   instead of horizontal surcharge, somewhat irregular perfs at bottom (SG £450+)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Sismondo 

 

40400 40401 40403 40404

40400 CC   1918 War Tax 1d carmine with sideways watermark variety, mint nh right marginal,  97a 80-100 
   small gum wrinkle, fine (SG £225) 

40401 CC   1920 Peace 1d carmine with variety “watermark Crown to right of CA and reversed”,  107y 120-150 
   mint nh left marginal with plate no., couple of light gum bends, off-centre, fine (SG £375) 

40402 CC J  98 1920 Peace 3d deep brown with UNLISTED VARIETY “missing A from CA watermark”  109var 500-700 
   on top right stamp on right marginal mint nh block of four (mounted in margin only),   
   very fine and very rare 

40403 C   1938-52 KGVI 1s Brownish grey and scarlet on thin striated paper, mint, very fine 155a 150-240 
   (SG £850) 

40404 C   1938-52 KGVI 1s Brownish grey and scarlet on thin striated paper, mint, very fine 155a 150-240 
   (SG £850) 

 

40405 C   1938-52 KGVI 5d Dull rose lilac on thin striated paper, mint, very fine example of 156a 800-1’200 
   this elusive rarity (SG £4’500) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40397
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40398
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40399
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40400
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40401
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40403
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40404
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40405
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40406 C   1916 5d Black and Orange, showing OVPT INVERTED, mint, fine and fresh (SG £1’300) S1c 400-500 
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1987) 

 

40407 C DCE   COLLECTIONS: 1861-77, Small mint/unused selection incl. 1861-62 No Wmk 1d lake perf.  1’000-1’500 
   rough 14 to 16, mint, minor stain, fine, cert. Sismondo (SG £650); 1861-62 No Wmk 4d  
   dull rose rough perf.14 to 16, unused, very fine, cert. Rendon (SG £1’400); 1861-62  
   No Wmk 6d pale dull lilac, unused ng, fine, cert. BPA (SG £3’250); 1862 No Wmk 1d  
   brown-lake perf.13, unused, very fine, cert. BPA (SG £750); 1863-77 Wmk Crown CC  
   1d scarlet (aniline) perf.14, mint part og, creased, very fine appearance, cert. RPS (SG  
   £1’000); and 1863-77 Wmk Crown CC 4d dull rose perf.14, mint, very fine and fresh  
   appearance, cert. RPS (SG £1’500) 

 

40408 C DCE   COLLECTIONS: 1863-80 Mint selection with 1863-77 Chalon issues in various shades  200-300 
   (1d (5), 4d (2) and 6d (3)), mixed condition (SG £1’400+ as cheapest shades) (11) 

40409 C   www COLLECTIONS: 1884-1911, Mint selection with 1884-90 set with shades, 1902-10  200-300 
   set and 1906-11 set, mostly fine (28) (SG £909) 

Bahrain

40410 CC   1942-55, Four mint nh sets incl. 1942-45, 1948-49, 1948 Wedding and 1950-55,   100-120 
   fine (SG £373) 

40411 F   www 1933-37 KGVI 1/2a postal stationery exhibition collection of 30 unused envelopes,  300-340 
   detailing overprint varieties and die offsets, very specialised and painstakingly accumulated 

Bangladesh

40412 CC C  1969-2004, Mint and used collection in stockbook, boxes and stockpages including a  500-700 
 H F   most extensive section of FORERUNNERS - overprinted Pakistani stamps from 1969  
   onwards showing a wide range of different surcharges, then stamps for 1971 onwards,   
   numerous minister booklets, etc., unusual and fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40406
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Barbados

 

40413 4041740414 40418 40420ex

40413 H   1855 (1/2d) Yellow-Green, fair to large margins, light cancel leaving much of the 1 150-200 
   design clear, fresh colour, fine (SG £700)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1975) 

40414 C   1857 (1/2d) Yellow-Green imperf. with fine to extra large margins, fine and fresh mint 7 120-150 
   (SG £550) 

40415 F  98 1859 (Feb 27) Envelope to England with 1858 6d deep rose red, good to large margins, 11a 150-200 
   tied by “1” numeral, with arrival cds adjacent and on reverse along with despatch ds, fine 

 

40416 DCE   1861 No wmk 1s blue ERROR OF COLOUR, pen cancel removed and with some repairs 34a 5’000-8’000 
   as is usual with all the known examples, good appearance for this major West Indies  
   rarity, only nine believed to have survived (SG £18’000)  
     

   Note: This stamp was never put on sale in Barbados due to it having been printed  
   erroneously in the colour of the penny value. However, a few examples were defaced and  
   retained prior to the destruction of the rest of the 50’000 stamps sent to the colony  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Philatelic Foundation (1974) 

40417 DCE S   1873 5s Dull Rose with SPECIMEN handstamp, no gum, very fine (SG £350) 64s 60-80

40418 H   1878 Wmk Small Star 1d on half 5s dull rose, used, fine (SG £650), cert. BPA (1973) 86 150-200

 

40419 G    1878 Wmk Small Star 1d on half 5s dull rose, lower label removed, showing types 3a and 86d 1’500-2’000 
   3c (SG 86 & 88) in unsevered pair on fragment with Britannia 4d, used, fine and very  
   scarce (SG £8’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (2003) 

40420 C S    1892-1909 Selection of 8 values with SPECIMEN overprints, noted 1903 2s6d and  80-100 
   complete 1909 set, all mint hinge remainder, very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40413
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40421 C H   www COLLECTIONS: 1852-1910, Mostly used collection from Britannia issues (19 imperf.   500-700 
   and 41 perf., with a range of shades) onwards, incl. 1882-86 5s used, 1897-98 Jubilee  
   mint set, mixed condition, attractive selection (110) (SG £4’500+) 

Basutoland

40422 F  98 1900 COGH 1/2d Postal stationery card uprated by COGH 1/2d, sent from a French Mis-  60-80 
   sionary in Hermon to France, cancelled in Mafeteng with Quithing bs, corner crease fine 

40423 F  98 1927 (May 12) Envelope with the only recorded example of QACHAS NEK / BASUT cds  400-500 
   tying KGV 1d, sent to Johannesburg, minor soiling, unique 

Batum

 

40424 CC   1919 10R on 5k lilac mint never hinged, very fine (SG £450) 9 150-200

Bechuanaland - Stellaland

40425 C J   1884 3d Orange complete sheet of 96, mint, severed horizontally and rejoined, fine and 2 400-600 
   fresh, an ideal item for the specialist or a showpiece for your office wall, ex E. Gilbert 

40426 C J   1884 4d Olive-Grey complete sheet of 96, mint, showing imperforate between stamp 3 600-800 
   and margin at bottom, severed horizontally and rejoined, fine and fresh, an ideal item  
   for the specialist or a showpiece for your office wall, ex E. Gilbert 

40427 C J   1884 6d Lilac-Mauve complete sheet of 117, mint, severed horizontally and rejoined 4 600-800 
   as well as some perf. separation and a little missing selvedge, fine and fresh, an ideal  
   item for the specialist or a showpiece for your office wall, ex E. Gilbert 

Bechuanaland

40428 CC C  100 1887 Unappropriated Die 1s green and black lower left corner block of nineteen (5x4, 15 400-500 
 J  lacking upper right stamp), fresh mint with most remaining unmounted, folded along  
   some perforation lines, a scarce and impressive multiple 

 

40429 H   1888 2d on 2d Lilac & Black marginal strip of five cancelled by 21 August datestamps 23 8-10’000 
   of all five of the post offices along the Matabeleland Runner Service route, namely  
   Gubulawayo, Tati, Shoshong, Molepolole and Kanye, all superb strikes applied on the  
   first day use of these five datestamps, a unique strip and highly important item of  
   Bechuanaland and Rhodesia philately.  
     
   Note: In 1888 John Moffat established a runner post service from Mafeking to Bulawayo.  
   The service commenced on 21 August though after this one day the word “Bechuanaland”  
   was excised from the Tati and Gubulawayo datestamps in order to avoid offending  
   the Matabele King Lobangula who had his headquarters at Gubulawayo and claimed  
   the Tati area. These two datestamps therefore occur solely on this one date. 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40424
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40430 CC J  www 1893-95 1d rose-red mint nh block of four, lower left stamp showing damaged “s” of 38 +  40-50 
   “British”, very fine var

 

40431 40432 40433

40431 C   1893-95 1d rose-red with variety first “I” of “BRITISH” omitted, mint og (toned), the 38var 80-100 
   only example of this variety recorded to date and possibly unique  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2001) 

 40432 C   1888 4d on 4d lilac and black mint part og, a couple of trivial imperfections, fine 51 40-50 
   appearance (SG £140) 

40433 C   1890 19mm Overprint 1/2d vermilion vertical pair, fresh mint with the lower stamp 55 150-200 
   unmounted, fine (SG £525) 

40434 C H   www 1904-13 1/2d (both), 1d, 2 1/2d and 1s green and carmine (2), mint, and 1s deep 66-71 100-150 
   green and scarlet used with Francistown cds, fine 

40435 C J  www 1935 Silver Jubilee 3d and 6d with “extra flagstaff” variety in mint blocks of four, 113a, 60-80 
   slightly toned gum otherwise fine and fresh appearance (SG £340+) 114a

Postal History

40436 F  100 1889 (Sep 5) envelope from Mafeking to England, bearing 1888 6d on 6d cancelled with  300-400 
   cds and showing a further fine strike alongside, Cape Town (10.9) and Macclesfield  
   (1.10) cds on reverse, fine 

40437 F  100 1892 (Feb 24) Envelope from Vryburg to Cape Town, bearing 1891 on Cape 1d pair  100-150 
   (one with part of “l” missing) sharing “555” barred oval and with despatch cds below,  
   arrival cds (26.2) on reverse; a couple of small imperfections though this issue  
   scarce on cover 

40438 F  100 1893 (Jul 12) Burmester correspondence envelope (complete with contents) from Kuruman  100-150 
   to Cape Town, bearing 1891-1904 2d cancelled by cds with a further fine strike alongside,  
   Vryburg (14.7) and arrival (16.7) datestamps on reverse; clean and attractive. 

40439 F  100 1893 (Oct 10) Burmester correspondence envelope (complete with contents) from  100-150 
   Vryburg to Cape Town, bearing 1891-1904 1d lilac pair each neatly cancelled with cds,   
   arrival cds (20.10) on reverse; clean and attractive 

40440 F  100 1898 (Mar 14) 4d G size registered envelope, uprated with 1891-1904 1s dull green,  200-300 
   from Palapye Station to Johannesburg, lightly cancelled with cds with a further strike  
   alongside, the reverse with N.E. T.P.O. Down and arrival cds, the adhesive with small  
   imperfections though scarce use of this stamp, especially alone on commercial cover 

40441 F  100 1900 (Jun 16) Envelope from Taungs to Port Elizabeth, bearing Cape 1893 1d with   800-1’000 
   clear manuscript “Taungs 18/6/00” cancellation, arrival cds (21.6) on reverse, rare and  
   most unusual 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40431
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40442 F  100 1905 (Apr 25) 2d F size registered envelope from Mahalapye Siding to Germany, uprated  300-400 
   with 1888 3d lilac and black neatly cancelled by cds with a further strike alongside,  
   Mafeking, Cape Town and arrival bs, clean, attractive and a very late use of this  
   stamp in the Protectorate 

40443 F  100 1906 (Feb) Envelope registered from Mochudi to Boston, U.S.A. “c/o Adams Express   80-100 
   Co.”, bearing 1897-1902 4d and 1904-13 21/2d sharing several badly inked impres-  
   sions of what appears to be negative mail bag seal cancellations of Mochudi and with  
   Harbor sender’s cachet at upper left, Cape Town and arrival bs, fine 

40444 F  100 1910 (Nov 14) Envelope sent registered from Francistown to England with 1910 6d F1 300-400 
   overprinted fiscal tied by cds with reg’d box hs adjacent, reverse with Cape Town and  
   London ds, very fine and scarce usage 

40445 F  100 1910 (Nov 31) Envelope sent registered from Mochudi to England with 1910 6d F1 100-150 
   overprinted fiscal tied by cds, reverse with London ds, stamp with fault, a scarce usage 

40446 F  100 1913 (Feb 9) Envelope sent registered from Lobatsi to Germany, bearing 1888 2s green  400-500 
   and black (SG 16, marginal from the right of the sheet) neatly cancelled by cds and  
   showing registration handstamp in blue alongside, despatch, Kimberley, Cape Town and  
   arrival ds on reverse, a scarce stamp on cover 

40447 G  100 1914 (Feb 5) large part Union label for “One gold bar” sent by The Tati Company Ltd.  700-800 
   to Bulawayo, bearing 1888 2s pair in combination with 1897-1902 2d (5) each neatly   
   cancelled by Francistown cds; a fine and rare example of bullion mail from The Tati Company 

40448 G  116 1915 (Apr 8) Large part Union label for bullion sent by The Tati Company Ltd. To Bulawayo,  800-1’000 
   bearing 1888 10s in combination with 1913-24 2d and 1s each neatly cancelled by  
   Francistown cds, fine and rare with this 10s value 
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of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the 
buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the 
buyer understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale 
date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.
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Bermuda

 

40449 G   1849 Postmasters’ stamps: Perot’s first issue, One Penny manuscript value, black on O2  
   bluish grey wove, used on large piece of cover (to Henry Higgs, St. George’s, hand-  
   writing identified as that of N. T. Butterfield), and paying the rate for a single internal  
   letter, stamp with some restoration but good appearance, an extremely rare stamp of  
   which only two examples are known (SG £200’000)  
     

   Provenance: Sir Harold Reckitt, Clutterbuck, Sir Andrew Clark, Ludington, Perreault  
   and Baron Leuhusen  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2004)    
        

     Estimate: £ 40’000 - £ 50’000 

 

40450 C   1861 Postmaster stamps: Perot’s second issue (1d) carmine-red on bluish laid, unused O6  
   with part gum, very fresh, trace of faint wrinkle noted for accuracy (not mentioned on  
   any of the certs.), this is the UNIQUE UNUSED EXAMPLE of this stamp (the other four  
   recorded are used), key stamp of any collection of Bermuda and a tremendous world  
   classic rarity. Example V in the Williams census (SG £140’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1984), BPA (1991), RPS (1991)    
        

     Estimate: £ 50’000 - £ 80’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40450
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404534045240451

40451 C    1865-1903 Crown CC 1s green, perf. 14, mint vertical strip of three showing variety 11a 1’500-2’000 
   IMPERFORATE BETWEEN, central thin resulting in mark on face, an extremely rare  
   showpiece (SG £12’000)  
     

   Provenance: Ludington, E. Gilbert   
       

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1999)  
 

 

40452 C    1865-1903 Crown CC 1s green, perf. 14, mint vertical strip of three showing variety 11a 1’500-2’000 
   IMPERFORATE BETWEEN, central thin, an extremely rare showpiece (SG £12’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2004) 
 

40453 C    1874 “THREE PENCE” on 1s green, unused, showing “P” and “R” in different types, part 13 400-600 
   original gum (slightly toned), fine & very scarce (SG £2’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1998) 

 

40454 C    1875 “One Penny” on 2d bright blue, unused, part original gum, showing “No stop after 15a 8-10’000 
   Penny”, fresh, fine & an extremely rare showpiece (SG £25’000)  
     

   Note: Less than twelve examples of this variety exist, of which the majority are used.  
   This example is illustrated on page 258 of the Ludington book  
     

   Provenance: Ludington, Gilbert   
       

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1978)  
 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40452
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40455 40456

40455 C   1918-22 Wmk Multiple Crown CA 2s to £1 complete set of 6, plus shades, mint, fine 51b-55 200-300 
   (11) (SG £1’050)  

40456 CC   1935 Silver Jubilee 2 1/2d with variety “bird by turret”, mint nh, faintly toned gum, 96m 100-120 
   very fine (SG £275) 

40457 CC C www 1938 Issue small specialised mint & used collection written up on 14 pages with 110- 300-400 
 H J    different perforations and shades incl. imprint blocks, attractive 115

British Honduras

40458 40459 40460 40461
 

40458 DCE P   1865 No Wmk 1d pale blue imperforate plate proof, clear to good margins, fine, ex 1 400-600 
   Simon Richards 

40459 C P   1882-87 Wmk Crown CA 1d rose imperf. plate proof, right marginal with fine to huge 18 400-600 
   margins, gummed, some trivial wrinkles, fine appearance, ex Simon Richards 

40460 C P   1882-87 Wmk Crown CA 6d yellow imperf. plate proof with fine to good margins,  21 400-600 
   gummed, some trivial wrinkles, fine appearance, ex Simon Richards and Henry Tucker 

40461 C P   1882-87 Wmk Crown CA 1s grey imperf. plate proof with fine to large margins,  22 400-600 
   gummed, fine, ex Simon Richards and Henry Tucker 

British Levant

 

40462 40463

40462 C   1921 BW Seahorse 45pi on 2s6d chocolate-brown with variety “ribbed paper and major 48 var 200-300 
   re-entry” (emanating from Pl.2, R7/1), mint lightly hinged, very fine, cert. Brandon (1999). 

British P.O.s in Crete: British Administration of Herakleion

40463 CC C   1898-99 Selection with 20pa bright violet mint og, signed, and litho issues in set of  150-200 
 J  blocks and 2 sets of singles, generally fine (SG £822) 
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British P.O. in Siam (Bangkok)

 

40464 F   1882 Cover bearing QV Straits Settlements 1882 2c and 8c tied by a full and readily  
   legible strike of the Rare “British Consulate Bangkok” oval addressed to London with  
   appropriate Singapore transit and London arrival bs. This previously unrecorded cover,  
   one of only a handful known, was discovered in a lot at a European Auction with a  
   cover from the same correspondence (but cancelled by the later and far less rare  
   Bangkok cds).  
     

   A phenomenal find and major rarity for the Thailand specialist and student of postal history   
        

     Estimate: £ 20’000 - £ 30’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40464
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British Solomon Islands

 

40465 40466

40465 C DCE    1907 2d Blue IMPERFORATE BETWEEN variety in horizontal pair, mint part original 3a 6’000-7’000 
   gum disturbed and tone spots, fine & very rare, only five of the original ten pair have  
   been traced (SG £15’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003) 

40466 DCE    1907 2 1/2d Orange-Yellow IMPERFORATE BETWEEN variety in horizontal pair, unused, 4b 4’000-5’000 
   creased, fine appearance & very rare (SG £12’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003) 

 

40467 40468

40467 C   1907 2 1/2d Orange-Yellow IMPERF BETWEEN STAMP AND MARGIN variety in mint 4 var 1’000-1’500 
   right sheet marginal horizontal pair, very fine & rare 

40468 C DCE    1907 6d Chocolate IMPERFORATE BETWEEN variety in vertical pair, mint part original 6a 2’000-3’000 
   gum disturbed, fine & very rare (SG £7’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003) 

40469 C   www 1907-11, Mint selection with 1907 set and 1908-11 set, fine (26) (SG £486)  100-120
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Canada 

New Brunswick

 

40470 C J    1851-60 3d Dull Red in left marginal block of four with clear to good margins, mint,  2  
   tiny surface mark and lower pair with a light crease, fresh and bright colour, the  
   only available mint block, and a major rarity of BNA  
     

   Provenance: Col. Green, Claude Cartier, “Foxbridge”, and Koh Seow Chuan. Sold by  
   Spink June 2006 lot 167 for $46’000  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2006)    
        

     Estimate: £ 15’000 - £ 20’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40470
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40471 40472 40473
 

40471 H   1851 6d Olive-Yellow, fine to large margins, light cancel leaving design clear, lovely 4 200-260 
   bright colour, very fine (SG £800)  
     

   Expertise: Cert Brandon (2001) 

Newfoundland

40472 L   1857-64 Sperati forgery of the 4d value with barred oval “cancels”, with “Sperati  100-120 
   reproduction” handstamp on reverse, very fine 

40473 G   1857 1s Scarlet bisect (right half) tied to small fragment by black grill, fine and rare 9a 1’000-1’500 
   (SG £16’000 on cover)  
     

   Provenance: Köhler/Berlin (1920s-30s)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Lincoln, Krüger, cert. Bloch (1954), A. Diena (1959) 

 

40474    1862-64 1s Rose-Lake imperf., just touched to clear margins, with “CANCELLED”  23 4’000-5’000 
   barred oval (made by Perkins Bacon as a gift to Rowland Hill’s family), fine and extremely  
   rare with only 2 examples recorded from the original block of four (SG £12’000)  
     

   Provenance: Jaffé. Sold by Spink June 2006 lot 170 for $13’800  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2006) 

40475 P  116 1868 1c Prince of Wales die proof in black on India paper with National Bank Note Co. 34 600-800 
   imprint below, mounted on card, 88x101mm, very fine  
     

   Provenance: Pratt  
     

   Expertise: Brandon (2006) 

40476 CC C  116 1868 1c Prince of Wales dull purple (die i) in mint right marginal block of 15, slightly 34 200-300 
 J  yellowish gum, very fine and fresh, a scarce multiple (SG £1’125)  
     

   Provenance: E. Gilbert 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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4047840477
 

40477 C J   1897 1c on 3c Grey-Purple right marginal mint block of six showing all three type of 80-82 400-600 
   overprint with three type 36, one type 37 and two of the scarcer type 38, yellowish  
   gum, fine and fresh multiple (SG £1’485) 

40478 CC C   1932-38 5c Violet die II corner marginal block of nine showing striking error with 3 225 300-500 
 J  stamps at left only partially printed, hinge on one stamp o/w nh, very fine 

 

40479 CC C  COLLECTIONS: 1857-1933 Attractive duplicated selection of mostly unused classic  1’200-2’000 
 H DCE   issues, including pair & two blocks of four, plus some early perforated issues & 1933  
   Balbo Flight three unused singles, a few with faults, mixed to very fine (60+) (STC  
   Scott $11’500+) 

Nova Scotia

40480 F  116 1859 (Aug 4) Entire from Halifax to New Brunswick bearing 1851 3d bright blue, great 3 300-400 
   margins, with Newcastle, Chatram and Sackville bs, a fine usage 

40481 F  116 1860 (May 20) Envelope from Pictou to England with 1851-60 3d bright blue bisect 3a & 5 200-300 
   and 6d yellow-green cancelled by oval grill cancel, despatch and arrival bs, some cover  
   toning, fine  
     

   Expertise: Cert RPS (1945) and Knopke (1995) 

40482 F  116 1857 (Nov 16) Envelope from Wolfville to England with 1851-60 3d bright blue bisect 3a & 6 200-300 
   and 6d deep green (touched at foot) tied by smudgy oval grill cancels, with despatch,  
   Halifax and London ds, some minor soiling, fine (SG £2’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1976) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40477
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40478
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Canada

 

40483 40484 40485 40486

40483 H   1852 3d Red, clear to very large margins, showing variety “major re-entry”, light 5 var 150-200 
   “target” cancellation in black, fine  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (1995) 

40484 H   1857 1/2d Deep Rose, large to very large margins, light “roller” cancellation in black, 17 200-260 
   very fine (SG £600)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2007) 

40485 DCE   1858-59 1/2d Rose on medium white wove paper, unused, fine and scarce (SG £3’500) 25 300-400 
     

   Expertise: Cert. Sismondo (2015) 

40486 C   1868 1c Pale Orange-Yellow, mint, very fine with fresh colour and rare as such (SG £1’200) 56b 300-400 
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (1999) 

  

40487 C   1897 Jubilee set of 16 mint, the $4 with a discoloured perf., most are very fine 121- 1’200-1’600 
   (SG £6’000) 140

 

40488 C DCE   1897 Jubilee 1c to $1, an attractive and valuable unused/mint duplicated assembly, 121-36 2’000-3’000 
   including shades and some with sheet margins, generally fine to very fine (SG £7300+) 

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est la livre sterling

The currency for this auction is the British pound

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund £

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40483
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40489 40490

40489 C J   1897 Jubilee 6c brown mint block of four, very fine (SG £560) 129 150-200

40490 C   1897 Jubilee 20c vermilion mint top inscription marginal single, very fine (SG £140) 133 60-80

40491 C  www 1897 Jubliee 20c pale ultramarine & bright ultramarine, both shades mint, very fine 134 100-150 
   (SG £390) 

 

40495404944049340492

40492 C   1897 Jubilee $1 lake mint, very fine (SG £550) 136 100-150

40493 C   1897 Jubilee $1 lake mint, very fine (SG £550) 136 100-150

40494 C   1897 Jubilee $1 lake mint, very fine (SG £550) 136 100-150

40495 C   1897 Jubilee $1 lake mint, short perfs, slight stain at top left (SG £550) 136 100-150

 

4049940496 40497 40498

40496 C   1897 Jubilee $1 lake mint, fine (SG £550) 136 100-150  

40497 C   1897 Jubilee $1 lake mint, fine (SG £550) 136 100-150

40498 C   1897 Jubilee $1 lake mint, fine (SG £550) 136 100-150

40499 C   1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet mint, very fine (SG £1’000) 137 200-300

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40489
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40490
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40500

40504

40508

40512

40501

40505

40509

40513

40502

40506

40510

40514

40503

40507

40511

40515
 

40500 C   1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet mint, gum disturbance, fine (SG £1’000) 137 200-300

40501 C   1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet mint, gum disturbance, fine (SG £1’000) 137 200-300 

40502 C   1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet mint, gum disturbance, fine (SG £1’000) 137 200-300

40503 C   1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet mint, gum disturbance, fine (SG £1’000) 137 200-300

40504 C   1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet mint, gum disturbance, fine (SG £1’000) 137 200-300

40505 C   1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet mint, tiny perf thin, fine (SG £1000) 137 200-300

40506 C   1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet mint, slight gum disturbance, fine (SG £1’000) 137 200-300

40507 C   1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet, mint, hinge thin, fine (SG £1’000) 137 100-200

40508 C   1897 Jubilee $3 bistre mint, very fine (SG £1’500) 138 300-400

40509 C   1897 Jubilee $3 bistre mint, very fine (SG £1’500) 138 300-400

40510 C   1897 Jubilee $3 bistre mint, very fine (SG £1’500) 138 300-400

40511 C   1897 Jubilee $3 bistre mint, very fine (SG £1’500) 138 300-400

40512 C   1897 Jubilee $4 violet mint, very fine (SG £1’400) 139 300-400

40513 C   1897 Jubilee $4 violet mint, very fine (SG £1’400) 139 300-400

40514 C   1897 Jubilee $4 violet mint, very fine (SG £1’400) 139 300-400

40515 C   1897 Jubilee $4 violet mint, slight gum loss, very fine (SG £1’400) 139 200-300

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40500
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40501
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40502
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40519405184051740516

40516 C   1897 Jubilee $5 olive-green mint with hr, very fine (SG £1’400) 140 300-400

40517 C   1897 Jubilee $5 olive-green mint with slight gum redistribution, very fine (SG £1’400) 140 300-400

40518 C   1897 Jubilee $5 olive-green mint slight hinge thin, very fine (SG £1’400) 140 200-300

40519 C   1897 Jubilee $5 olive-green mint slight thin, very fine (SG £1’400) 140 200-300

40520 CC C   COLLECTIONS: 1851-2000, Extensive mint & used collection of Canada on 100s of  300-400 
 H  pages, strength noted in the later years with booklets and booklet panes, also a  
   few earlies of value, lot includes some USA on pages and some modern Lithuania    
   on a stockcard 

40521 F   www COLLECTIONS: 1880-1945, Marvellous specialised collection from the estate of a  2’200-3’000 
   student and collector of this field with over 130 used envelopes of these  
   interesting and very elusive items, which should delight the specialist or potential  
   new collector alike. There are likely many dealers as well, who would have great  
   appreciation of this group, the likes of which are rarely available, and would  
   certainly delight their customers. The fact that it has appeal beyond philately  
   and the more usual postage history, will likely quickly be proved by any enterprising  
   internet seller who puts these covers out into that market 

40522 CC C   COLLECTIONS: 1904-65, Mint & used collection in two stockbooks, better early 20th  200-300 
 H  century sets and unusual Revenue section with Bill Stamps, Customs Duty, Electric  
   Inspection, Excise Tax, Gas Inspection, etc., gen. fine to very fine 

Cape of Good Hope

405254052440523
 

40523 H   1853 1d Pale Brick-Red, large to very large margins (showing portion of adjoining 1 100-150 
   stamp at base), triangular cancel, very fine (SG £450)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2010) 
 

40524 DCE   1853 1d Brick-Red on slightly blued paper, unused with good margins, light crease 3 500-700 
   otherwise fine appearance (SG £3’500) 

 

40525 H   1859 1s Deep Dark Green, good even margins, light cancel, very fine (SG £550) 8b 120-160 
     

   Expertise: Cert Brandon (2002) 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40516
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THE FINEST ERROR OF COLOUR EXISTING

 

40526 G    1861 Woodblock 1d pale milky blue error of colour (instead of red), tied to piece 13c  
   light CGH cancel, large to huge margins, superb appearance for this world class rarity.   
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS   
     

   This example is one of the finest known  
     

     Estimate: £30’000 - £40’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40526
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4052840527

40527 H   1861Woodblock 4d pale grey-blue, close to very good margins, barred triangle cancel, 14 200-300 
   slightly oxidised colour otherwise fine (SG £2’000)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Pfenniger 

40528   1861 Woodblock 4d deep bright blue, light cancel, just touched in places, looks like 14c 400-500 
   right corner tip has been added, fine appearance and scarce (SG £5’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1961) 

 

40529 DCE   1863-64 4d Light Steel Blue unused pair, good to large margins, some tone spots and 19c 1’000-1’500 
   has bee cleaned, fine, cert. PF of SA (2013) (SG £4’500) 

 

4053140530

40530 H   1879 3d on 4d Blue with variety “PENCB” for “PENCE”, with “2” numeral, some toned 34a 100-150 
   perfs otherwise fine (SG £225) 

40531 CC   1884-90 1s Green mint nh, tiny gum wrinkle, very fine and scarce nh (SG £225) 53 100-150

40532 F  116 1884 Cover bearing 3-colour multiple franking 1/2d (5) + 1d (3) + 2d postmarked  150-200 
   SOMERSET alongside red tax marking “2 1/2d”, very fine and decorative franking 

40533 G  116 1907 Parcel Post receipt with KEVII 1d affixed, issued at Sir Lowry Road post office,  40-50 
   cds 12 AP 07, very fine and scarce 

 

40534 CC   REVENUES: Patent And Proprietary 1909 2d, 4d, 6d, 1s6d, 4s6d and 10s, mint nh, fine  200-260 
   and scarce 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40527
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40528
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40535 H   COLLECTIONS: 1853-61 Triangular used selection with 1853 4d blue on slightly blued  400-500 
   paper (thin and crease, good to large margins); 1855-63 1d rose (small wrinkle, good  
   margins), 6d slate-lilac (close to large margins), 1s deep dark green (fine to very good  
   margins) and 1861 4d Woodblock (light crease and just touched) (SG £3’520) 

40536 H F 116 COLLECTIONS: 1853-64, Triangular selection incl. 1861 wrapper from Graaf-Reinett  800-1’000 
 DCE    with 1855-63 4d (cert. PFoSA 2015), SG3a and SG4 in pairs plus 7 used singles and  
   a 6d pale lilac unused (2 margins), mixed condition 

 

40537 H DCE    COLLECTIONS: 1853-64, Triangulars selection of 24 stamps with better incl. 1d 1/20 4’000-5’000 
   Woodblock used, 4d Woodblock used (2), 1855-63 6d slate-lilac unused, etc., all with  
   full margins, some unused, some minor faults, an attractive selection (STC SG  
   £19’245) 

Cape of Good Hope - Mafeking

 

4053840537A 40539 40540

40537A H   1900 Vryburg 1d rose-red and green, used showing V.R.SPECIAL POST hs, tiny cnr crease,  12 1’500-2’000 
   otherwise very fine for this rarity, only 60 examples were issued, cert. Sismondo (SG £6’000)   

40538 G   1900 Sans Serif Ovpt 6d on 2d tied to piece by complete cds, very fine 13 50-60

40539 DCE   1900 Major Goodyear 1d deep blue on blue unused on piece, fine (SG £1’200) 18 300-400

40540 G   1900 Major Goodyear 1d Deep blue on blue tied to small piece by Mafeking May 11 18 120-150 
   1900 cds, fine 

Cape of Good Hope - Anglo Boer War

40541 F  116 LADYSMITH: 1900 “Siege of Ladysmith” cover franked by 1d rose tied by violet two-line  200-300 
   LADYSMITH SEIGE POST OFFICE FEB 21th, 1900, also cancelled by LADYSMITH MR7  
   1900/NATAL cds, a few tears at top of somewhat creased cover from rough opening  
   but not affecting adhesive 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40535
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40542 F   PIETERSBURG: 1901 (Apr 6) Envelope with imperf. 1901 1/2d (red initials), 1/2d (black  2’000-3’000 
   initials), 1d, 2d, 4d, 6d and 1s (with “POSTZEGEI” variety), all tied by Pietersburg  
   cds, a philatelic franking, very rare basic set on cover 

 

40543 40547 40548

40543 G   PIETERSBURG: 1901 Type P3 1/2d second printing with variety “1/4 at top left”, tied 3 80-100 
   to small piece by cds, very fine and under-catalogued variety 

40544 C H  www PIETERSBURG: 1901 1d imperf. first printing block of 12 (half sheet), lower six stamps 4-6 80 
 J  cancelled with Pietersburg cds, horiz. crease and ink corosion on two stamps causing  
   holes 

40545 C J  116 PIETERSBURG: 1901 1d Black on red imperf. first printing, in two blocks of 12 making 4-6 200-260 
   the complete sheet with all three types and showing the listed varieties, mint hinged,  
   very fine, ideal for the specialist 

40546 CC J  116 PIETERSBURG: 1900 Type P2 2d second printing block of 5 with various varieties incl. 8 150-200 
   “POSTZEGEI”, “centre 2 wider, left spray inverted”, “no bar over lower left 2” and  
   “right spray inverted”, mint nh, very fine 

40547 C   PIETERSBURG: 1901 1d Black on red type 1 imperf. in between horizontal pair, mint 25m 50-60 
   hinged, second stamp showing “dropped 1” variety, fine 

40548 CC J   PIETERSBURG: 1901 2d Black on orange, types P2 and P3 in mint nh block of four,  29,30 80-100 
   very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40542
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Griqualand West

 

40549 40551 40553 40554

40549 C   1879 5s Yellow-Orange with double overprint variety, mint small part og, some creasing 29a 150-200 
   and a couple of tone spots, scarce (SG £1’000) 

Cayman Islands

 

40550 C    1908 Georgetown Provisional 1/2d on 5s salmon and green, unused with original gum, 18b 4’000-6’000 
   showing DOUBLE SURCHARGE variety, very lightly hinged, fine and extremely rare  
   (SG £12’000)  
     

   Note: Only 20 examples are belived to exist, of which, one is used, and four are in  
   pair with normal, one of which is in the collection of Her Majesty The Queen  
     

   Expertise: Cert. PF (1986), Peter Holcombe (1989) 

40551 C   1908 Provisional 2 1/2d on 4d brown and blue mint, natural paper flaw on head, fine 35 400-600 
   and scarce (SG £1’800)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Roumet and A. Brun 

40552 C   www COLLECTIONS: 1900-09, Mint selection incl. 1900 set with shades, 1902-03 set, 1905  300-400 
   set, 1907 set 1907 1/2d on 5s and 1907-09 set, fine (31) (SG £1’259) 

Ceylon

40553    No lot 

40554 C   1851-59 Chalon 5d Chestnut, mint og, just touched, fine example with fresh colour 5 200-300 
   (SG £1’000) 

 

40555 C   1865 Wmk Crown CC 5c on 24c green, mint with gum redistributed over shallow thin 154 700-1’000 
   at top, a rare stamp (SG £6’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA 
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40556 CC J   1912-25 1R Purple on orange-buff with variety inverted watermark in mint nh corner 315cw 120-150 
   marginal block of four, fine (SG £320+) 

40557 C   1935 Jubilee 9c Green and Indigo with variety “extra flag” to left of Flagstaff, unlisted, 380 100-200 
   very fine 

Cook Islands

 

40558 C    1892 No Wmk 1d black, mint, vertical IMPERF BETWEEN pair, fresh, very fine and an 1a 4’000-5’000 
   extremely rare variety for this emblematic issue of the Cook Islands (SG £10’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003) 

40559 F  126 1892 1d, 1 1/2d, 2 1/2d and 10d tied to 1895 registered cover by oval Rarotonga cds 1-4 200-300 
   to Montenegro via New Zealand to Cetinje, 10d on cover quite scarce, very fine and  
   unusual destination 

 

40560 40561
 

40560 P   1893 Queen Makea Takau Die Proofs: 1d in brown, 1d, 1 1/2d, 2 1/2d, 5d, 10d in black, 5-10 100-150 
   all imperforate on thin white wove paper, a fine group (6) 

40561 CC P   1932 Captain Cook 1d imperforate plate proof pair on gummed paper, marginal dividing 100 80-120 
   line at top, fresh mint nh, sl. gum wrinkles, nice maritime thematic 

40562 CC J   126 1971 15c Frangipani in 3 corner margin or marginal blocks of 4, all with double 364a 200-300 
   surcharge 10c, pristine never hinged (SG £1’100+) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40557
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40558
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40560
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40560
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40561
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Cook Islands - Penrhyn Islands
40563 CC J  126 1917-20 6d Carmine perf.14x13 1/2 and perf.14x14 1/2 in vertical pairs making up 26b 100-120 
   a mint nh left marginal block of 12, very fine (SG £330) 

Cyprus
40564 F  126 1690 Entire to Lyon from Nicholas Ambrosin, a forwarding agent in Larnaca sent via  150-200 
   Genova by French ship and forwarded by David and Bernard, arriving 8th April 1691,  
   disinfected by vinegar, heavy creasing 

40565 F   www 1695-96 Two early letters: one from Cyprus to Livorno & the other Livorno to Cyprus,  150-200 
   both discussing the taxes of cargo ships, fine & scarce 

Dominica
40566 C   www 1903-21, Mint selection incl. 1903-07 values with two 5s (missing 1/2d), 1907-08  120-180 
   set and 1908-20 to 2s6d, ok to fine (36) (SG £600+) 

Falkland Islands

 

40567 DCE S   1891-1902 Wmk Crown CA 1/2 to 6d, unused, set of five each showing the rare locally  700-1’000 
   handstamped “Specimen” (Samuel type F14), some usual faults, an extremely rare set  
   (only recorded on these values) 

 

405704056940568A40568

40568 C   1898 2s6d & 5s, mint, very fine (SG £525) 41-42 150-200

40568A C   1904-12 MCA 3s green, mint single showing INVERTED WMK variety, fresh, very fine  49aw 800-1’200 
   and a fine example of this rare error, cert. Sismondo (SG £3250)  

40569 C   1904-12 2s6d & 5s, mint, very fine (SG £405) 49-50 100-150

40570 C   1912-20 5s deep rose-red, 5s maroon & 1921-28 3s slate-green(2), mint, very fine 67, 100-150 
   (SG £450) 67b,80

 

40571 C   1933 Centenary set to £1 mint, very fine (SG £4’250) 127-138 1’000-1’500

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40567
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40567
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40567
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40567
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40567
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40568
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40569
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40570
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40571
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40571
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40571
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405744057340572

40572 C   1933 Centenary 2s6d black & violet, mint, very fine (SG £250) 135 80-100

40573 C   1933 Centenary 2s6d black & violet, mint, very fine (SG £250) 135 80-100

40574 C   1933 Centenary 2s6d black & violet, mint, very fine (SG £250) 135 80-100

 

40578405774057640575

40575 C   1933 Centenary 5s black & yellow, mint, very fine (SG £950) 136 200-300 

40576 C   1933 Centenary 5s black & yellow, mint, very fine (SG £950) 136 200-300

40577 C   1933 Centenary 5s black & yellow, mint, very fine (SG £950) 136 200-300

40578 C   1933 Centenary 5s black & yellow, mint, very fine (SG £950) 136 200-300

40579 40580 40581 40582
 

40579 C   1933 Centenary 10s black & chestnut, mint, very fine (SG £850) 137 200-300

40580 C   1933 Centenary 10s black & chestnut, mint, very fine (SG £850) 137 200-300

40581 C   1933 Centenary 10s black & chestnut, mint, very fine (SG £850) 137 200-300

40582 C   1933 Centenary 10s black & chestnut, mint, very fine (SG £850) 137 200-300

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40572
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40573
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40574
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40575
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40576
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40577
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40578
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40579
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40580
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40581
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40582
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40582A 40584A40583 40584
 

40582A C   1933 Centenary £1 black & carmine, mint nh top marginal, hinge in margin only, fresh  138 800-1’200 
   & very fine, cert. Sismondo (SG £2’500)   

40583 C   1933 Centenary £1 black & carmine, mint, very fine (SG £2’500) 138 700-1’000

40584 C   1933 Centenary £1 black & carmine, mint, very fine (SG £2’500) 138 700-1’000

40584A CC   1933 Centenary £1 black & carmine, mint nh top marginal, very fine, cert. Sismondo  138 700-1’000 
   (SG £2’500)  

40585 CC C www COLLECTIONS: 1878-1965, Terrific virtually complete collection of primarily mint and  3’000-4’000 
 H    a few used in 3 SG and one Palo album plus a second more sparse collection in Scott  
   Spec album, incl. Centenary set (the £1 has APS cert.), SG1 is ng and SG2 used, earlier  
   issues should certainly be examined but identification seems to be largely correct and  
   quality superior 

 

40586 C H   www COLLECTIONS: 1889-1912, Mint & used selection incl. 1889-91 1d bisect on piece,  600-800 
   1891-1902 values, 1898 2s6d mint and 1904-12 values incl. 3s mint, 5s mint and  
   5s used, mixed condition (33) 

40587 CC C www COLLECTIONS: 1905-90, Lovely fresh clean group of all better sets and singles with  1’400-1’800 
 H    also South Georgia, BAT and a bit of other South Atlantic, includes some good KEVII,  
   KGV, and very strong KGVI and early QEII sets, abounding in £100+ items, all in great  
   quality, quite attractive and highly saleable material 

Fiji

 

40588 40589

40588 DCE   1870-71 Times Express 9d black on rose, on thin vert. ribbed paper, row 4 stamp 4 8a 600-800 
   showing variety “comma after EXPRESS”, fine and fresh unused with clear roulette at  
   top, a rare stamp (SG £4’250) 

40589 CC   1935 1s Slate and purple, variety “short extra flags staff” not listed as such by SG, 245var 150-240 
   mint nh, fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40583
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40584
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40588
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40589
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Gambia

405954059440593405924059140590
 

40590 C P   1902-05 2s imperf. colour trial in carmine and green on yellow, the issued colour  400-500 
   of the 3s 

40591 C P   1902-05 2s imperf. colour trial in dull purple and blue-green, fine  400-500 
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1993) 

40592 C P   1902-05 3d imperf. colour trial in olive-bistre and green, fine  400-500

40593 C P   1902-05 3d imperf. colour trial in purple and violet, fine  400-500

40594 DCE S   1902-05 1/2d to 3s less 2d, each overprinted “SPECIMEN” and handstamped “ULTRAMAR”   200-300 
   by a Receiving Authority, without gum as usual, fresh colours and generally fine 

40595 L    1902-05 2d, 3d, 4d, 6d to 3s and 1904-06 5d and 7 1/2d, all with Madame Joseph forged  200-300 
   oval registered datestamps and handstamped to that effect on reverse, a scarce group 

 

40596 S    1909 1d and 3d to 3s, the 4d, 5d, 7 1/2d and 10d in vertical pairs, each overprinted  600-800 
   “SPECIMEN” with identifiable part strikes of the “COLONIE DU GABON /SECRE TARIAT  
   GENERAL/RF/1er/Bureau” double-ring Receiving Authority handstamp, all without gum  
   and the pairs rejoined and odd fault, a remarkable group from the Gabon U.P.U. archive  
   which was dispersed in ca.1975. Only three of each value were sent to Gabon with the  
   pairs therefore unique. 

 

4059940597

40597 L    1909 1/2d, 3d and 4d each with Madame Joseph Macarthy Island cds, and 2d, 4d,   200-300 
   2s6d and 3s each with Madame Joseph forged oval registered datestamp, all but the  
   last handstamped to that effect on reverse, fine and scarce group  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2001) for 3s 

40598 P  126 1912-22 5s De La Rue die proof of the country name and value tablet, in black on  300-400 
   glazed card (92x60mm.) marked “BEFORE STRIKING” and dated “19/8/21” in pencil, fine 

40599 G S    1921-22 1 1/2d to 4s, each overprinted “SPECIMEN”, each affixed to small piece  80-100 
   and crossed through with crayon line, presumably cut from an archive page, a most  
   unusual group 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40590
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40591
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40592
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40593
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40594
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40595
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40596
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40597
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40599
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40600 S    1921-22 1d to 3s, less 5d and 6d, with the 1d, 1 1/2d, 3d, 4d, 7 1/2d, 1/6d and  800-1’000 
   2s6d in pairs, each overprinted “SPECIMEN” and with identifiable part strikes of the  
   “COLONIE DU GABON/SECRETARIAT GENERAL/RF/1er/Bureau” double-ring Receiving  
   Authority handstamp, all without gum and the pairs rejoined; a remarkable group from  
   the Gabon U.P.U. archive which was dispersed in ca.1975. Only three of each value  
   were sent to Gabon with the pairs therefore unique 

 

40601 S   1922-29 MCA 5s green on yellow handstamped “SPECIMEN” (D18) in violet, fresh mint  80-100

40602 S  126 1922-29 1/2d to 10s set of nineteen in horizontal strips of three, each overprinted or  3’000-4’000 
   handstamped (5s) “SPECIMEN” and affixed to two pieces (one bearing just the 1/2d  
   and 1d) cancelled with several strikes of the “SPECIMEN/COLLECTION/MAURITANIE”   
   handstamp in magenta, scuffs on 1s6d values, a unique and colourful set from this  
   French African Colony archive 

40603 C   www COLLECTIONS: 1902-09, Mint collection incl. 1902-05 set, 1904-06 set, 1906  200-300 
   Surcharges incl. used block of four 1/2d on 2s6d with a broken E variety, and 1909  
   set, mostly fine (45) (SG £1’000) 

Gibraltar

40604 C  www 1886 1/2d, 1d, 2d and 2 1/2d mint, ok to fine (SG £446) 1-4 90-120

 

40605 C   1889 25c on 2 1/2d Bright Blue, duo with varieties “broken N” and “short I”, mint, 18ab, 200-260 
   fine (SG £650) 18b

40606 CC C  www 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d & 6d with “extra flagstaff” variety in mint corner margin blocks 114a, 150-200 
 J  of 4, very fine (SG £350+) 116a

Gilbert and Ellice Islands

40607 F  126 1911 (Apr 8) Cover from Fanafuti Island to Switzerland bearing Fiji 1912-24 with  80-100 
   almost complete violet type 1 cds on the first day of use, Sydney and Berne bs, fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40600
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40600
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40600
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40601
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40605
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40605
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Gold Coast

 

40609 40614 4061540608 40613

40608 DCE S   1902 6d, 5s, 10s, 20s and 1907-13 1/2d, 1d and 2 1/2d, each overprinted “SPECIMEN”   300-400 
   and handstamped “ULTRAMAR” by a Receiving Authority, a scarce group 

40609 DCE S    1907-13 1/2d, 1d, 2 1/2d, 6d and 1s, each overprinted “SPECIMEN” and handstamped  200-300 
   “ULTRAMAR” by a Receiving Authority, without gum as usual, 2 1/2d with vertical crease  
   otherwise sound 

 

40610 S   1907-13 1s, 2s, 2s6d, 5s and prepared for use but not issued 10s, each overprinted  200-300 
   “SPECIMEN” and with portions of the Gabon Direction De L’Interieur or Secretariat  
   General Receiving Authority handstamps, 10s with faults, a rare group 

40611 F  126 1907 (Feb 15) envelope (complete with contents) from Yeji to England showing a superb  300-400 
   strike of the “SALVED FROM/SS JEBBA” handstamp (Hoggarth and Gwynn Type 2b) in  
   violet, the cover has arbitrarily had 2 1/2d stamp affixed when the mail was drying  
   out as was often the case, the reverse with Kumasi (22.2) and Great Yarmouth (20.2) cds. 

40612 C S   www 1913-21 3d Die I on yellow, 1s Die II on emerald back and 5s Die I on yellow, each  50-60 
   overprinted “SPECIMEN”, small (3d) to large part gum, fine 

40613 DCE S    1913-21 1/2d to 2 1/2d, 3d (2), 6d, 1s and 10s, each overprinted “SPECIMEN” and  200-300 
   with portions of the Gabon Direction De L’Interieur or Secretariat General Receiving  
   Authority handstamps, without gum as usual, a rare group. 

40614 DCE S   1913-21 1d blue and 1d green, imperforate on glazed paper, each overprinted  150-200 
   “SPECIMEN” (DS1), fine 

40615 DCE S   1913-21 1/2d to 20s. less 1d, all overprinted “SPECIMEN” and further handstamped  500-600 
   “COLONIAS” diagonally in violet by a Receiving Authority, without gum as usual, a few  
   with colour loss in places, a rare set 

Grenada

 

40616 G   1886 1d on 1s Orange bisect tied to small piece by Grenada cds, very fine (SG 38d 150-200 
   £2’250 on cover)  
 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40608
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40609
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40613
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40614
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40614
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40615
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40610
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40610
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40610
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40610
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40617 C H   www COLLECTIONS: 1895-1911, Mint & used collection incl. 1895-99 mint and used sets,   200-300 
   1902 to 5s mint, 1904-06 mint set, 1908-11 to 5s mint and used, etc., mixed condition  
   (86) (SG £1’100+) 

Hong Kong

4061940618
 

40618 C   1880 Wmk Crown CC 48c Brown mint hinge remainder, very fine (SG £1’500) 31 240-300

40619 C    1898 Wmk Crown CA 96c grey-black surcharged “1 DOLLAR” only (no Chinese  53a 300-400 
   characters),mint hinge remainder, average condition (SG £2’750) 

40620 J P  126 1947 International Reply Coupon in proof block of four, this being the unique  2’000-3’000 
   example in private hands, presented to Eugene Thomas at the 1947 UPU Congress  
   in Paris, showpiece 

India

40621    No lot 

 

40622 F   1795 (Mar 5) Entire with clear “Post Paid / Pondichery” oval cachet in black (Giles  4’000-5’000 
   type 2, rated rare), sent to Chandernagor, with G.P.O. ds on reverse, fine and very rare 

40623 F  130 1851 (Sep 7) Stampless cover from CHANDERNAGOR (French India) with boxed despatch  1’500-2’000 
   ds on reverse (Giles type 2) along with Calcutta and French arrivals, obverse endorsed  
   “per P and O C.s’ Steamer Oriental” and rated “10”, some faults, rare with only a few  
   covers recorded with this despatch  
     

   Provenance: C. T. Sturton 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40618
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40619
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40624 F   1852 1/2a White “Scinde Dawk” on large part native cover, with large margins all S1 2’000-3’000 
   around, cancelled by JC type E “cogwheel”, stamp toned and creased, rare  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2013) 

 

40625 DCE   1852 Scinde Dawk 1/2a blue UNUSED, good margins, faults incl. toning, thin, small S2 3’000-4’000 
   tear and repaired lower left corner, still very rare and presentable unused example  
   (SG £38’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (2015) 

40626  130 Reprint sheet from the original copper plates of the 1854 1a, struck 16 times on the  800-1’000 
   sheet, inscribed “PLATE III” at bottom left and struck before the plates were given to  
   the RPS, slight bend at top, scarce and very collectable 

40627  130 Reprint sheet from the original copper plates of the 1854 1/2a and 4a as well as two  800-1’000 
   essays of the 2a, inscribed “PLATE IV” at bottom left and struck before the plates  
   were given to the RPS, slight bend and light mark at top, scarce and very collectable 

 

4063040628

40628   1854 8a Red & Blue essay reprint (Spence type 4, without inner frame line) lithographed  300-400 
   on yellowish wove paper, cert. RPS (2015) 

40629 F  130 1854 (Dec 6) Wrapper from Landour to Calcutta with 1854 1/2a blue, just four margins,   200-300 
   tied by BLUE lozenge of dots, reverse with despatch and arrival ds, fine and attractive  

40630 H   PERSIAN FIELD FORCE: 1854 4a with “131” numeral of the Persian Field Force, outer Z3 500-600 
   framelines just touched in place, fine and rare cancellation (SG £2’000) 

40631 F  130 1855 Envelope from Sholapor to England with 1854 2a green, good margins, and  1’000-1’500 
   two 4a head die II frame die I, cut to shape and just touched in places, all tied by “64”  
   numerals, with unrecorded Sholapoor boxed bs, transit and arrival bs, fine and  
   attractive franking  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2014) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40624
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40625
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40632 40633 40634
 

40632 DCE   1856-64 1a Brown IMPERFORATE PAIR, good margins, unused, toned (SG £1’300) 39b 300-400

40633 DCE   1856-64 2a Dull Pink IMPERFORATE, good to very large margins, unused, toned, natural 41a 900-1’100 
   paper crease, rare (SG £6’000 for pair)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (2013) 

40634 DCE   1856-64 2a Yellow Buff IMPERFORATE, large margins, unused, small crease and small 42a 600-800 
   mark at top, rare (SG £3’000 for pair)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Jal Cooper, cert. RPS (2013) 

40635 F  130 1857 (Jul 21) Lettersheet from Karical with 1856-64 1/2a blue tied by “C/147” numeral,  200-300 
   reverse with despatch and faint Pondichery arrival ds, missing a sideflap, very fine 

40636 F   No lot 

40637 F  130 1859 Small envelope to Jersey franked combination imperf 2a green + 4a black, tied  400-500 
   by numeral ‘76’ obliterator of Kamptee (Nagpore), red boxed India Paid alongside,  
   envelope with tear and light creasing, scarce and attractive mixed franking 

40638 F  130 1882-90 12a purple on red, used on five covers, incl. single franking with H.R.H. THE  800-1’200 
   PRINCE OF WALES CAMP special cancel, single franking on registered cover to Berlin,  
   plus three large cover one being registered all to Switzerland etc., a fine and  
   attractive group (6) 

40639 F  130 BOER WAR: 1900 (Dec 4) Stampless envelope sent “From 2261 S. Power, 3rd Kings R  500-600 
   Rifles” to Lahore, headed “On Active Service stamps not obtainable”, with British Army  
   F.P.O. cds, Indian Postage Due box hs and “Nualakh / Unpaid” green cachet, arrival bs,  
   fine and scarce mail from the Indian Contingent in the Boer campaign  
     

   Provenance: Contractor 

40640 F  134 1901 (Nov 14) 1a on 1 1/2a postal stationery card from PORT BLAIR, with Sea Post  80-100 
   Office and London arrival adjacent, fine 

40641 F  134 1902 Legal size envelope franked complete set 1/2a to 5r tied RANGOON cds, on  200-300 
   registered local usage, an attractive philatelic usage 

40642 F   134 1905 Large registered envelope from Baroda Camp to Boston, franked QV 2r brown  200-300 
   and rose, plus Ed.VII 1/2a & 2a, with US Customs label on reverse, fine and scarce 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website
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THE UNITED PROVINCES EXHIBITION CAMP CACHET

 

40643 F   1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post cover with twelve KEVII 1/2a (franked on both sides)  6’000-8’000 
   tied by the extremely rare United Provinces Exhibition Camp 18th Feb cds, reverse  
   endorsed “By the Biplane”, with indistinct Indian 20th Feb cds and Edinburgh arrival  
   cds, some soiling and trivial imperfections, extremely rare with no more than “half a  
   dozen examples of this postmark” seen by Jeffrey Brown in an article in India’s  
   Stamp Journal of May 1941 

 

40644 F   1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post cover with KEVII 5R tied by special cachet with  2’500-3’000 
   Allahabad registered label adjacent, despatch and Fyzabad backstamps, very fine and  
   rare high value usage 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40643
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40643
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40644
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40645 F   1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post special postcard with KEVII 1/2a tied by the special  2’000-3’000 
   cachet, with reverse depicting the plane and signed by the pilot, also franked with  
   1961 commemorative stamp tied by a special cachet, some foxing, scarce 

 

40646

40647

40648

40646 F   1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post cover to Dehra Dun, with KEVII 3p grey, 2a violet &  1’500-2’000 
   8a purple, all  tied by fine strike of the special flight cachet with boxed U.P. EXHIBITION  
   CAMP/ALLAHABAD boxed registered hs adjacent, despatch and Fyzabad backstamps,   
   very fine and rare usage, only a few of these flights were sent to Dehra Dun 

40647 F   1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post cover to Dehra Dun, with KEVII 1/2a green, 1a red &  1’500-2’000 
   12a mauve, all  tied by fine strike of the special flight cachet with boxed U.P. EXHIBITION  
   CAMP/ALLAHABAD boxed registered hs adjacent, despatch and Fyzabad backstamps,  
   very fine and rare usage, only a few of these flights were sent to Dehra Dun 

40648 F   1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post cover to Agra, with KEVII 3a orange, 6a olive & 12a  1’500-2’000 
   mauve, all  tied by fine strike of the special flight cachet with registered label on reverse,  
   despatch and Agra backstamps, worm holes not affecting stamps, fine and rare usage 

40649 F  134 1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post 1/4a postcard with cancelled by the special cachet  400-500 
   with Allahabad and Wellesley Street cds, fine 

40650 F   www 1911 Coronation Durbar presentation booklet with array of six different values all  70-100 
   tied by Coronation Durbar special cancel, plus additional envelope franked KEVII 1a  
   red tied by Coronation Durbar machine cancel, very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40645
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40645
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40646
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40648
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40647
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40651 F  134 1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post, picture postcard with 1902-11 1/2a green tied by the  300-400 
   magenta special cancel, sent to Calcutta with Allahabad and arrival cds adjacent, very fine 

40652 F  134 1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post, picture postcard with 1902-11 1/2a green tied by the  300-400 
   magenta special cancel, sent to Calcutta with Allahabad and arrival cds adjacent, fine 

 

40653

40655

40653 DFE   1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post cover front to Scotland, with QV 3r brown & green,  500-800 
   tied by fine strike of the special flight cachet, very fine and rare usage of the high value 

40654 F   www 1911-40 Airmail covers, selection of seven covers, including 1927 Basra to Cairo flight,  300-500 
   1933 (8.7) Calcutta to Karachi two flights, plus 1911 and 1918 airmail commemorative  
   flight from the UK addressed to India etc., mixed to fine 

40655 F   1918 (Dec 12) First Flight Cairo to Delhi, stampless envelope with “On Filed Service/  1’500-2’000 
   By Aeroplane” manuscript, bearing violet cachet on reverse CARRIED BY FIRST AERIAL  
   MAIL / CAIRO-DELHI DECR. 1918, envelope sent via airmail to Delhi and then entered  
   the normal mail system to Mussoorie arriving on December 18, plus enclosed letter  
   dated Bandar Abbas December 12, an important airmail rarity 

40656 F  134 1920 (Mar 11) Bombay to Karachi flight, large registered envelope franked 12a tied  200-300 
   BOMBAY / AIR POST cds, with “Karachi Air Service” manuscript alongside, very fine  
   and scarce 

40657 C   1921 9p on 1a Rose-Carmine with “PIES / PIES” overprint error in marginal strip of 4, 192b 200-300 
   also showing variety “dot in loop of P”, mint og, fine (SG £520+) 

40658 DCE   www 1927 Congress in Buenos Aires Presentation booklet, stamps stuck down, very fine  80-120

40659 F  134 1927 (Feb 14) Karachi to Lahore the Stack & Leete flight, franked part set of twelve  150-200 
   values 3p to 1r, all neatly tied on large envelope by boxed airmail cachet AIRMAILS  
   INDIA/by Light Aeroplane/KARACHI GPO/WITH MESSRS, STACK & LEETE, cvr faults,  
   attractive 

40660 F   www 1927-47 George V & VI selection of 9 covers all with an array of high value frankings  300-500 
   from 1r to 25r, an attractive and scarce assembly (9) 

40661 F  134 1932 Printed envelope to Holland with India service stamps 1/2a + 1a + 4a (2), taxed  100-150 
   on arrival 5c because of manuscript annotation “Service stamps cannot be used for  
   countries other than UK & British Possessions...clause 35q..” signed and dated, unusual 

40662 J DCE   www 1937 Scout Jamboree Rocket Despatch labels in complete sheets in blue, green and  80-100 
   red, fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40653
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40655
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40663 F  134 1937 Large registered parcel label showing attractive franking of the Official issue with  300-400 
   values from 1/2a to 2r, including multiples with blocks of 6a and 8a, from Dudhaghat-  
   Khei to Nepal, unusal and scarce 

40664 DCE   www 1934 UPU Congress in Cairo Presentation booklet, set to 25r, plus airmails, stamps  150-200 
   stuck down, very fine 

40665 DCE   www 1939 UPU Congress in Buenos Aires Presentation booklet, stamps stuck down, very fine  80-120

40666 F  136 1940 4a registered envelope Bombay via Hong Kong & Hawaii, franked KGVI 25r pair  150-200 
   plus additional franking, somewhat tatty, but scarce 

40667 J P  136 1947 International Reply Coupon in proof block of four, this being the unique  1’500-2’000 
   example in private hands, presented to Eugene Thomas at the 1947 UPU Congress in  
   Paris, showpiece 

40668 F  136 GANDHI: 1931 (Oct 2) Cover from the Indian Round Table Conference held in London  700-900 
   with 1/2d and 2d pair tied by the special cancellation, reverse with Sutton Coldfield  
   arrival cds, very fine. Note this was sent during the Second Round Table Conference  
   which Gandhi attended. An ideal item for a Gandhi thematic exhibit. 

40669 F  136 GANDHI: 1931 (Oct 15) Cover from the Indian Round Table Conference held in London  400-500 
   with 1/2d postal stationery env. uprated with 1d, 1 1/2d and 2 1/2d tied by the special  
   cancellation, very fine. Note this was sent during the Second Round Table Conference  
   which Gandhi attended. An ideal item for a Gandhi thematic exhibit.  

GANDHI: 1948 MEMORIAL ISSUE POSTAL NOTICES

40670   Postal notices for the 1948 Gandhi Memorial issue with “Postal Notice No. 32” dated  3’000-4’000 
   August 7th 1948 detailing the denominations, the commemorative folder, the FDCs,   
   and the extended opening hours of the philatelic bureaux which will stock them, some  
   foxing; “Postal Notice No. 50” dated Nov 11th 1948 which details the extension of  
   their sale from a withdrawal date of Nov 14th to Dec 31st; and a different “Post  
   Notice No. 32” dated Sep 24th 1951 about the Gandhi postal stationery cards; a very  
   rare trio and a must-have for a Gandhi exhibition collection  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40670
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40670
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40671 S   GANDHI: 1948 Official Ghandi memorial issue presentation booklet showing the four 305- 5’000-7’000 
   values with SPECIMEN overprint, low values (excl. the 10r) with trivial faults, very rare 308

40672 F  136 GANDHI: 1948 (Aug 15) First Day Cover with Gandhi 1 1/2a, 3 1/2a and 12a tied  400-500 
   by Porbandar cds (the birthplace of Gandhi), reverse with KGV 9p and 3p on 1a3p,   
   very fine 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following 
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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GANDHI 10 RUPEE SERVICE UNMOUNTED MINT

 

40673 CC   1948 Mahatma Gandhi 10R Official with “SERVICE” overprint unmounted mint lower   
   marginal, one of the only two unmounted mint examples known by us, the other which  
   we sold in 2011 for €144’000.   
     

   Only 11 examples recorded in total. A superb example of this great modern rarity, now  
   clearly established as one of the most valuable modern single stamps in the world  
   (SG O17, £160’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2011)   
     

     Estimate: £ 70’000 - £ 80’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40673
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40674 CC   GANDHI: 1948 SERVICE 3 1/2a unmounted mint, small wrinkle and corner perf. crease, O150b 3’000-4’000 
   fine appearance and rare  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (2014) 

40675 CC J  136 2000 Definitives Butterfly 15R brown / red in never hinged top sheet block of 20 showing  200-300 
   variety: left block of 6 IMPERFORATE, position 4 and 9 horizontal PART IMPERFORATE,  
   only right vertical pair perforated all around, rare 

40676 CC J  136 2004 Olympics with INVERTED LOGO in mint nh top marginal se-tenant block of four, 2212 var 4’000-5’000 
   showing the full variety (compared to a block of four from the bottom of the sheet  
   which does not show the full inverted logo)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2013) 

Booklets

40676A   www 1906-11 Black on green 1r booklet complete, fine (SG £1’100)  SB3 600-800

40676B   www 1906-11 Black on green 1r booklet (without “Post Office of India”, with KGV cypher)  SB3b 600-800 
   complete, fine (SG £950) 

40676C   www 1906-11 Black on pink 1r booklet (without “Post Office of India”) complete, fine (SG £950) SB3b 600-800

40676D   www 1906-11 Black on pink 1r booklet (without “Post Office of India”, with KGV cypher)  SB4b 600-800 
   complete, some cover discolouration otherwise fine (SG £1’000) 

40676E   www 1906-11 Black on pink 1r booklet (without “Post Office of India”, with KGV cypher)  SB4b 600-800 
   complete, ms on front cover, fine (SG £1’000) 

40676F   www 1906-11 Black on green & pink 1r booklet (without “Post Office of India”) complete,  SB5a 1’200-1’500 
   fine (SG £2’000) 

40676G   www 1906-11 Black on green & pink 1r booklet (without “Post Office of India”, with KGV  SB5b 800-1’000 
   cypher) complete, clipped corners at left and minor discolouration to cover (SG £1’800) 

40676H   www 1912-22 Black on green 1r booklet complete, some toning inside and wear to cover  SB7 100-150 
   (SG £450) 

40676 I   www 1912-22 Black on green 1r booklet (blank back cover) complete, some toning to page  SB7a 100-150 
   (SG £450) 

40676J   www 1912-22 Black on pink 1r booklet complete, very fine (SG £375)  SB8 100-150

40676K   www 1912-22 Black on green & pink 1r booklet complete, fine (SG £325)  SB9 90-120

40676L   www 1921 Black on brown 1r booklet (text on front flap and back) complete, ms on cover,  SB14b 200-300 
   fine (SG £650)  

40676M   www 1926-28 Black on brown 2r booklet (SG206 inside) complete, fine (SG £800)  SB17a 200-300

40676N   www 1937 Black on red 1r booklet complete, fine (SG £475)  SB22 120-160

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40674
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40677 M   www REVENUES: Collection in 2 albums (96 pages) of INDIAN STATES revenues and fiscals,  300-500 
   great variety with no duplication, an attractive collection ideal for further study 

40678 M I   REVENUES: 1852-1945, Specialised group of revenues and Court Fee stamps, showing  150-200 
   great wealth in the latter with over 120 documents from a wide range of states with  
   most being from Kotah, Tonk, Bilcanar and Jodhpur, also a section of revenue stamps  
   on pages plus a group of postal stationery, fine & unusual 

40679   LITERATURE: 1892 “The Postage Stamps of British India and Ceylon” by The Royal  100-150 
   Philatelic Society London, some staining, HB, 157pp & 23 photo plates, fine & rare 

40680   LITERATURE: 1907 “The Postage Stamps and Telegraph Stamps of British India” by  100-150 
   Wilson& Crofton, with supplementary photo plates, HB, 216pp, fine & rare

Collections 

Lot 40681
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40681 CC C  GANDHI: An important lifetime collection/accumulation of many thousands of items,    
 H F  much of which has been prepared for exhibition and mounted on specially prepared 
 J A   page, the collection shows issues from around the world, with original hand-painted  
 P S  artwork, proofs, essays, unadopted designs, progressive proofs, imperforates, regualar  
   issues and an extensive array of first day cover, truely an amazing assembly & an  
   excellent basis to build a truely great exhibit on the theme of Mahatma Gandhi (1000s)    
        

     Estimate: £ 15’000 - £ 20’000 

40682 CC C www Jainism: 1893-2011 An important collection of mostly modern issues on 30 or more   400-700 
 H  pages, showing an array of stamps with the Jainism theme, plus first day covers,    
   cancellations and postal stationery, better items include 1940 cover with vignette    
   showing Swastika being the Jain symbol of prosperity, 1981 Colour Trials, plus a fine    
   array of Wardhaman State issues including No. 1 on cover also some revenues, a fine    
   lot for the specialist
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40683 G F   www 1850-1922 Group of 8 covers + 1 part cover including litho 1/2a on cover, Service  200-300 
   ovpt, 3 colour franking on part cover from Singapore etc., interesting group 

40684 F  136 1828-53, Specialised collection of 23 pre-stamp entires all neatly mounted and written  3’000-5’000 
   up on album pages, some with letters including transcripts, showing straight-line mkgs  
   LANDOUR (Hammond Giles unlisted), LANDOUR POST PAID on three entires, boxed  
   markings in red Landour Paid two types, plus Landour boxed ds in red (Hammond Giles  
    Type 5), Mussooree Paid, Sultapore Bearing in black, Hansi Bearing (Hammond Giles  
   Type 1) also in black etc., plus 1842 soldier’s entire from Landour convalescent hospital,   
   a wonderful assembly for the specialist (23) 

40685 DCE  136 1854-79 Specialised collection of 37 covers & entires, some with letters including trans-  7’000-12’000 
  & 144 cripts, showing an attractive array of early 1854 1/2a, 1a & 4a frankings, plus a fine  
   group forwarded covers with mixed frankings, plus 5-colour franking, mixed franking  
   Kashmir & India combination, mixed to very fine, a wonderful assembly for the specialist (37) 

40686 CC C www 1854-1950, Attractive mint and used collection in a fat Minkus album containing a lot  700-1’000 
 H    of medium to better singles and sets, B.O.B., States, etc., possibility of finding an  
   unidentified variety, please take a bit of time to look and count carefully, and you  
   could be a lucky buyer 

40687 F  144 1856-1943, Group of 10 items: 1860 Envelope from Bombay to Ireland with 1856-64 4a  150-200 
   black forwarded with GB 1854-70 1d red affixed partially over 4a and tied by Dublin  
   duplex, 1856 Cover from Poodoovoil (Chingleput, Madras Circle) to Ireland, 1922  
   Envelope to Bombay with 1911-22 3p grey block of four on the reverse cancelled with  
   Aden Camp 16 Jul 22 ds, plus 1937-43 group of 7 Jaipur used 1/4a postcards with a  
   mixture of different cancellations, incl. Naraina, Bandikui, Hinoaun, Dausa and Sawai  
   Jaipur, two with additional 1932 1/4a stamp 

40688 C H  www 1863-1944ca, Hoard of items from a variety of INDIAN STATES with better items throughout  400-600 
 F DCE    incl. varieties, covers, a few with certificates, noted Bhopal incl. officials and varieties,  
   Bundi, Cochin, Duttia, Jaipur, Jammu & Kashmir incl. covers, Kishingarh, Sirmoor officials,  
   etc., an exceptional assembly, generally fine condition for these issues 

40689    No lot  

40690 F   1947-62, Lot of a few 100s of covers and cards from the early Independence period,  200-300 
   includes 1947 cover to the UK, many commemorative booklets, etc. 

 

40691 CC F    1947-90, Never hinged Dominion & Republic collection mounted on ca160 album pages,  1’500-2’000 
   plus extra stockbook with mostly commercial covers, noted 1948 Gandhi set in blocks of  
   four, generally very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40691
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India Used Abroad

40692 F DFE   www 1882-1935 ca. Group of 10 covers + 1 front from Aden, Bagdad, Bander Abbas, Bushire  300-400 
   and Linga including registered, noted Bagdad 1893 registered front only with multiple  
   franking including the scarce 8a 

40693 F  144 ADEN: 1883 (Dec 3) Eastern Telegraph Co. printed envelope sent registered from Aden   500-700 
   to Reunion with QV 1882-90 1a and 4a tied by Aden “B-2” duplex, French paqubot bs,    
   fine and attractive  

40694 F  144 ADEN: 1886 (Sep 1) OHMS cover to Lord Reay, Governor of Bombay, at Poona with  500-700 
   Officals 1867-73 2a yellow and 1883-89 1a tied by “B” in squared bars with Aden Cant   
   cds adjacent, reveres with Sea Post Office thimble, very fine and scarce official franking  

40695 F  144 ADEN: 1887 (Oct 20) Envelope sent registered to SAN MARINO with QV 1882-1900   1’500-2’000 
   3a and 8a tied by “B” squared bars with Aden Cantonment registered box hs adjacent,    
   reverse with Aden Cant., Sea Post Office, Brindisi and indistinct Italian ds, fine and    
   possibly unique destination  

40696 F  144 BURMA: Cover from Akyab to Rangoon with 1854 2a (torn into at corner) tied by “B/5”   500-700 
   numeral, reverse with Ship Letter ds of Akyab and Rangoon, as well as Forwarding    
   cachet of John Ogilvy Hay & Co., interesting Ship Letter usage within Burma  

40697 F  144 BURMA: 1867 Small envelope slightly reduced at right registered to India franked on  200-300 
   reverse by India QV 1/2a vertical pair + 4a tied by hexagonal B/156, Rangoon cds and  
   Calcutta arrival, both in red, alongside, on obverse large part small boxed Registered  
   cachet in red 

40697A F   BURMA: 1870 (Nov 8) Envelope sent registered from Rangoon to Calcutta with three   300-400 
   QV 1865 2a orange tied to reverse by “B /156” numerals, registered box ds with ms    
   Rangoon and Steamer Letter cds adjacent, repaired backflap, attractive  

40698 F  144 BURMA: 1886 (Feb 15) 1/2a postal stationery envelope to Rangoon cancelled by   200-300 
   “Rangoon Steamer / Service” cds, some staining, scarce  

40699 F   www 1868-1936, Small group of 7 KGV covers, 2 KEVII covers, 2 QV part covers, with more  150-200 
   interesting cancels incl. Fort Dufferin Mandalay, Maymyo, Secretariat Rangoon,  
   Moulmein, fine group 

40700 F  146 BUSHIRE: 1879 Registered envelope to India franked on reverse India QV 1/2a (2) +   300-400 
   2a + 4a tied by BASHIR K-5 duplex cancels, Bombay arrival alongside, on obverse  
   segmented REGISTERED cachet  with manuscript annotations, fine 

40701 F  146 BUSHIRE: 1899 Registered envelope with printed monogram on reverse of British  200-300 
   Residency Persian Gulf with Coat of Arms, on obverse franked India QV 1/2a pair +   
   1a + 2a tied by Bushire segmented cds, 1/2a additionally pen called, boxed BUSHIRE  
   registration hs alongside and signature of ‘Political Asst, Bushire’, addressed to India  
   with Ajmer arrival bs, small cover faults 

40702 F  146 BUSRAH: 1900 Long printed envelope to London with spectacular franking of India QV  1’000-1’500 
   1/2a (13) + 1a (3) + 2a + 2a6p (14) + 3a + 8a + 1r all tied by Busrah squared circle,  
   some in multiples, cover with creases and several of the stamps including the high  
   values with defects 

40703 F  146 DTHALI: 1904 (OCt 25) Envelope from with QV 1899 3p vert. pair tied by two clear   500-700 
   Dthali cds, with Sea Post Office and Aden bs, some soiling, very scarce usage abroad  

40704 F  146 LINGA: 1884 ca. Native envelope to India franked on reverse India QV 1/2a tied by  300-400 
   LINGA 2 K-5 duplex with Bombay arrival alongside, very fine 

40705 F  146 MUSCAT: 1892 (Sep 23) Envelope to Bombay with QV 1/2a green tied to reverse by  80-100 
   Muscat squared circle, arrival adjacent, fine 
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40706 F  146 PENANG: 1867 Entire to France franked India QV 4a black (2) tied by illegible hexagonal  500-800 
   cancel, company cachet Mathieu & Cie, Pulo-Pinang at base, Penang manuscript dateline 

40707 F  146 PENANG: 1908 (Apr 9) Envelope from Penang to Singapore with KEVII 1a tied by Penang   100-150 
   cds with arrival cds adjacent, minor soiling, fine  

40708 F  148 SINGAPORE: 1863 Entire from Singapore to Manila franked India QV 4a black tied by  300-400 
   light hexagonal cancel, with handstamped thick ‘1’ on front, ‘4’ in red crayon alongside,  
   with Company chop, Hongkong transit and Manila arrival backstamps, minor vertical  
   creasing not affecting stamp 

Portuguese India

40709 F  148 1872 Opened out envelope from India registered to Goa franked on reverse 1a + 2a (2)  200-300 
   tied by Negapatam ‘150’ duplex in combination with Portuguese India 20r red, boxed  
   INSUFFICIENT and Too Late cachets alongside, on front segmented registered cachet  
   and MARGAO transit, envelope aged and defective peripherally 

India Bundi

40710 F  148 Cover franked on the reverse with three 1914-41 1a irregular strip of three (type B)   100-150 
   tied by indistinct cds, minor cover faults, attractive  

India Gwalior

40711 F  148 1908 Small neat 2a registered stationery envelope Sausar to Bombay, with additional  400-600 
   franking on reverse QV Postal Service 1r & KEVII 3a brown, tied by Sausar cds, plus  
   boxed registered mkg on front, a very rare usage of the Postal Service stamps 

40712 F  148 1920 Large 2 1/2a registered stationery envelope Lashkar to Bombay, with additional  200-300 
   franking alongside all tied by Lashkar cds, plus Lashkar registered label, cvr faults,  
   unusual & scarce usage of QV adhesive 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the 
buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the 
buyer understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale 
date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website
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India Jasdan

 

40713 F J  An assembly of nigh-on impossible to obtain rarities from the Feudatory state of Jasdan.  10-15’000 
 DCE P       
   Collection comprises of the following:  
     

   - Two pre-SG1 covers: These stamps are different from SG1 or any other subsequent  
   issue and the usage on cover is much earlier (the covers are dated April 16 and April  
   18 in 1942) than the first usage of the current SG1 stamps (which happened much later  
   in the same year).  
     

   - SG1 mint pair and two SG1 covers  
     

   - SG2 stamps used on two separate Sugar certificates (ex Medhora) which are of  
   possibly two of the four known SG2 stamps.  
     

   - A unique INDAP sheet bearing an imperf SG2 stamp (unrecorded) along with various  
   revenue stamp proofs and cancellations also ex Medhora and recorded in his research  
   articles published in the 1970s  
     

   - Two SG3 Covers  
     

   - INDAP letter regarding the printing of the 1a revenue with an imperf. example attached  
     

   - A 1a revenue stamp used postally on a postage due note  
     

   - Revenue essay(?) with two strikes on small sheetlet plus “Sample of Gumm Paper”   
   with INDAP hs  
     

   The pre-SG1 covers and the postal usage of revenue stamps (with the entire translation)  
   have been previously recorded in research published in India Post   
     

   An unmissable opportunity to obtain the key items for a Jasdan exhibit collection    
        

     Estimate: £ 10’000 - £ 15’000 
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Ionian Islands

40714 C DCE   www 1859 (1/2d) orange (7), (1d) blue (5) and (2d) carmine (5), unused selection, some 1-3 200-300 
   oxidisation, mixed to fine (SG £1’295) 

40715 L   www Spiro forgeries of the 1859 issue in red, orange and blue in sheets of 25, fine  40-50

Ireland

40716 CC   www Seahorses: Small group of five never hinged examples comprising 5s and 10s with  300-400 
   narrow dates plus 2s6d with wide date and 5s and 10s having background with crossed  
   lines, a fine group 

 

40717 CC    1925-28 2s6d chocolate brown, 5s rose-carmine and 10s dull grey-blue, all three values T69- 800-1’200 
   in pairs showing wide and narrow date, superb never hinged condition (SG £1’950+) T71

 

40718 CC C  1922-35 Attractive duplicated selection of Seahorse high values, showing a few 8 1’200-2’000 
 DCE   marginal or corner marginal singles, plus some later St. Patrick high value definitives,  
   a few with faults, mixed to very fine (60+) (SG £6500+) 

40719 G F  152 1858-1941 Shipreck Mail: Attractive specialised selection of 20 covers or cards, plus  1’000-1’500 
   some additional documents, postcards & newspapers clippings, all neatly mounted and  
   knowledgeably written up on album pages, from an array of different maritime  
   disasters, including 1858 hs “Saved from the wreck of the Ava”, 1869 label “Recovered  
   from wreck of the ‘Carnatic’” apparently unique Irish item from this wreck, 1886 two  
   covers bearing labels from the New York postmaster regarding the ill-fated “S.S.Oregon”,  
   1914 a selection of ten items pertaining to the collision of the “Empress of Ireland”  
   on the St.Laurence river, Canada, 1917 two items recovered from the “S.S.Norwegian”,   
   1941 four items from the “S.S.Alhena” that was wrecked off Pladdy Rock in Co. Down  
   etc., usual faults that come with wreck covers, excellent basis for study and expansion 

40720 CC C www 1922-69, Outstanding fresh clean mint collection complete to 1969 on Scott pgs with  800-1’000 
 H    all five seahorse sets much more besides with airmails, postage dues, etc., a great lot 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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40721 CC C www 1922-2003, Gorgeous complete collection to the 2000s with good Seahorses, some  1’000-1’400 
 H    very fine used including the rare Thom blue black ovpts much scarcer used than mint,   
   most of the collection is fresh clean mint, much unmounted, housed in a Scott Spec  
   album including all B.O.B. as well 

40722    No lot  

Kenya, Uganda Tanganyika - British East Africa

 

40723 P S   1890-95 8a imperforate sample stamp in ultramarine on thin card perforated 12 800-1’000 
   “SPECIMEN” (Samuel B1), large margins and very fine, the only example of the 8a  
   recorded in this colour 

40724 H J  148 1895 4a Yellow-Brown block of six (2x3) from the top of the sheet, neatly cancelled 38 150-200 
   with Mombasa squared-circle datestamps, bottom pair rejoined, a scarce multiple 

40725 F  148 1895-96 3r Brown & Green, top sheet marginal single, tied by squared circle MOMBASA 62 300-500 
   /24.4.96 ds, on small neat registered cover to Germany, very fine and rare usage 

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika

40726 C P S  148 1903-04 5r De La Rue die proof of the frame in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked  400-500 
   “AFTER HARDENING” and dated “20 MAY 03”; very fine, plus 5r “SPECIMEN”, fresh mint 

 

4072840727

40727 C P   1903-04 1/2a imperf. colour trials (3) with heads in magenta, frames in orange,  1’000-1’200 
   sage-green and bistre, fine 

40728 C P   1903-04 1/2a imperf. colour trials (3) with heads in brown, frames in magenta,  1’000-1’200 
   blue-green and black, fine 

 

407314073040729

40729 C P   1903-04 1/2a imperf. colour trial in red, fine  300-360

40730 C P   1903-04 1/2a imperf. colour trials (2) with heads in dull purple, frames in dull purple  600-700 
   and grey-brown (small corner crease) 

40731 C P   1903-04 1/2a imperf. colour trials (2) with heads in blue-green, frames in magenta and  600-700 
   grey-brown, fine 
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40732 40733

40732 C P   1903-04 1/2a imperf. colour trial in scarlet and sage-green, fine  300-400

40733 C P   1903-04 1/2a imperf. colour trial in dull green and green, fine  300-400

40734 P  148 1903-04 1/2a to 8a frames De La Rue die proofs, each in black on glazed card (92x  2’000-3’000 
   60mm), marked “BEFORE HARDENING” or “AFTER HARDENING” (4a) and dated between  
   “27 NOV 02” and “27 APR 03”, a fine group (8) 

 

40735 40736 40737

40735 C DCE   1903-04 1a to 8a (2) and 2r to 10r each overprinted “SPECIMEN” and further handstamped  240-300 
 S   “ULTRAMAR” by a Receiving Authority, no gum as usual and odd minor fault, plus 1907-08  
   75c overprinted “SPECIMEN” showing broken leg of “M” 

40736 C   1903-04 Wmk Crown CA and CC 1/2a to 20r part set of 12, mint, light creases on top 1/15 300-400 
   values, fine & scarce (SG £1’700) 

40737 C   1904-07 1r green with INVERTED WATERMARK variety, fresh with large part original gum, 26w 800-1’000 
   fine and exceptionally rare and under-catalogued as such (SG £1’100)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (2010) 

40738 P  148 1907-08 1c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE  300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “5 MAR 07” 

40739 P  148 1907-08 3c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE  300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “5 MAR 07” 

40740 P  154 1907-08 6c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE  300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “11 MAR 07” 

40741 P  154 1907-08 10c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE  300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “11 MAR 07” 

40742 P  154 1907-08 12c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE  300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “28 FEB 07” 

40743 P  154 1907-08 15c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE  300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “28 FEB 07”. 

40744  154 1907-08 50c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE  300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “18 MAR 07”. 

40745 P  154 1907-08 75c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE  300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “28 MAR 07”. 
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40746  154 1908 (18 Oct) 1a carmine postcard, additionally bearing German 10f, to Switzerland,  150-200 
   the 1a impression cancelled with Tanga cds and both subsequently cancelled and sharing  
   “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST/OST/AFRIKA/LINIE” cds, St. Gallen arrival cds (14.11) at foot;  
   attractive and unusual 

 

40747 C S    1912-21 1c, 6c to 75c and 1r to 5r, each handstamped “SPECIMEN” (21x3mm) in violet,  600-800 
   fine mint. A very rare group which are believed to have been made as supplementary  
   distributions in response to U.P.U. circulars requesting that Specimens be sent direct  
   to either a new member or reorganised group of members. 

 

40748 G S   1912-21 1c to 20r and 100r, each overprinted “SPECIMEN”, the De La Rue file copies  1’500-2’000 
   each affixed to small piece with some noting the sheet size, i.e. “240 set”, “DF” (doubly  
   fugitive) and with the 20r purple and blue on blue dated “1918”, a unique group 

 

4075040749

40749 C P   1922-27 1s Perforated colour trials (2) on gummed watermarked paper, both with  500-600 
   vignette in yellow-green, the frames in grey and in bright violet, both with one corner  
   defective, very rare 

40750 C S   1922-27 £20 Red on green overprinted SPECIMEN, very fine (SG £1’300) 101s 500-600

 

40751 CC   1935 Silver Jubilee 20c light blue and olive-green, variety “short extra Flagstaff” 124var 150-240 
   unlisted by SG on this stamp, never hinged, very fine, est £500+ 
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Kuwait

40752 F  154 1919 Incoming cover from Landour franked with three KGV 1/2a tied by Landour cds  300-500 
   with KOWEIT / 22.SEP.19 arrival bs, fine and scarce 

40753 C H   www 1923-64, Mint collection on pages incl. Airmail, Official, plus BAHRAIN, plus Indian  1’000-1’500 
 G  stamps used in ADEN, scarce 

40754 F   www 1957-58, Three covers: two with British stamps ovptd and sent reg’d to Athens, scarce,  200-300 
   plus 1957 Qatar to same addressee 

Labuan

40755 F  154 1898 Postal stationery card sent via Labuan 18 & 20 March 1898 to Singapore (arrival  1’000-1’500 
   March 24th), Gayah was burnt to the ground by pirates on 9 July 1898, and though it  
   was partially rebuilt, a new site was chosen at Gantian in December 1898.  This site  
   lasted less than a year before the government offices were moved to Jesselton, where  
   the railway to Beaufort commenced. This card was carried overland from Pitas on Marudu  
   Bay by bridle path via Kota Belud, to Gayan, very rare 

 

40756 DCE   1901-05 $2 Dull Green of North Borneo overprinted LABUAN (type 20), unused no gum, 140 1’400-1’800 
   very fine for this difficult and rare adhesive (SG £3’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS 

Lagos

 

40757 40758

40757 C S   1884-86 1/2d dull green with manuscript “Specimen” (DMS), large part original gum,  300-400 
   fine and exceptionally rare  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2012) 

40758 C S   1884-86 1d rose-carmine with manuscript “Specimen” (DMS), part original gum, fine  300-400 
   and exceptionally rare  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2012) 

40759 F  154 1907 (Feb) Envelope to London, bearing 1904 1d with indistinct cds and showing a  300-400 
   superb strike of the “SALVED FROM/SS JEBBA” handstamp (Hoggarth and Gwynn Type 2b)   
   in violet, the reverse with Calabar and London cds, a scarce cachet on mail from Lagos 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40756
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40757
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Leeward Islands

 

40760 CC J   1942 6d in marginal block of 4 with 3rd stamp showing plate variety “2nd E of LEEWARD 109ab+ 200-260 
   damaged”, mint never hinged, very fine (SG £586+) 109a

Madagascar (British Post)

 

40761 DCE    1886 2d Black “Vice-Consulate” with dot after POSTAGE (as usual thins), 1d “Consular 16,33b, 240-300 
   Mail” no dot after POSTAGE, and 4d “Consular Mail” no dot after short inscription 43b 
   POSTAGE, very fine, ungummed as issued (SG £820) 

Malaya Straits Settlements

 

4076340762

40762 H   1884 8c on 12c blue, fine used (SG £160) 74 50-60

40763 C   1906-07 2c black and green perf. 14 1/2-15 mint, fine and fresh (SG £180) 142a 50-60

40764 M   154 REVENUES: 1905-06, Three revenue documents with India and Straits Settlements  200-300 
   frankings incl. one with Straits KEVII $5 (3), $2, 50c, 30c and 10c with India QV  
   Foreign Bill 3r on 8r with INVERTED OVERPRINT and 8r (4); one with Straits KEVII $5  
   (3), $1 (2), 50c and 10c (4) and three India QV 8r Foregin Bill and last with Straits  
   KEVII $1 (2) with India QV 12a on 12r (3), some faults, scarce 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40760
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40761
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40762
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40763
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Malaya Kedah

40765 CC C   www 1912-19, Collection on leaves, mostly mint hinge remainder, some never hinged, mostly  120-180 
   very fine, (SG £570+) 

Malaya Kelantan

40766 F  160 1915 Envelope from the Kelantan Field Force to Penang franked by 9c for the 3c per  1’200-2’000 
   2oz local rate, possibly the sender intended to send the letter registered, transited via  
   Singapore, the only recorded cover from this force (which left in November 1915), sent  
   to put down disturbances which broke out around Pasir Puteh 

Malaya Penang

 

40767 CC C    JAPANESE OCCUPATION: 1942 Selection of DAI NIPPON overprint varieties (noted pairs  J78a- 300-400 
   & 1 block of 4) showing beautiful offsets, inverted overprints, etc., (SG nos.J78a, J78b, J88 ex 
   J81a, J84a, J84b, J87, J88, £1’055 for hinged) 

Malaya Perak

40768 F  160 1887 Envelope from Batu Gajah franked by Straits Settlements 1882 8c orange tied by  1’200-2’000 
   KINTA cds (Type D1), KUALA KANGSAR, PENANG, MODANE A PARIS transit datestamps,   
   small piece of the envelope at top right has been replaced due to rough opening, stamp  
   unaffected, light stains but still attractive and very rare 

Malaya Sarawak

 

40769 F   1861 Cover from Kuching to Singapore bearing the very rare POST OFFICE /SARAWAK  4’000-6’000 
   double-ring handstamp (Proud PS1) plus date 16/10/61 ms inside, reverse bears scarce  
   rectangular SINGAPORE/ BEARING hs and “4” (annas to be collected) which corresponds  
   to the Sarawak-Singapore rate, tear at top and small part of back-flap missing, slight  
   stains are not detracting from this RARITY 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40767
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40769
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40770 DFE  160 1865 Cover front from Labuan to London, posted on January 17th and arrived on March  1’200-2’000 
   7th, bears a clear strike of the very rare POST OFFICE / SARAWAK handstamp (Proud PS1:  
   £5’000) with date in ms inside, franking consists of two India 4a black cancelled by  
   the rare diamond of bars hs (Proud K1: £6’000) and in Singapore with the B/172  
   octagonal, cover carried by P&O ss “Carnatic” from Singapore (21 Jan) to Galle (27  
   Jan), transshipped to the ss “Bangal”, which left Feb 1 arriving in Suez Feb 15, then  
   overland to Alexandria for ss Syria” which left of Feb 19, arrival in Southampton on  
   March 7, top item bearing two of the rarest postmarks of Borneo 

40771 J DCE   1869 3c Brown on Yellow unused block of 9, a couple of thins and one stamp with 1 120-160 
   pinhole, fresh appearance 

40772 CC J   www 1934-41 No Wmk values to $10 in mint nh left marginal blocks of four (17 values),  106/ 300-400 
   most with slightly toned gum, two or three with tone spots, the $2-$10 values are 125 
   particularly fine (SG £1’284) 

Malta

 

4077440773

40773 F   1894 Cover to London with attempted prepayment by Great Britain Jubilee 2 1/2d,  100-150 
   uncancelled at Malta having been disallowed and black “O” applied alongside, MALTA  
   MR 10 94 cds at top. taxed at London Foreign Branch after full allowance made for the  
   face value of the British stamp and thus charged hs “2 1/2 D/FB”, stamp then cancelled  
   by London cds MR 14, part top flap missing, unusual 

40774 CC C   POSTAGE DUES: 1925 local printing 2 1/2d, error ‘2’ of fraction omitted, in a fine D5a 200-300 
 J  mint block of six, rare (SG £900+)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1978) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40773
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40774
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40775 F   1850-1990, A few early covers, destination mail before 1930, WWII, and many modern FDCs  150-200

40776 CC J   www 1948-58, Mint nh selection incl. 1948 Royal Wedding £1 imprint block, 1948-53 set and  150-200 
   various 1956-58 incl. imprint blocks, very fine (SG £600) 

Mauritius

40777 F  160 1847 PLAINES WIELHEMS NO 21 1847: Large part folded cover to Scotland, despatch cds  1’000-1’500 
   MAURITIUS / POST OFFICE NO23 1847, boxed PAID and INLAND alongside, reverse bears  
   CRIEFF 14/3 1848 arrival, an extremely rare marking 

 

40778 40779

40778 H   1848-59 Post Paid 2d blue, intermediate impression, pos.11 lower marginal with very 14 500-800 
   close to large margins, with neat concentric circle cancel, some small creases  
   otherwise fine (SG £3’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Eichele (2004)  
     

   Provenance: Dale & Lichtenstein 

40779 DCE   1848-59 Post Paid 1d red, worn impression, pos.11, very close to large margins, unused 16 800-1’200 
   and very fine (SG £7’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Eichele (2004) 

40780 C H  www 1858-62, Small group incl. (9d) dull magenta pair tied to piece by “14” numeral 28/31 80-100 
 J DCE    (touched at right), (6d) vermilion mint & unused (slightly poor condition) and (no  
   value) blue mint block of 9 (SG £551) 

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following 
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
£      50 - 100 £      5 £      500 - 1000 £      50  £        5000 - 10000 £      500
£    100 - 200 £    10 £    1000 - 2000 £    100 £      10000 - 20000 £    1000
£    200 - 500 £    20 £    2000 - 5000 £    200 £      20000 - 50000 £    2000
     £     50000 - 100000 £    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40778
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40779
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MIXED FRANKING COVER WITH CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

40781 F   1859 (Aug 5) Envelope from Eastern Suburb with Britannia 6d blue tied by blank barred   
   oval, addressed “Poste Restante” to Cape Town, “opened in error” and reposted to Port  
   Louis (arrival ds for OC 8) with Cape 4d deep blue, paying the Ship Letter rate,  
   undeliverable with “Not known” for Oct 10 and 11, ms “4” and “1d” on face, Cape 4d  
   with minor corner crease  
     

   A unique, colourful and most exotic classic combination franking for two journeys  
   across the Indian Ocean (a similar cover from the Dale-Lichtenstein collection is from  
   the same correspondence, dated a day earlier from Port Louis, but is franked two  
   Lapirot 2d and Cape 4d. It was returned on the same boat and bears the same Port  
   Louis return ds of OC 8)  
     

   Provenance: Dale-Lichtenstein 1968 lot 122; Kanai 1993 lot 325; Baron von Uexkull  
   1997 lot 20891  
     

     Estimate: £30’000 - £40’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40781
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40781
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40782 40783

40782 H   1859 Lapirot 2d blue, worn impression, pos.12,  large to very large margins, lightly 39 200-300 
   used, very fine and attractive (SG £900)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2012) 

40783 C   1883 16c on 17c horizontal pair, mint hinge remainder, very fine (SG £750+) 114 200-300 
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2002) 

40784 CC J   www 1893 1c on 2c Pale Violet in left and right gutter blocks of 96 each, 2 almost 123 200-300 
   complete half sheets, position 48 also shows shorter “T” in overprint, two fine part  
   sheets (SG £960+) 

Collections

40785 H F   160 1839-1967 Attractive used collection neatly written up on album pages, from  1’200-2’000 
    prephilately to independence, good section of earlies with four POST PAID singles,  
   three Lapirot 2d Blue singles, three Dardenne singles, attractive Britannia section,  
   good surface printed QV section with a selection of covers, other outstanding items  
   noticed incl. 1899 6 on 18c inverted surcharge used on cover, also EXPRESS cover with  
   both foreign and inland express stamps, later issues with a very rare 1965 Birds’ FDC  
   (only few recorded), etc. a great lot 

40786 CC C  1858-2012, Mint collection in three hingeless Lighthouse albums showing a good  400-700 
 DCE   selection of surface printed Victoria issues with values up to 1 shilling including  
   1860 1s buff (with cert.), later with also some Specimen overprinted items, a great  
   basis for expansion 

40787 H   1858-2012, Used collection in three Lighhouse albums plus a stockbook showing a  400-700 
   great deal of completion from 1877 issues onwards, earlier years show Britannia issues,  
   later years showing good completion, a good basis for expansion 

40788 F   www 1862-1909, Lot of 163 POSTAL STATIONERY cards and envelopes mounted on exhibition  800-1’200 
   pages in one album, showing in most cases one used and one mint examples, several  
   items have been uprated with various adhesives, gen. very fine 

40789 F   1866-2015, Collection of covers in five albums, with a selection of early items, QV,  500-800 
   KEVII, KGV and KGVI, later years showing FDCs including the very rare and non-issued  
   Ministerial System Rs5 with the wrong Mr. Osman (brother was pictured instead of  
   minister), issued FDCs were asked to be sent back to Mauritius Post-Office, one of the  
   very few examples in private hands 

40790 F   170 1879-1955, PICTURE POSTCARD collection of 314 items mounted on exhibition pages  1’000-1’500 
   showing a very wide range of cards, beginning with illustrated postal stationery cards  
   then photocards many well animated ones, for examples, races, market places,  
   automobiles, numerous cards with trains including the famous 6 Octobre 1909 accident  
   card, etc, in three albums, see full set of scans on the web 

40791 C F   www 1933-2009, MASCARENE ISLANDS: Exhibition collection of 113 items mounted of pages  1’200-1’500 
   with mostly items of Mauritius but also Reunion, noted Réunion-Mauritius first flight,  
   First Paris-Mauritius flight plus rare postal stationery on return flight to Paris, also  
   1937 Roland Garros stamp plus also on cover, several items bearing pilot signatures,  
   a fine lot 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40782
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40783
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Montserrat

40792 C   www 1903-08, Mint selection incl. 1903 set, 1904-08 set with both paper types and 1908-14  120-180 
   set, mostly fine (38) (SG £720) 

Morocco Agencies (British Post Offices)

 

40793 40797 40798

40793 C   1914-31 Wmk Single Cypher 2s6d chocolate-brown Seahorse showing clear “double 53a 40-50 
   overprint, one albino” variety, mint with light gum crazing, fine (SG £200) 

Natal

40794 F  170 1903 (Aug) 1d Postcard sent registered mail to Scotland via London with reg mark and  40-50 
   Greenoch arrival, uprated with two 2 1/2d stamps and 4d, some minor toning, attractive 

40795 CC J  www 1904-08 2d Red & Olive Green mint nh top left block of 6 with plate number, very fine 149 40-50 
   (SG £102+) 

 

4079940796

40796 G   BOOKLETS: 1904 NOT FOR USE LABEL se-tenant with KEVII 1d tied to small piece by  40-50 
   Durban cds, scarce item from booklet pane 

Nauru

40797 C DCE    1916-23 De La Rue 2s6d sepia brown, mint og (slightly toned), vertical pair, fine 19 200-300 
   (SG £1’200)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1964)  

40798 C   1916-23 Bradbury, Wilkinson 2s6d chocolate-brown, mint, showing DOUBLE OVPT, ONE 24b 80-100 
   ALBINO, gum bends, fine & scarce (SG £500) 

Nevis

40799 C   1866-70 1s Green perf.15 mint, very fine (SG £850) 14 150-200

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40793
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40797
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40798
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40796
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New Hebrides

40800 F   www 1949-79, 60+ covers from Paquebots, very fine, see scans  100-150

New Zealand

 

40801 40802 40804

40801 H   1857 1s Green, fair to large margins with lovely true bright colour and light cancel 6 900-1’200 
   leaving much of design clear, very fine (SG £3’750)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Roumet (1992), Sismondo (2003), Brandon (2010) 

40802 H   1872 2d Orange imperforate variety, good to very large margins with rich colour, 133var 200-260 
   neatly struck with part barred cancel, an elusive variety, especially so this fine. 

40803 CC  www 1874-78 1d Lilac with perf. nearly 12 (line), same as SG158 but not listed, never 152var 200-400 
   hinged, very fine, previously unreported variety 

40804 CC   1874-78 2d Rose, perf. nearly 12 (line), never hinged, very fine (SG £1’200) 158 200-400

 

40805 CC C    COLLECTIONS: 1960-90, Interesting selection of modern errors mainly unlisted in SG or  300-400 
   Scott, includes 3 colour omitted varieties, 2 double point imperf. pairs, couple double  
   surcharges, etc. 

Victoria Land

 

40806 CC J   1908 Shackleton Expedition 1d rose-carmine (Royle printing) with “King Edward VIII / A1 800 
   Land” overprint in green in mint nh left marginal block of four with positional ornament,  
   couple of tone spots on gum, very fine and scarce (SG £1’900+)  
     

   Expertise: Cermuga (2003), Brandon (2004) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40801
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40802
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40804
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Niger Coast Protectorate

 

40807 C   1893 Provisional 5s on 2d in violet, a very fine and fresh example of this rare stamp, 40 4’000-5’000 
   around 50 thought to exist according to Sacher (SG £9’000)  
     
   Expertise: BPA (1981) 

40808 F  170 1894 (28 Nov) envelope registered from Old Calabar to England, bearing 1894 1d pair,  600-800 
   2d and 1894 (Aug) 1/2d on 2 1/2d blue all neatly cancelled by squared-circle date-  
   stamps, showing “R” handstamp, Old Calabar Liverpool (14.1) and London (14.1) oval  
   registered datestamps, all on face, the reverse (faults on lower flap) with Dartford  
   arrival cds (14.1); scarce and attractive 

40809 F  170 1895 (Apr 23) Envelope sent registered from Old Calabar to England, bearing 1894 1d  600-800 
   pair, 2d and 1894 (Aug) 1/2d on 2 1/2d blue (Type 6) all neatly cancelled by squared-  
   circle datestamps, showing “R” handstamp, Old Calabar, Liverpool and London oval  
   registered datestamps, all on face, the reverse with Twickenham arrival cds, scarce  
   and attractive 

Nigeria 

Southern Nigeria

 

4081140810

40810 C G   1901-02 1/2d imperf. colour trial in black and deep scarlet, marginal and affixed in 1 300-400 
 P  corner to small piece, fine 

40811 C P   1901-02 1/2d imperf. colour trials (3) with vignettes in black, frames in deep scarlet, 1 800-1’000 
   brown and rose-carmine, fine 

40812 P  170 1901-02 1d frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 2 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “12 OCT. 00”, fine 

40813  170 1901-02 2d frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 3 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “20 OCT. 00”, fine 

40814 P  170 1901-02 4d frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 4 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “20 OCT. 00”, fine 

40815 P  170 1901-02 1s frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 6 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “30 OCT. 00”, fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40807
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40810
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40811
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40816 P  170 1912 1d frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 46 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “1 MAY 12”, fine 

40817   BOOKLETS: 1905 2/1d complete booklet, containing 1904 1d grey-black and carmine SB2 1’000-1’500 
   panes of six (4), very rare 

Nigeria

40818 G S  170 1914-29 1/2d to £1 set of twelve in horizontal strips of three each overprinted  3’000-4’000 
   “SPECIMEN”, and an additional 4d strip of three, the centre stamp with broken “M” of  
   “SPECIMEN”, affixed to four pieces and neatly cancelled by “POSTES ET TELEGRAPHES/  
   COLLECTION/DE/BERNE/MADAGASCAR” Receiving Authority handstamps in red 

 

40819 J P   1922c 3d Die II, a group of four matching proof sheetlets of six (3x2) in shades of  7’000-8’000 
   ultramarine, printed from a special miniature plate showing Jubilee lines at right and  
   at foot with plate number “10” centred at foot, each imperforate on gummed  
   unwatermarked wove paper, two being on unsurfaced paper and two on chalk-surfaced  
   paper with one of each paper type overprinted “SPECIMEN” (D16a), pencil notes at foot  
   of each identify the papers and shades, a few trivial imperfections, a magnificent and  
   spectacular quartet.   
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2010) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40819
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40820 C H   www COLLECTIONS: 1914-36, Mostly mint collection incl. 1914-29 and 1921-32 mint  200-300 
   set incl. shades, 1936 to £1 mint (missing 10s) and 2s6d to £1 used, fine to very fine  
   (SG £1’000+) 

North Borneo

 

4082240821

40821 C   1889 £10 Brown, mint, large part original gum disturbed, showing “DOLLAPS” variety, 50b 400-500 
   fine & scarce (SG £1’500) 

40822 C   1912 British Protectorate $10 brown, mint, large part original gum disturbed, fine & 184 300-400 
   scarce (SG £1’800) 

40823 CC J  170 1918 6c+2c Apple Green (surch. 9mm apart) perf.14 1/2-15 mint nh top marginal block 221c 300-400 
   of four, very fine (SG £1’100+) 

 

4082640824 40825

40824 CC   1918 6c+2c Apple Green (surch. 13-14 mm apart) mint nh, very fine (SG £475) 228 200-260

Japanese Occupation North Borneo

40825 H   1944 1c to $1 of North Borneo with overprint of Imperial Japanese Postal Service North J20- 150-200 
   Borneo, used, very fine (SG £425) J32

40826 C    1944 $5 on $1 Brown and carmine, mint, slightly toned, fine and very rare (SG £5’000) J34 1’500-2’000 
     

   Expertise: Cert. Bloch (1954) 

Northern Rhodesia

40827 C   www 1938-52 Wmk Multiple Script CA set of 21, mint lightly hinged, fine (SG £250) 25-45 50-60

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est la livre sterling

The currency for this auction is the British pound

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund £
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4083040828

40828 C   1963 Arms 4d green with missing value in mint vert. pair (top stamp hinged), very fine 79a 80-100 
   (SG £260) 

Nyasaland - British Central Africa

40829 J DCE  170 1891-95 5s Orange-Yellow unused block of four, some perf. faults, scarce multiple 12 90-120 
   (SG £400+) 

40830 C DCE   1895 BCA 1d on 2d sea-green and vermilion with double surcharge (without stop after 20 var 100 
   PENNY), unused with small part original gum, fine (SG £600) 

 

40831 40832

40831 H   1898 1d Vermilion and pale ultramarine strip of three with Zomba cds, very fine 55b 80-100

40832 G   1898 1d Vermilion and deep ultramarine, setting II, perf.12, in top right marginal strip 57a 100-150 
   of three tied by Zomba cds, one with impression of control letter showing through, fine 

40833 F  170 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1896 2d postal card cancelled BLANTYRE cds, addressed to  100-150 
   Mussoorie, fine & scarce 

Nyasaland

40834 G J S  170 1903-04 1s, £1 and £10 blocks of four, each handstamped “SPECIMEN” (18x3mm in 62b/67 1’000-1’500 
   seriffed capitals) and affixed to pieces, some heavy foxing, a unique trio 

40835 G J S  170 1908 4d, 6d, 1s, 2s6d, 10s and £10 blocks of four, each handstamped “SPECIMEN”  2’000-3’000 
   (18x3mm in seriffed capitals) and affixed to pieces, some heavy foxing, a unique group 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40828
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40830
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40831
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40832
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Orange Free State

40836 CC J   www 1878 Arms 4d ultramarine in mint nh complete sheet of 120 including gutter row in 19 200-300 
   middle and plate numbers in margins (SG £1’020+) 

40837 CC C  www 1896 1/2d on 3d in 7 different types shown in a large part sheet block of 60, mint 69-75 150-200 
 J  with some perf. reinforcement, great for the specialist (SG £800+) 

 

40840 4084540839 4084440838 40843

40838 H   1896 1/2d on 3d with surcharge double (one inverted) variety, light cancel, fine (SG £200) 81c 50-60

40839 C   1900 1/2d on 1/2d with surcharge double variety, mint hr, fine (SG £180) 101h 40-50

40840 C   1896 1d on 1d Deep brown (error of colour), mint og, light gum bend, fine (SG £600) 102a 200-260

 

4084240841

40841 CC C   1900 1d on 1d Purple with variety “no stop and I omitted” in mint strip of three 102g 80-100 
   (variety mnh), small perf. fault on reverse of left stamp o/w fine (SG £275+) 

40842 G   1900 2 1/2d on 3d Ultramarine with variety “no stop after V” in strip of three tied to 104a 40-50 
   piece by Bloemfontein AU 15 19 cds, fine (SG £137) 

40843 C   1900 6d on 6d bright carmine with variety “no stop after V”, mint og, light vert. gum 108a 80-100 
   bend o/w fine (SG £250) 

40844 C   1900 6d on 6d Bright Carmine (level stops) with variety “missing 6” in mint pair with 108b 150-200 
   normal, small gum wrinkle, fine (SG £345+) 

40845 C   1900 6d on 6d bright carmine with variety “6 omitted”, mint part og, fine (SG £300) 108b 100-140

40846 F   www POSTAL STATIONERY: Group of 8 KEVII “Specimen” Postal Stationery items incl. 1/2d  50-60 
   postcard, 1d Postcard surcharged 1/2d, 1/2d and 1d reply cards (separated), 1d  
   Wrapper, 1/2d & 1d Envelopes & 4d Registered Envelope. Nice group. 

40847 F  178 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1905 (Jul 22) Wrapper to Silverkrans District Rustenburg  40-50 
   cancelled BONC “30” with Dewetsdorp below, nice proving BONC particularly on wrapper,   
   arrival bs, fine 

40848 CC C www COLLECTIONS: 1868-1902, Lovely fresh clean specialised collection of mostly mint with  800-1’200 
 H    much unmounted, especially full panes showing a myriad of varieties, some good singles  
   and sets incl. KEVII defins, much is nicely annotated on homemade pages in an album  
   and extra pages, interesting and attractive lot 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40838
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40839
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Pakistan

 

40849 CC C  1947-95, A superb collection housed in 2 albums, albums leaves and a small stockbook  3’000-4’000 
 H J    with highlights such as 1947 first overprinted set mint and used, plus set used on  
   piece, as well as a locally overprinted 1r block of 4 mint (with sheet interpanneau  
   margin at top), the overprints being omitted on the lower pair and appearing in the  
   margin, with some early material here accompanied by certificates from the BPA, incl.  
   1948-56 4a reddish brown no watermark imperf. top marginal vertical pair, as well as  
   1948-56 2 1/2a green, no watermark, imperf. horizontal pair, followed by 1949-53 6a  
   blue, no watermark, imperf. horizontal pair, through to large multiple imperfs incl.  
   sheet of 25rs Khyber Pass slate violet and purple definitives and other good items  
   such as 1948-57 10r perf.12 and numerous other varieties including imperfs,  
   pre-printing paper folds, offsets, colour shifts, missing colours, inverted and reversed  
   wmks etc. A good range of early officials as well as airmails, registered, etc. Some of  
   the early imperfs are from the first sheets imprimaturs as proofs, in pristine condition,  
   among many other rare and scarce items present, an extraordinary holding (1’000s) 

Pakistan Bahawalpur

40850 CC C www 1945-49 Specialised collection on Lindner leaves, mostly never hinged, noted colour  200-300 
 H    shades, imperforates, blocks, etc. (SG £1’440 for basic adhesives) 

Rhodesia

 

40851 40852 40853

40851 H   1892-93 £10 Brown with “E” in barred diamond cancel, very fine 13 260-340 
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2004) 

40852 DCE   1897 £1 Black and Red-Brown on green unused strip of three, some thins and a corner 73 200-300 
   perf. fault, scarce multiple (SG £1’350) 

40853 C   1898-1908 1s Olive-Bistre mint, tiny internal crease mentioned for accuracy, fine and 84b 120-150 
   fresh (SG £350)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1966) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40849
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40849
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40849
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40851
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40852
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40853
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40854 C    1910-13 Double Heads perf.14 1/2d to £1 carmine-red and bluish black (one of each 119/ 1’000-1’500 
   value) plus perf.15 2 1/2d, very fine and fresh (SG £4’500+ as cheapest shades) 165

 

40855 CC C H  1910-13, Specialised DOUBLE-HEADS collection in one stockbook showing a fantastic 119/ 24-30’000 
  J    mint & used range of this very popular issue, all items have been very selectively chosen 185 
   from great collections such as Sir Gawaine Baillie, Norman Levin, Gibbs, Lord Steinberg,  
   “Montgomery” collection, Gerald Simpson, “Apollonia” collection, good study of shades  
   of practically all values from the 1/2d to the £1, extensive section of Specimens,  
   clandestine roulettes, singles, blocks and even a full sheet withpunch-hole cancellations,   
   many identified varieties, marginal inscriptions, and much more, a most impressive holding 

 

40856 CC C H  1913-24, Specialised ADMIRALS collection in one stockbook showing a very extensive 186/ 12-15’000 
  F J P  mint & used range of this very popular issue, large number of multiples showing in 322 
     many case inscriptions in margins, excellent study on the different shades, classification  
   according to different dies and perforations, proofs and punch holes, etc. also small  
   section of KGVI Southern Rhodesia proofs, see web for full scans of the collection, items  
   originating from prestigious collections such as Gibbs, Sir Gawaine Baillie, Lord Steinberg,  
   the “Shiloh” collection, “Montgomery” collection, a great lot 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40854
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40855
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40855
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40855
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40855
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40855
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40856
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40856
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40856
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St. Helena

40857 40858 40859 40861
 

40857 G   1922-37 Wmk Mult Script CA 7s6d brownish grey and orange, the rare shade, tied to 111 300-400 
   small piece by ST.HELENA AP9 38 on small piece (SG £1’600) 

40858 C   1922-37 Wmk Mult Script CA 15s grey and purple on blue with “torn flag” variety, mint, 113b 2’000-3’000 
   very fine and rare, a highly desirable variety (SG £7’000)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon (2003) and BPA (2015) 

40859 C   1934 Centenary set of 10 mint hinged, very fine (SG £425) 114-123 150-200

40860 C   www 1935-65, Group of 5 used sets, very fine, see web scans (SG £226) 124/189 60-80

St. Lucia

40861 CC   1949-50 12c Claret perf.14 1/2 x 14 mint nh top marginal, very fine (SG £800) 153a 300-360

40862 C   www COLLECTIONS: 1860-98, Mostly mint collection incl. 1860 1d, 4d (2, one stuck down)   700-900 
   and 6d (2), 1863 1d (2), 2d and 3d, 1882-84 4d, 6d and 1s and 1883-98 values to   
   10s, etc.,mostly fine (43) (SG £3’700+) 

St. Vincent

 

40863 40864 40865

40863 DCE   1872-75 6d Dull Blue Green, unused no gum, slightly trimmed perfs at top otherwise 19 300-400 
   fine and scarce (SG £2’000) 

40864 DCE   1872-75 6d Deep Blue Green, unused no gum, showing large part of marginal watermark 19b 180-240 
   “ST”, couple of tone spots, quite scarce (SG £1’500) 

40865 C   1885-93 4d Red Brown, mint, very fine (SG £950) 50 150-200

40866 F  178 1895 (Oct 26) Registered cover with  1890-93 1s orange tied by Kingstown cds to Hamburg, 58 100-120 
   small cover tears at top not affecting the adhesive, Hamburg arrival, attractive cover 

40867 C   www 1902-11, Mint set of 1902 issue and 1904-11 issue, fine (SG £500)  120-180

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40857
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40858
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Samoa

 

40868 CC C   1914 2 1/2d on 20pf blue in vertical bottom margin pair with lower adhesive showing 104d 200-260 
   plate error “comma after I of G.R.I”, top adhesive with hinge remainder, bottom adhesive  
   pristine never hinged (SG £610+)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Bothe & Kilian, cert. BPA & Kilian 

Seychelles

40869 C S   www 1903 3c, 6c, 12c, 15c, 75c and 2r25 all with variety “dented frame” and Specimen ovpt, 47s/ 700-1’000 
   mint og, very rare group as only six or seven examples of each possible, very fine 56s var 
   (SG £2’640 as normal stamps) 

 

40870 C DCE   1903-16 VARIETIES selection incl. 1903 Wmk Crown CA 15c mint hinged and 1906 50a, 100-150 
   wmk Multiple Crown CA 3c unused both showing “DENTED FRAME” variety, and 61a, 
   1912-16 2c mint and 18c mint with “SPLIT A” variety, ok to very fine condition 71a,  
   (SG £450)  76a

Sierra Leone

 

40871 C   1921-27 Wmk Mult Script CA mint set up to the rare £5, fine to very fine (SG £3’800) 131-148 1’000-1’200

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40868
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40870
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40870
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40870
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40870
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40871
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40871
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Somaliland Protectorate

40872 F  178 1903 Stampless envelope from the Somaliland campaign, from Berbera to Chakrata, India,  800-1’200 
   showing manuscript “Stamps Unobtainable” with extremely rare horseshoe BASE OFFICE  
   BERBERA /DUE / ONE ANNA hs in black used in combination with normal black boxed due  
   mkg but erroneously, an amazing array of bs, a wonderful campaign item, only a few  
   such cover recorded 

40873 F  178 1903 Legal size registered cover from Berbera to Germany, franked 1r red & green, 10 300-500 
   three singles, one showing long “T” and short “1”, each neat tied by BERBERA cds with  
   boxed registered cachet alongside, fine & scarce 

40874 C   www 1903 (Ovpt at top) 3r brown and green (5) with varieties incl. short tail to “S” in “BRITISH”, 12 var 300-400 
   short “I” in “BRITISH”, dropped “AND”, broken “S” in “BRITISH” and broken “A” in  
   “SOMALILAND”, fresh and fine mint, a scarce group 

40875 C J   www 1903 (Ovpt at bottom) 2 1/2a, 6a, 12a and 1r mint blocks of four, one or two in each 18-21 var 60-80 
   showing variety thick “D” in “SOMALILAND”, and other minor type varieties 

 

40876 40881 40882

40876 C   1903 (Ovpt at bottom) 1r green and aniline carmine, variety “BR1TISH”, mint, fine 21a 150-200 
   (SG £475) 

 

40877 40878 40879

40877 C   1903 (Ovpt at bottom) 3r brown and green, variety curved overprint, fresh and very 23b 400-500 
   lightly mounted mint (SG £900) 

40878 H   1903 (Ovpt at bottom) 3r brown and green, variety curved overprint, used with part cds 23b 400-500 
   at right, fine and very rare thus, unpriced used  
     

   Expertise: Signed Holcombe 

40879 C   1903 5r Ultramarine & Violet (ovpt at bottom) with “SUMALILAND” variety, mint og, fine 24b 300-400 
   (SG £900) 

40880 C   www 1903 (Ovpt at bottom) 1/2a, 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a and 8a horizontal pairs, one in each 25- 40-50 
   showing variety thin “O”, fine mint 30 var

40881 C   1903 (Ovpt at bottom) 1a carmine horizontal pair, the right-hand stamp with variety 26a 100-150 
   “BRIT SH” and short “I” in  SOMALILAND”, part original gum, fine (SG £350+) 

40882 C S   1903 (Ovpt at bottom) 1a (showing “SUMALILAND” variety), 2a, 3a, 4a and 8a, each 26-30 100-150 
   handstamped “ULTRAMAR” by a Receiving Authority, a scarce group 

40883 P  178 1904 1/2a frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 32 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “27 NOV. 02” 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40876
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40881
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40882
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40877
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40878
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40879
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40884 C   www 1904 1/2a, 2a, 2 1/2a, 4a and 1905-11 2a (3 with a pair), 2 1/2a (3 with a corner pair 32/52 50-70 
   with sheet number “25”) and 8a, all marginal with plate number, good to fine mint 

 

40885 40901

40885 C S    1904 1/2a to 5r set of thirteen and 1909 1a (2), all overprinted “SPECIMEN”,  32s-44s, 100-150 
   fresh mint 59s

40886 P  178 1904 1a Frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm.), marked “BEFORE 33 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “18 JUN. 03” 

40887 P  178 1904 2a frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 34 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “19 JUN. 02” 

40888  178 1904 2 1/2a frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 35 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “19 JUN. 03” 

40889 P  178 1904 3a frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 36 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “23 JUN. 03” 

40890 P  178 1904 4a frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 37 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “23 JUN. 03” 

40891 P  178 1904 5a (unissued) frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked  300-400 
   “BEFORE HARDENING” and dated “23 JUN. 03” 

40892 P  178 1904 6a frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 38 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “26 JUN. 03” 

40893 P  178 1904 8a frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 39 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “26 JUN. 03” 

40894 P  178 1904 12a frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 40 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “23 JUN. 03” 

40895 P  178 1904 1r frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 41 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “9 DEC. 02” 

40896 P  178 1904 2r frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 42 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “6 JUN. 03” 

40897 P  180 1904 3r frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “BEFORE 43 300-400 
   HARDENING” and dated “6 JUN. 03” 

40898 P  180 1904 Rupee values master die proof with uncleared value tablets and surrounds, in  800-1’000 
   black on glazed card (92x60mm) marked “AFTER HARDENING”, initialled and dated  
   “18 NOV.  02” 

40899 L   www 1912-19 3a, 4a, 2r, 3r (2) and 5r, all with Madame Joseph forged Berbera 64/71 100-150 
   cancellations, fine 

40900 F  180 1921 OHMS envelope registered from the Posts and Telegraphs Dept. at Berbera to New  70-100 
   York, bearing 2a and 8a with “bridge” type cds and with boxed registration handstamp  
   at lower left, arrival cds (12.5) on reverse, fine 

 40901 C H   1921 3r dull green and black, neatly cancelled with large part Berbera 1938 cds; also 84, 50-70 
   1913 mint 1/2d with watermark inverted, fine 60w 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40885
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40901
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40902 L   www 1938 1r lower right corner block of four with Madame Joseph forged Berbera cds (Type 101, 80-100 
   101) and 1942 3r single with part double-ring datestamp; the block rare with multiples 103 
   of the Madame Joseph cancellations virtually unheard of 

 

40904 4091140903

40903 DCE S   OFFICIALS: 1903 1/2a to 1r set of five, each handstamped “ULTRAMAR” in blue by a O1-O5 150-200 
   Receiving Authority, without gum as usual, a rare set 

40904 C   OFFICIALS: 1903 1r green and carmine, variety “BR1TISH”, fresh and fine mint, a very O5a 800-1’000 
   rare stamp with only ten examples possible (SG £1’800)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2012) 

40905 CC   www OFFICIALS: 1903 1/2a, 1a and 2a, each marginal from the top of the lower pane and O6e, 100-150 
   overprinted “SERVICE” in wrong fount, Row 1/7, mint nh (hinged in margin only), very O7e, 
   fine (SG £290) O8d

 

40906 40907 40908 40909 40910

40906 C   OFFICIALS: 1903 1/2a, 1a and 2a, each marginal from the top of the sheet showing O6- 150-200 
   variety dropped second “E” [6], fine lightly mounted mint, a scarce trio 8 var

40907 C   OFFICIALS: 1903 1/2a, 1a and 2a, each showing variety dropped second “E” [6], fine O6- 100-150 
   mint, a scarce trio 8 var

40908 DCE   OFFICIALS: 1903 1/2a to 8a each overprinted “ULTRAMAR” by a Receiving Authority,  O6- 100-150 
   good colours and without gum as normal, a rare set O9f

40909 C   OFFICIALS: 1903 8a purple, variety “BRIT SH”, mint part og and an exceptionally fine O9a 1’000-1’500 
   example of this very rare stamp of which only ten examples can exist (SG £2’750)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA  (1985) 

40910 C   OFFICIALS: 1903 8a purple horizontal pair, the right-hand stamp overprinted “SERVICE” O9d 800-1’200 
   in wrong fount, Row 1/7, mint, fresh and fine, a rare stamp of which only ten examples  
   can exist (SG £2’250+)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1977) 

40911 C   OFFICIALS: 1903 1r green and carmine with variety “BRIT SH”, fresh with part original O9fa 1’000-1’500 
   gum, fine and rare (SG £2’750)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2012) 

40912 CC J   www OFFICIALS: 1903 1/2a dull green and green right-hand pane of sixty less the upper left- O10, 300-400 
   hand corner block of six (2x3) and margin, the fifth vertical column showing two stamps 10a 
   with variety no stop after “M” and nearly all others with very small or minute stop, fresh  
   unmounted; three notations in indelible ink in right-hand margin, a scarce multiple 
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40913 40916 40917
 

40913 DCE S   OFFICIALS: 1903 1/2a, 1a, 8a and 1r each overprinted “SPECIMEN” and handstamped O10s, 100-150 
   “ULTRAMAR” by a Receiving Authority, centres a little faded, without gum as usual, a 11s, 
   rare set 13s,15s

40914 CC S   www OFFICIALS: 1903 1/2a to 1r set of five in vertical pairs, overprinted “SPECIMEN”, O10s-13s, 150-200 
   fresh unmounted mint. Scarce multiples 15s

40915 C J   www OFFICIALS: 1903 1a grey-black and carmine right-hand pane of sixty less the upper left- O11,11a 100-150 
   hand corner block of six (4x2) and margin, the fifth vertical column showing two stamps  
   with variety no stop after “M” and nearly all others with very small or minute stop, the  
   row three variety originally removed and now hinged back in place, traces of light foxing  
   on gum and two notations in indelible ink in right-hand margin, a scarce multiple 

40916 C   OFFICIALS: 1903 1a grey-black and carmine, variety no stop after “M”, fine mint (SG £200) O11a 80-100 
     

   Expertise: Cert. Holcombe 

40917 C   OFFICIALS: 1903 1a grey-black and carmine, variety no stop after “M” and overprinted O11as 150-200 
   “SPECIMEN”, fine mint, rare in this form 

 

40918 40919 40920 40921

40918 C J   OFFICIALS: 1903 8a grey-black and pale blue block of four, the lower left stamp O13,13a 300-400 
   showing variety no stop after “M”, the upper left stamp with minute stop after “”M”,  
   fresh mint, a scarce block  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1977) 

40919 C   OFFICIALS: 1903 8a grey-black and pale blue with variety “no stop after M”, fresh O13a 200-300 
   lightly mounted mint, very fine (SG £600)  
     

   Expertise :Cert. BPA (2001) 

40920 C S   OFFICIALS: 1903 8a grey-black and pale blue with variety “no stop after M” and O13as 300-400 
   overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fine mint, rare in this form 

40921 C   OFFICIALS: 1903 Wmk Mult Crown CA 2a dull and bright purple with variety “no stop O14a 1’000-1’500 
   after M”, mint, fine (SG £2’500)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Bloch 
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40922 A M  180 REVENUES: Court Fee 1a (2) with differing styles of overprint, affixed to 1900 (27  400-600 
   June) Appendix sheet with that selected marked “This please”, initialled and dated  
   “28.6.1900”, and Revenue 1a (2) with differing styles of overprint, affixed to 1900  
   (28 Dec) Appendix sheet with that selected marked “Approved”, initialled and dated  
   “29.12.1900”. A fine and unique pair. 

40923 G S  180 REVENUES: Court Fee 1a and Revenue 1a, each overprinted “CANCELLED” (D6) and  200-300 
 M  affixed to piece, the Court Fee 1a dated “Aug. 1900.”, the Revenue “Jan 1901” 

40924 C M   www REVENUES: Court Fee 1a (2), 8a, 1903 2a on 3a (2) and Revenue 1900 1a, good to  200-300 
   fine mint, a seldom offered group. 

40925 M   www REVENUES: QV ovptd India 15r green Court Fee document, fresh unused, scarce  60-80

 

40926 C H    COLLECTIONS: 1903 Specialised mint & used collection incl. mint QV ovpt at top set,  1’200-2’000 
 G  mint QV ovpt at bottom to 3r, with QV varieties incl. “BRIT SH” on QV 1/2a, 1a and 3a  
   (traces of “I” on 1a & 3a), as well as non-catalogued varieties such as small “L”,  
   small “I”, dropped “S”, KEVII varieties incl. “SUMALILAND” on 1/2a to 3a in mint  
   pairs, “BRIT SH” on 1a mint pair and single, “SOMAL.LAND” on 3a and 4a mint pairs,  
   plus non-catalogued varieties, as well as 1903-04 Officials incl. 1904 2a wmk Crown CA  
   mint, 8a used, 1r mint and some varieties incl. 1904 2a “no stop after M” used (small  
   surface abrasion), mostly fine to very fine (89) (SG £4’000+) 

South Africa

40927 F  180 1913 (Interprovincial Period) OHMS Cover to Paris with 2 1/2d Natal cancelled by Cape  50-70 
   Town cds, Free franking not allowed on overseas mail as is shown by the oval controller  
   validating handstamp, incl. original letter from Accounts Dept GPO returning money for  
   unfulfilled order for Natal Postage stamps, attractive display item 

 

4093040928

40928 C   1913-24 2d Dull Purple WITHOUT WATERMARK, mint, very fine, not listed by SG 6 var 100-150 
   (S.A.C.C. 3’000 rand)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. PF of SA 

40929 F  www 1918 (Nov 24) Germiston flight airmail postcard with KGV tied by Aerial Post cds, plus  80-120 
   1925 Royal Tour cachet tying KGV 1 1/2d tête-bêche pair to cover plus four pieces with  
   various frankings, and unused 1913 1d postal stationery card without dividing line (H&G 2) 

40930 CC A   1923 1d Harrison Springbok unadopted essay in green and carmine, mint nh, very fine  100-150

40931 J DCE  180 1923 1d Harrison Springbok perforated essay 1d carmine in block of left marginal block  150-200 
 A   of 9 on watermarked ungummed paper, very fine  
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40932 J DCE  180 1923 1d Harrison Springbok perforated essay 1d carmine in block of four on watermarked  80-100 
 A   ungummed paper, very fine 

40933 J P  184 1926-27 1d Proof of the outer frame only in carmine in top right corner block of 10,  400-500 
   no gum, fine and scarce 

 

40934 40935ex

40934 C   1927-30 5s Black & Green mint pair with lower marginal printer’s inscription, fine and 38 150-200 
   rare as such (SG £300+) 

40935 C   1930-44 2d Slate-grey and lilac and 2d blue and violet (one toned perf. on gum side) 44d, 400-500 
   in pairs showing “airship flaw”, mint hinged, fine (SG £1’090) 44ea

40936 F  180 1930-44 4d Brown with variety “spear flaw” in block of four on airmail cover to 46b 100-120 
   Australia along with 2d pair, minor cover faults, scarce usage of the variety (SG £325+) 

40937 F   www 1921 3s Booklet and 1922 3s6 on 3s booklet, both exploded, both complete, both with SB3,SB4 200-300 
   some minor discolouration to the cover, scarce (SG £1’900) 

40938 P  184 POSTAL STATIONERY: KGV 6d embossed die proof for stationery envelope in orange,  80-100 
   attractive and scarce 

Sudan

40939 F  184 1896 Envelope to London endorsed “Dongola Expedition Force, No Stamps,” WADI  200-300 
   HALFA 7 AO 96 cds alongside, Cairo transit and Paddington arrival bs, fine & scarce 

40940 C H   www 1897 Specialised 1m-10pi mint and used collection mounted on 11 pages with identified  200-300 
 J  ovpt types varieties, multiples, etc., some foxing, fine and useful collection (SG £917+) 

40941 F  184 1898 (Wmk rosette) 10pi + 5pi + 1pi tied by blue WADI HALFA 5.XII.98 cds on registered 28+ 200-300 
   cover to Germany, arrival bs, very fine & scarce 27+24

40942 F  184 1903 (Dec 8) soldier’s envelope from “8636 Bugler J, Farrell “H” Company 2nd, Batt.  300-400 
   R. Bde. Khartoum Sudan” to England, countersigned by the Commanding officer and  
   bearing 5m red and black with light cds and another strike alongside, Manchester  
   arrival cds on reverse, tear on flap otherwise fine. A very late and rare use for a  
   concessionary rate cover. 

40943 F  184 1907 (Feb 16) Picture postcard (Abu Simbel) to Paris, bearing 4m blue and olive-green  200-300 
   with indistinct cds (Halfa) and tied by straight-line “*Ville De Bonne*” handstamp in  
   violet, Wadi Halfa-Challal TPO cds alongside, a most unusual item from a river Steamer 

40944 F  184 1909 (May) Picture postcard to England, bearing 5m red and black cancelled by superb  150-200 
   “Paquebot” handstamp with Suez cds alongside, fine 

40945 F  184 1913 (18 Jan) 2m green stationery card, the senders details on reverse given as  400-500 
   “Mohamed Tewfic El Habashi 1st. Comp. Equatorial Batt. E.A. Loka. Bahr El Gebel  
   Sudan”, from Rejaf to London, cancelled by fine cds with a further strike below and  
   with Khartoum cds and manuscript arrival notation, a scarce cancellation and most  
   unusual in being underfranked without being surcharged, presumably in error 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40934
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40946 F   1914 (Jan 17) Ligue Nationale Aerrienne 5m postal stationery envelope addressed in  3’000-4’000 
   Pourpe’s handwriting to the President of L.N.A (who sponsored the flight) in Cairo, carried  
   on the return flight from Khartoum to Cairo, uprated by Sudan 3m and 5m stamps  
   tied by Khartoum cds, backstamped Cairo (Jan 21), with circular “POSTE AERIENNE /  
   L.N.A / MARC POURPE / 1913-14 / CAIRE-KHARTOUM” violet cachet, minor soiling,   
   fine and very rare with few known covers from this flight  
     

   Expertise: Cert. E Diena 

40947 A P  184 1921 (Jul 5) De La Rue “Colour Scheme” Appendix sheet, bearing issued 1898 2m to  3’000-4’000 
   10p with suggestions written alongside each for new values to be used and the 2p  
   crossed through in red ink with new colours written alongside, and a 3m small format  
   photographic essay pasted in the space for the 5m value, fine and unique 

 

40948 DCE P   1922ca. 1m perforated printer’s samples (2), comprising small format in brown and  150-200 
 S   magenta and large format in red and purple, both overprinted “Specimen” (DS1), fine 

40949 G S  188 1921-23 1m to 15m set of seven, 1927 2p and official punctured “SG” 1922 set of 30/44, 1’500-2’000 
   four and 1927 2p, all in strips of three (except 1m which is a pair and a single), affixed O21-24 
   to two pieces with each strip cancelled by fine “Specimen / Collection / Mauritanie”  
   handstamp in magenta, a unique group 

 

40950 C DCE   1921-23 1m to 15m set of seven each handstamped “Specimen” (BEC 1), traces of 30-36 700-1’000 
 S   gum, aunique group 
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40951 DCE P   1921-23 1m to 15m set of seven imperf. colour trials in issued colours on watermarked 30-43 1’500-2’000 
 S   paper, the 4m with camels white neck flaw, each handstamped “Specimen” (DS2), mostly  
   gummed, a fine and very rare set 

40952 CC C www 1921-23 5m olive-brown and black double pane of 120 from the top of the sheet with 34s 1’500-2’000 
 J S    pillar margins at foot, each overprinted “Specimen” (D16) with a few minor type  
   varieties, a few faults, an exceptional multiple being the only known large multiple  
   with stamps thus overprinted (Cf. p.229/230 of Marcus Samuel handbook) 

 

40953 40955 40956

40953 C DCE   1927-41 Specimen Stamps: 2m, 3m, 4m, 5m, 10m, 2p, 4p, 5p, 6p, 8p, 10p and 20p 38/ 1’000-1’500 
 S   each handstamped “Specimen” in black or violet by the Bechuanaland receiving Authority,  46b 
   a few traces of gum but mostly without as usual, a unique group 

40954 G S  188 1927-41 3p red-brown and blue in strip of three, twice cancelled by “Specimen / 44b 200-300 
   Collection / Mauritanie” handstamp in magenta and affixed on piece dated in 1951 when  
   a stamp audit took place in St. Louis, traces of foxing otherwise fine 

40955 DCE P   1927-41 20p imperf. colour trial in blue and black (left marginal) on watermarked 46b 100-150 
   ungummed paper, fine 

40956 DCE P   1927-41 20p imperf. colour trial in blue and black on watermarked ungummed paper, fine 46b 100-150

 

40957 C   1935 15m on 10m Gen. Gordon double surcharge variety, very fine corner example,  68a 340-400 
   slight hinge trace only (SG £1’000)  
     

   Expertise: Signed Forester in margin 

40958 CC J   www 1938 Airmail 3pi on 3 1/2pi in complete sheet of 50 (separated in two blocks), mint  800-1’000 
   nh, two stains in the margins where attempts have been made to re-join the block, fine  
   and rare multiple 

40959 F  188 1939 Printed envelope used for forwarding small quantities of correspondence with  200-300 
   label on reverse “Air Mail / From Malakal” with ms 21.9.1939 and 110kg notation,  
   forwarded to Alexandria with Sudan Airm Mail Malakal cds and Malakal P.O. wax seal,   
   a superb item clearly illustrating how small amounts of airmails were handled 
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40960 P  188 1940-41 4 1/2pi surcharge on 8p proof sheet of 60 on plain wove paper showing the  1’000-1’500 
   constant varieties broken fraction on stamp 14, flattened top of 2 on stamp 22,  
   fraction bar as bracket on stamp 38, no serif to 1 on stamp 51, etc., plus pair and 4  
   1/2pi surch. on 5m proof top right corner block of four 

 

40961 40968

40961 G S   1940 5m on 10m carmine and black strip of three, cancelled by complete and partial 78 100-150 
   strikes of the “Specimen / Collection / Mauritanie” handstamp in magenta in piece,  
   minor toning around perfs, unique 

40962 G S  188 1940-41 4 1/2p on 5m strip of three and 4 1/2p on 8p vertical pair and a single, 79-80 300-400 
   cancelled by complete strikes of the “Specimen / Collection / Mauritanie” handstamp  
   in magenta and affixed to two pieces,traces of foxing, fine and unique 

40963 G S  188 1941 Tuti Island 1m to 20p set of fifteen, all in strips of three with each cancelled 81/95 2’000-3’000 
   byone or more strikes of the “Specimen / Collection / Mauritanie” handstamp in magenta  
   and affixed to large piece, minor imperfections as usual, a colourful and unique group 

40964 P  190 1948 3p frame die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm) marked “147/31”, fine 104 300-400

40965 J P  www 1951 5m printer’s imperforate proof in black and purple on thin pink paper, a marginal 127 50-60 
   block of four from the right of the sheet 

40966 F  188 1901 (Oct 19) “OHMS” envelope from Khartoum to the war office in Cairo, bearing 1901 O2 300-400 
   1m brown and pink punctured “SG” and neatly cancelled by cds with a further strike  
   alongside, arrival cds on reverse, scarce 

 

40967 DCE S   OFFICIALS: 1936-46 4m and 5p each handstamped “SPECIMEN” in violet by the O35,O40 100-150 
   Bechuanaland Receiving Authority, fresh without gum as usual for these archival  
   stamps, a unique pair 

40968 G S   OFFICIALS: 1936-46 5m olive-brown and black strip of three cancelled with complete O36 100-150 
   and part strikes of “Specimen/Collection/Mauritanie” handstamp in magenta and affixed  
   to piece, minor toning around perfs, unique 

40969 CC J   190 OFFICIALS: 1936-46 2p to 50p with additional 4p on ordinary paper and 1948 1m to O39-42 400-500 
   15m, all in blocks of four, mostly marginal or corner with some low values showing ,39ca, 
   double plate numbers, fine unmounted, a scarce group 43-49

40970 F S  190 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1902 5m red on white with manuscript “Specimen” across centre;   100-150 
   two pinholes at upper left through having been attached to a de la rue record, fine and  
   almost certainly unique  
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40971 F  190 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1906 5m on 1p ultramarine used to England with indistinct cds  100-150 
   and with framed “T” handstamp alongside, khartoum transit cds (28.1) on reverse,  
   redirected locally on arrival; a couple of faults though uncommon and only known used  
   in 1915-17 

40972 F  190 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1906 5m red with typed “O.S.G.S.” overprint on stamp impression,  100-150 
   fresh unused; scarce with no examples recorded used 

40973 F S  190 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1907 2m on 3m lilac, three examples overlapping one another  300-400 
   and affixed to piece cancelled with strikes of the “Postes Et Telegraphes / Collection /  
   De / Berne / Madagascar” handstamp in red 

40974 F A  190 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1908 (2 July) “Appendix” sheet (195x320mm) bearing 2m green  500-600 
   and printed wrapper bands for 10 cards and 400 cards, both with handpainted values in  
   English and Arabic, highlighted in Chinese white, some discolouration and a couple of  
   creases (one strengthened) clear of the items, unique 

40975 F S  190 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1908 1 1/2p Registered envelope (size G) handstamped “Specimen”  100-150 
   twice, one across the stamp impression, very fine 

40976 F S  192 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1908 1 1/2p size G registered envelope handstamped “Specimen”  400-500 
   together with 1908 2m wrapper with same “Specimen” hs, three examples of each  
   overlapping one another and cancelled with strikes of the “Postes Et Telegraphes /  
   Collection / De / Berne / Madagascar” hs in red, affixed to archival ledger piece, some  
   toning and peripheral faults, a unique group 

40977 F S  192 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1910 4m red postcard, three examples overlapping one another  400-500 
   and cancelled with strikes of the “Postes Et Telegraphes / Collection / De / Berne /  
   Madagascar” handstamp in red, affixed to piece marked “3 cartes postales de 4  
   milliemes envoi du 13 december 1910”, unique 

40978 F  192 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1910 4m red pack of ten complete with wrapper band, fine and  80-100 
   most unusual 

40979 F  192 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1916 5m red on blue paper, unused with added 1m and 4m, fresh  200-300 
   unused, scarce with only just 420 printed as a special order for Major C.H. Stigand of  
   the Egyptian Army 

Army Service Stamps

40980 F  192 1905 (Nov 23) Large OHMS cover from Khartoum to Cairo with 1905 2m with the VERY A4a 1’500-2’000 
   RARE VARIETY “! for I”, reverse with transit and War Office post room arrival cds, some  
   minor cover imperfections and slightly reduced at top, almost certainly unique  
   (SG £4’000 as used single)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2011) 

 

40981 C S    1906-11 1m to 10p set of eight with “Specimen” (Su1) hs, mint og, fine A5s-A16s 80-100

40982 F  192 1906 (Jun) Envelope from Khartoum to Cairo addressed in local script, bearing A11 1’000-1’500 
   watermark Quatrefoil 2p black and blue cancelled with a superb retta, the reverse with  
   despatch, TPO. and arrival War Office datestamps; the stamp not tied though almost  
   certainly belongs; the envelope with a couple of creases and a little trimmed at top,  
   believed to be the sole recorded cover with the 2p as a single franking 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40981
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Tanganyika

 

40983 C P    1917-21 1c and 10c to 50r complete set of seventeen imperf. plate proofs in issued 45/62 6’000-8’000 
   colours on gummed watermarked paper, very fine and rare exhibition set 

40984 G S  192 1917-21 Multi Crown CA 1c to 50r set of seventeen with additional 25c on pale yellow 45s- 2’000-3’000 
   and 75c on emerald, all in strips of three overprinted “Specimen” and tied on three 62s 
   pieces of ledger page cancelled with strikes of the “Postes Et / Telegrahes / Collection  
   / De / Berne / Madagascar” handstamp in red, toning around 75c, a  
   spectacular and unique assembly 

40985 F  194 1919 (Jun 4) Envelope with 1917-21 25c, 50c and 75c tied by Bagamoyo double-ring 52-54 100-150 
   datestamp, sent registered to Switzerland with faint registration handstamp in violet  
   at lower left, arrival bs, fine 

40986 G S  194 1921 Wmk Mult Script 12c to 3r in strips of three and 5r pair and a single, all 63s- 800-1’200 
   overprinted “Specimen” and tied on two pieces of ledger page cancelled with strikes of 68s 
   the “Postes Et Telegrahes/Collection/De/Berne/ Madagascar “ handstamp in red, a  
   colourful and unique group 

40987 G S  194 1922 Seriffed overprint 1c and 10c in strips of three, tied on piece of ledger page 72,73 300-400 
   cancelled with strikes of the “Postes Et Telegraphes / Collection / De / Berne /  
   Madagascar” handstamp in red, unique 

 

4098940988

40988 C    1923 Wmk Script CA upright £1 orange & black mint hinge remainder, very fine (SG £350) 88a 150-200

40989 C S   1927-31 5c to 25c, 30c black and dull purple and 40c to 1s overprinted “Specimen” and 93s/ 300-400 
   additionally handstamped “Especimen” applied in Lisbon for despatch to Portuguese 102s 
   colonies, part to large part og (toned), a rare and elusive group. 

40990 G S  194 1927-31 5c to £1 set of sixteen overprinted or perforated “SPECIMEN”, the 5c. to 93s- 300-500 
   1s additionally handstamped “Especimen” applied in Lisbon for despatch to Portuguese 107s 
   colonies, affixed to ledger piece marked “Tanganyika (dezasseis selos)”, several defects,  
   a rare group 

40991 G S  194 1927-31 5c to £1 set of sixteen, all in strips of three (the right-hand 10s with cut in 93s- 2’000-3’000 
   scroll variety) overprinted “SPECIMEN” and tied on two pieces of ledger page cancelled 107s 
   with strikes of “Postes Et Telegrahes / Collection / De / Berne /  Madagascar” handstamp  
   in red, unique 

40992 P  194 1927-31 5c die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm) marked “Before Hardening”, fine 93 300-400

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40983
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40993 P  194 1927-31 10c die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm), marked “Before Hardening”  94 300-400 
   and dated “9 Jun.1926”, fine 

 

40994 P   1927-31 10c die proof in black and slate-violet on thin surfaced card with 3-5mm 94 800-1’200 
   margins, very fine  
     

   Provenance: Danson 

40995 P  194 1927-31 15c die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm) marked “Before Hardening”, fine 95 300-400

40996 P  196 1927-31 20c die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm) marked “Before Hardening”, fine 96 300-400

40997 P  196 1927-31 25c die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm) marked “Before Hardening”, fine 97 300-400

40998 P  196 1927-31 30c die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm) marked “Before Hardening”, fine 98 300-400

40999 P  196 1927-31 40c die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm) marked “Before Hardening”, fine 99 300-400

41000 P  196 1927-31 50c die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm) marked “Before Hardening”, fine 100 300-400

41001 P  196 1927-31 75c die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm) marked “Before Hardening”, fine 101 300-400

41002 C J  196 1927-31 10s grey-black and blue imperf. plate proof marginal block of four from the 106 700-1’000 
 P  foot of the sheet on gummed unwatermarked paper, light gum wrinkle and bend, fine  
   and scarce 

41003 F  196 1930 (Jun 21) Envelope from Bombay to Dar-es-Salaam bearing 5c in combination with  60-80 
   KUT 15c sharing Bombay cds and showing superb Bombay “Paquebot” framed handstamp  
   with Camp Post Office arrival cds alongside, minor soiling, unusual 

41004 F  196 1931 (Jul 7) Envelope (opened out for display) sent registered from Mnyussi to Germany  100-150 
   bearing 1927-31 5c (2), 20 and 50c all cancelled by “Kilimanjaro - T.P.O./Up” cds with  
   registration label completed in manuscript at foot, reverse with TPO, Moshi, Mombasa  
   and arrival cds 

Togo

41005 C   www 1915-20 Mint selection incl. 1915 set to 20s and 1916-20 set to 20s, fine (SG £406)  100-120

Tonga

41006 H G   www 1886-1899 Duplicated ranges beautifully written up on leaves showing shades and  600-900 
   perforation varieties, also a few multiples and some on fragment including bisects,  
   some small varieties such as missing stop, condition varies 

41007 CC C www 1886-1993, Virtually complete mint collection in three volumes showing a good earlies  900-1’400 
 DCE    including a good selection of the 1894 surcharges, great selection of the later fruit,  
   medals, and Red Cross issues incl. better 1962 Emancipation set, Coin surcharges of  
   1965, 1970 Commonwealth member imperf., 1973 Boy Scouts, etc., see collection fully  
   scanned on the web (STC Scott $ 7’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=40994
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Transvaal

41008 F  www 1900 (Apr 6) Envelope with 1896-97 1s ochre and green tied by three-line “Veldpost.  50-60 
   ZAR / NewCastle” datestamp, Pretoria bs, fine 

41009 F  196 1902 (Apr 11) USA Consular Service envelope sent registered to the USA with 1s9 1/2d  150-200 
   franking tied by Johannesburg registered cds, triangular censor hs below, London and  
   New York bs, fine and attractive franking 

41010 F   196 1903 (Aug 17) Envelope from Klip River Camp to England with KEVII 1d and ERI 1/2 on  150-200 
   2d tied by two clear strikes of the Klip River Camp double cds which was only in use  
   during military manoeuvres for 50 days, and rated as “Extremely Rare” by Putzel, also  
   included is “Diary of Proposed Operations, etc. for the Cavalry at Klip River Camp”  
   (fire damage at left) and a “Narrative and remarks” by Lt. Col. McGrigor 

 

410134101241011

41011 C P   PASS: 1902 KEVII 1s greyish brown and yellow-olive ‘Postage & Revenue’ stamp (as  200-300 
   SG 251) imperforate on gummed, Crown CA watermarked paper, overprinted “PASS”   
   in black, fine and rare (Drysdall issue 2) 

41012 C P   PASS: 1902 KEVII 2s greyish-brown and brown ‘Postage & Revenue’ stamp (as SG 252),  200-300 
   imperforate on gummed Crown CA watermark paper with “PASS” ovpt in black, fine and  
   rare (Drysdall issue 2) 

41013 C   RAILWAY: 1905 KEVII wmk Crown CA 1d grey-brown and (aniline) carmine overprinted  200-300 
   “C.S.A.R.” in vertical pair showing the variety OVERPRINT DOUBLE, mint, very fine  
     

   Expertise: Cert. PFSA (1956) 

41014 F  196 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1909 KEVII 4d Registered Letter envelope used locally in Heidelberg  100-150 
   & postmarked 22 Feb 09, unpriced used by H&G, very fine and rare 

Transvaal Vrybrug

 

41015 G   1899 1/2d on 1/2d to 2 1/2d on 2 1/2d set of four tied to piece by Vryburg 25 NO 99 1-4 500-600 
   cds, reverse with manuscript “I the undersigned certify these surcharged stamps as  
   genuine”, signed W R F Ahsford, Act. Postmaster, fine (SG £1’105) 
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Trinidad and Tobago

 

41016 41018 41020

41016 H   1852-60 Britannia 1d blue, 1st lithographic issue, lightly used, very close to large 13 240-300 
   margins, fine (SG £1’700) 

 

41017 41019 41022

41017 DCE   1859 Perkins Bacon imperforate 6d deep green, unused without gum, good to large 28 3’000-5’000 
   margins and deep fresh colour, an exceedingly rare stamp in unused state and missing  
   thus from most great collections, cerrt. RPS 2005 (SG £12’000) 

41018 H   1859 1s Indigo, fine to very good margins, “1” boxed cancel, very fine (SG £350) 29 60-80

41019 C   1859 Perkins Bacon imperforate 1s purple-slate, mint with large margins, some staining 30 2’000-3’000 
   and ink notation on reverse, a rare stamp, cert. RPS (SG £7’000) 

41020 H   1859 No wmk pin perf. 14 1s purple-slate, fresh used and very lightly cancelled, 44 150-200 
   scarce, cert. Brandon (SG £800) 

41021 CC   1859 No wmk pin perf. 14 6d bright yellow green, a brilliantly fresh mint block of 56 120-150 
   four, well centred and fine, faint horiz. wrinkle on top pair, scarce (SG £520) 

41022 H   1880 Wmk Crown CC compound perf. 14 x 12 1/2, fine used with neat crisp numeral 79 2’000-2’600 
   “3” cancellation, a nice example of this rare variety, cert. RPS 1950 (SG £6000) 

41023 F  196 1882 (Sep 27) Envelope sent registered to English stamp dealers with 1876 5d green  200-300 
   vert. pair and 1879-82 1/2d in two vert. pairs, tied by Trinidad cds with registered  
   hs and label adjacent, London arrival, minor peripheral faults, attractive franking 

41024 F  www 1900 (Apr 9) Philatelic cover initially sent from Port of Spain with two strips of three  200-300 
   1d postage dues, with Toco Apr 10 bs, then later franked with Grenada 2 1/2d and  
   Trinidad 2d tied Toco Apr 21, fine and unusual concoction 
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41025 CC C  COLLECTIONS: 1851-1960s, Mint collection with strength in Britannia issues incl.  4’000-7’000 
 J DCE  multiples ((1d) deep blue block of 4), 1854-57 (1d) rose-red (creased), 1860 (1d)  
 S    rose-red imperf. vert. pair (3 with faults, one badly cut into), 1862-63 bluish slate,  
   1863-80 4d violet block with inv. wmk, 1896-1906 set to £1 incl. 5s & £1 Specimens  
   (two different types), War Tax incl. varieties, 1922-28 Specimen set, 1938-44 Specimen  
   set, etc., mixed condition (SG £25’000+) 

Tobago

41026 C DCE   www 1879 1d Rose, 3d blue, 6d orange, 1s green and 5s black, unused or with part original 1-5 180-240 
   gum, short perf. on the 1s, a fine group (SG £1’645) 

 

41030410294102841027

41027 DCE   1879 sideface £1 mauve, fresh unused without gum, a very scarce stamp. (SG £4250). 6 400-500 
   Expertise: Cert. Ebel (1966) 

41028 DCE   1879 £1 mauve, unused, no gum, insignificant surface scuff, a scarce stamp (SG £4’250) 6 300-400

41029 C   1891 1/2 PENNY on 4d grey, error Surcharge Double, well centred mint with large part 31b 800-1’200 
   og, fine and a rare stamp, cert. Holcombe 1987 (SG £3500) 

41030 C   1891 2 1/2d on 4d grey with variety DOUBLE SURCHARGE, tiny surface scuff at top left, 31b 1’000-1’400 
   very scarce (SG £3’500)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. RPS (1933) 

 

41031 C DCE    COLLECTIONS: 1879-96, Mint/unused selection incl. 1879 values to 5s (3 of the 5s),  2’000-3’000 
   1880 values incl. 6d. 1882-84 values incl. three 6d, 1886-89 1/2d on 2 1/2d double  
   ovpt (faults, cert. RPS), etc., mixed condition (56) (SG £12’500+) 

Tristan da Cunha

41032 F  200 1930 Stampless cover addressed to Denmark, bearing double-circle TRISTAN DA CUNHA  120-200 
   handstamp in violet, taxed upon arrival with Danish 25ö (2) postage due adhesives,  
   punchholes 

41033 CC J  200 2003 William Glass mini sheet IMPERFORATE variety, discovered in 2006 with no others 781ab 4’000-5’000 
   reported since, unique, unpriced by SG 
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Turks and Caicos Islands

 

41034 41035 41036 41037

41034 C   1867-1881 1s pale-blue, 1d surcharged black 1/2d in 4 (2 types) & 1s violet surcharged 3, 150-200 
   black 1/2d, mint slight hinge remainders or distributed gum, scarce group, very fine 17-19 
   (SG £700+) 

41035 DCE   1881 1/2d on 1s pale blue type 5 surcharge (short bar), small part og, very fine with 11b 300-400 
   vibrant colour, scarce (SG £1’500) 

41036 C    1881 1/2d on 1s Violet (4) surcharged 4 different types including short thick bar, mint 12,12b, 200-260 
   hinge remainders, scarce group (SG £1’135) 13,14

41037 DCE   1881 1/2d on 1s lilac, unused, no gum, showing FRACTION BAR MISSING, fine and 12a 80-100 
   scarce variety (SG £600) 

41038 C   200 1881 1s Violet in vertical strip of 3 surcharged 1/2d black types 9+9+10, mint hinge 19+19 200-260 
   remainder, scarce multiple types strip, very fine +20

Uganda

 

41039 DCE   1896 5R black with printing error “small O in POSTAGE”, ungummed as issued, very 61a 240-300 
   fine marginal example (SG £900) 

Virgin Islands

 

41040 P    1866 1d deep green, 1d green and 6d rose imperforate proofs, good margins, cert. BPA 1-3 150-200 
   1998 for first 

41041 J P  200 1866 St Ursula 6d, the unissued transfer complete sheet of 25 Plate Proofs with 3 1’500-2’000 
   margins, in bright blue on white wove, imperforate, very fresh and rare, see Migliavacca  
   BVI p 30, where this exact sheet is pictured 

41042 CC C  200 1866 St Ursula 6d rose-red on toned paper, complete sheet of 25 incl. var. “Large V” 7, 7a 400-600 
   of R2/1, fine mint, mostly unmounted, scarce (SG £1715) 
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41043 A   1867 essay overprint on 1s, with lilies and six lamps each side, thin double-lined 11 1’500-2’000 
   frame at edges, imperforate, fine and rare, see Migliavacca BVI p85 (listed as E4) 

41044 CC C   1867-70 1s on toned paper, left marginal block of four incl. R3/1 variety “Long-tailed 11,11a 500-700 
 J  S”, mint og, small mark in margin, a scarce block (SG £1’875)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2004) 

 

41045 P   1867 4d imperforate proofs on card, in mauve, dull orange, green and pale green, also 15 400-600 
   a large example of dull orange, fine and scarce 

41046 CC C  200 1867-70 4d lake-red on pale rose paper, complete sheet of 25 incl. var. Broken Frame 15 300-500 
   R3/1, fresh mint, usual sl. gum streaking and sl. tones on reverse, shows several  
   broken perf. pin vars., scarce (SG £1375) 

 

41047 P   1867-68 1s plate proof imperforate, white paper, position 1 with top left corner 18 200-300 
   margins, sl. thin on reverse, scarce 

41048 CC C  200 1867-68 1s with crimson frames, on white paper, a complete sheet of 20 incl. “Long- 18,18a 500-800 
   tailed S” of R3/1, “Long Sleeve” of R4/4, fresh mint, almost full streaky og, a scarce  
   piece (SG £2’010+) 

41049 CC C  204 1867-68 1s with crimson frames, on white paper, a reconstructed sheet of 20 incl. 18, 18a 300-500 
   “Long-tailed S” of R3/1, “Long Sleeve” of R4/4, mint, hinge reinforcing where blocks  
   meet, a scarce piece (SG £2010+) 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41043
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41045
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41045
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41047
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THE LEGENDARY MISSING VIRGIN

 

41050 C    One of the World’s Most Iconic and Sought After Stamps 18b  
     
   1867 1s Black and Rose-Carmine with missing black causing the figure of Virgin to be  
   omitted, pos.4, mint original gum (the only example recorded with original gum),  
   trimmed perforations at top as is common with the very few examples that are thought  
   to exist, fine and fresh (SG £150’000)  
     

   The last example sold on the open market was in the Chartwell collection and sold for  
   £144’000 in 2011  
     

   Provenance: W. H. Peckitt, Lord Crawford, Duveen, Arthur Hind, S. A. Brown, Tomasini  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1979 & 1990)  
     

     Estimate: £100’000 - £120’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41050
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41049
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41051
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41053
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41065
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41074
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41074
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41051 CC C  204 1867-68 1s with crimson frames, on toned paper, a complete sheet of 20 incl. “Long- 19, 19a 400-600 
   tailed S” of R3/1, “Long Sleeve” of R4/4, fresh mint, some hinge reinforcing and small  
   part margin missing at top right, a scarce piece (SG £1650+) 

 

4105541052

41052 DCE   1867 1s Crimson frame, scarce printing on bluish-grey paper with perforations reset to 20 200-300 
   provide larger marginal stamps, unused, without gum as normal, slight soiling (SG £750)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (1959) 

41053 CC C   204 1887-89 1d red, 1d rose, 1d rose-red, 4d chestnut, 6d deep violet, 1s brown, all in 32/41 600-800 
   sheets of 24, mainly fresh and fine mint, odd small tone or wrinkle, mostly unmounted  
   (SG £2’676) 

41054 CC C  204 1888 4D on 1s complete sheet of 20 incl. variety Long-tailed “S” of R3/1, mint with 42 700-1’000 
 J  almost full original streaky gum, part right margin missing and sheet with some hinge  
   reinforcing, a rare item (SG £3’160)  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon 

41055 C   1888 4D on 1s toned paper with variety surcharge double (close double with the  400-500 
   second impression about 1mm from the original), mint with slight gum bend, scarce  
   (SG £8’500 as SG42a)  
     

   Note: The double surcharge usually shows much wider spacing, and as noted by  
   Micliavacca: “A few examples exist with a “skid” impression that resembles a smudged  
   doubling of the 4D”  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Brandon as SG42a 

 

41056 C   1899 1/2d Yellow-Green, horizontal pair with variety IMPERFORATE BETWEEN, with left 43c 3’000-5’000 
   sheet margin and part guide cross, also imperforate between stamp and margin, fine  
   and fresh mint, minor gum wrinkles, a very rare variety with few known (SG £13’000)  
     

   Provenance: Melat and Prappas  
     

   Expertise: Cert. Bloch 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est la livre sterling

The currency for this auction is the British pound

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund £

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41052
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41055
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41056
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41057 C   1899 4d Brown with error PENCF from R 10/3, fine mint with lower margin confirming 46a 200-260 
   position, very scarce as this was quickly corrected (SG £750) 

 

41058 CC C  COLLECTIONS: 1866-1960s, Mint collection with better incl. 1866 6d large V in Virgin  1’200-2’000 
 DCE    (2, one cert. BPA), 1867-70 6d pale rose, 1s long tailed S, 1883-84 1/2d top left  
   triangle detached, later in complete sets, etc., some duplication, useful selection,  
   mixed condition (SG £7’300+) 

Zanzibar

41059 DCE S   www 1896 1/2a to 5r set of fifteen together with 1899-1901 1a carmine, 4 1/2a blue-black 156s-  80-100 
   and 1r to 5r, all overprinted “Specimen”, without gum, fine 174s, 190s,  
     196s/204s

41060 C P   1908-09 Imperf. plate proofs of 1r, 3r, 4r and 5r in horizontal pairs and 10r, 20r and 234/242 700-1’000 
   40r in vertical pairs, all on gummed watermarked paper, fine multiples 

41061 CC J  www 1908-09 2r Violet block of twenty mint nh, from the left four vertical rows of the 235 150-200 
   sheet with margins, fine and impressive multiple (SG £400+) 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41057
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41058
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41058
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41060
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41060
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41060
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41062 C   1913 20r Black and green with variety FRAME DOUBLY PRINTED, lower right corner 260b var 1’000-1’500 
   example, mint og (toned), fine and very rare  
     

   Expertise: Cert. BPA (2003) 

 

41063 DCE S   1914-22 1c, 3c and 6c each overprinted  “Specimen” and additionally handstamped 261s/ 200-300 
   “Colonias” in red by the Spanish post office prior to distribution to one of its Colonial 263s 
   post offices, only 3c with gum, a fine and rare trio 

41064 F  www 1947 & 1964 Registered covers to Sweden, first franked with 1936 issue + 1946  300 
   Victory stamps with reg’m label and arrival ds, second sent after the revolution with  
   “JAMHURI” hs across the stamps (used only for a short period), scarce usage 

41065 F  204 POSTAGE DUES: 1933 Newspaper wrapper from London underpaid with KGV 1d red D21 150-200 
   franked on arrival with Zanzibar 1930-33 6c postage due tied by Zanzibar Reg. cds,   
   opened out, a scarce wrapper 

41066 H DCE   www POSTAGE DUES: Selection incl. 1926-30 unused values to 75c (12), 1930-33 unused D1/D24 120-150 
   set plus used 1926-30 9c and 1930-33 2c, 6c and 25c, mostly very fine (SG £447) 

British Commonwealth General Collections

41067 L   www FORGERIES: “The Work of Jean de Sperati”, Part IV (1954) containing ca.70 photographic  100-200 
   reproductions of forgeries of stamps, overprints and cancellations incl. Lagos, Mauritius,  
   Sierra Leone, Southern Nigeria, Cape, BEA, Ceylon, Hong Kong and India, fine 

 

41068 CC C   1840-1920, Useful mint & used assembly incl. Samoa, Tonga, Victoria, Cyprus 1934  500-800 
 H  18pi, New Zealand 1d brown, St Vincent 1861-85, New South Wales 1860 5s lilac in   
   pair, etc.,careful viewing recommended 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41062
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41063
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41063
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41063
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41068
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41068
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41069 F   www 1840-1950, Intriguing cover lot from the 1840s to later 20th century with hundreds of  2’200-3’000 
   covers loose in box with many interesting usages incl. airs, official, registered censored  
   items, Pacific area noted, BNA incl. Newfoundland 1921 Halifax ovpt airmail cover,  
   India used in Aden, combinantions with states, interesting PPCs, penny blacks, official  
   cover with Trinidad postage dues set to 1s, 1923 Falkland combo with Malta, 1937  
   Falkland 1s KGVI to £1 on four covers, 1961 with thin paper varieties on high value  
   5s SG 161d (£450 off cover), 10s SG 162 (£475 off cover), £1 (see Falklands spec.  
   cat. £250), packed with value 

41070 CC C www 1840-1960, Impressive mostly used with some mint collection in one album, strong GB  1’200-2’000 
 H    with classics to £1000+ range incl. embossed set, many shilling and £1 values incl.  
   QV £1 green, uiseful Aden, good Australia with 5s Sydney bridge, B.O.B. Canada with  
   3d beaver (4), later sets to $1, with Quebec 1918, and much more, a great lot 

41071 H   www 1840-1960, Outstanding fine used premium selection of all better items, neatly  8’000-10’000 
   arranged in cards, most identified and laid out in stockbooks for easy viewing, most  
   items are in the £10 to £100 range with value in early 1900s to 1930s but with many  
   clearly used defin sets, strong areas incl. Australian Roos to £2 incl. SG14, 30, 43  
   a and b, 75, 114, 136-8, then 5s Bridge, SG O1-10 New Guinea (NWPI) SG99, 117,  
   Australian states with early NSW imperfs, Tasmania SG5, Queensland SG1, Falklands with  
   QV incl. shade study, SG45b, 46b, 46aw, Centenary set to 2s6d, early BNA with Canada,  
   New Brunswick imperfs incl. nice quality to £1000s each, Newfoundland scarce used  
   sets SG95-105, 111-27, 130-41, some nice Egypt, Zanzibar, Zululand, HK, Malta to 10s,  
   CGH with triangulars, Mafeking, NZ unpriced postal fiscals used postally £3 and £5,  
   Nyasaland SG35 on piece, GB with several penny blacks, clean used surface printed  
   incl. QV £1 green (2), quality far above the norm, only a few small faults, a great lot 

41072 CC C  1840-1980 Extensive dealer’s stock mint & used, with set and singles, all presented  3’000-5’000 
 H F   in red file boxes and housed in glassines, showing strength in most all the British  
 J  Empire areas including Canada & Provinces, some USA, British Europe, British Africa,  
   British America, British Pacific and final British Asia, mixed to fine (1000s) (STC $310’000+) 

41072A CC C  1841-1989, Fascinating mint & used collection in four stockbooks and a folder including    
 H F  early GB with values up to KEdVII £1, officials, wide range of revenues incl. good India,   
    strength in Canada, Cape, etc., section of New Hebrides, later years with GB booklets    
   and face value

41073 CC C www 1840-1990, Extensive and substantial mint & used collection in 10 albums with great  12’000-15’000 
 H    value in complete sets and high values to £1 in the £50 to £200+ range with good  
   concentration in later 19th century to 1950 with some good later sections and fair  
   representation of earlies in all, excellent GB and fair overall coverage of the continents  
   with notable Ascension, Australia, BNA with Newfoundland, Cyprus, Falklands, Fiji,  
   India, Malaya & states, Malta, Mauritius, NZ and dependencies, Seychelles, South Africa  
   and earlier states, very strong KGVI and early QEII, a bit disorganised but great value  
   to be discovered throughout, occasional faults among earlies but generally fine to very  
   fine and post classic issues close to fault free, a valuable assembly worth a careful  
   inspection to properly appreciate the value 

41074 F   204 1841-1904, Group of 42 COVERS incl. GB USED ABROAD (Gibraltar, Malta & Egypt) and  700-1’000 
   AUSTRALIAN STATES (Queensland, NSW, etc.), New Zealand, notable items incl. Ceylon  
   10d Chalon perf. pair, Seychelles 1896 cover with six 48c, etc., attractive group 

41075 CC C www 1841-1975, Mint & used accumulation of GB and Commonwealth in five stockbooks,   800-1’200 
 H    noted early Trinidad, good St. Helena, Ceylon earlies, Canada with Small Queens,    
   generally fine 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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41076 CC C www 1840-1960, The stamp addict’s dream. This lot and the 14 lots that follow have been  7’000-10’000 
 H    assembled from the mountainous hoard of a true stamp addict who just couldn’t stop  
   buying stamps until he ran out of money a while ago and decided to “kick the habit and  
   let somebody else go crazy over his stamps”. These dream lots represent better stamps  
   selected from this seemingly endless holding of lots and collections. They are put  
   into broad categories with rather sparse descriptions as they were consigned at the  
   11th hour. What they have in common is that they are pretty much “all wheat and no  
   chaff”, most in £50-1’000 range and are ideal for internet or mail sale, often with a  
   good lot of identification work already done. We expect these lots would attract the  
   attention off some of our man’s fellow stamp addicts, so thorough viewing is recommended.  
   This first lot is primarily mint with focus on later 19th century through the 1950’s. Among  
   the many many highlights, we note an impressive section of British Honduras with good  
   sets to $5 values good overprints, etc. Good specimens including 6d Jamaica unissued  
   slave market. Hong Kong QV Jubilee short U variety and much much more 

41077 CC C www Stamp Addicts dream II: this one has focus of value in KGVI with loads of complete  4’000-5’000 
 H    definitive sets. Worthy of note is Falklands with KGVI 5s indigo mint, 5 and 10s scarce  
   used later printings and St. Kitts 5s with break in value tablet variety mint 

41078 CC C www Stamp Addict’s dream III: Primarily used here with good classics and better sets. Good  5’000-7’000 
 H    middle period and early QE. 

41079 CC C  www Stamp Addict’s Dream IV: Focus here is QE U/M sets with moderate duplication. Loads  4’000-6’000 
 H    on fresh clean £50-£200 definitives with good topical appeal are noted. 

41080 CC C www Stamp Addict’s Dream V: Also KGVI with focus on U/M sets noted with pane of 30 UPU  2’000-2’400 
 H    sets including SG 176a “crack in rock” variety on 80 cents 

41081 CC C www Stamp Addict’s Dream VI: Here is another lot very strong in mint, with good earlies  6’000-8’000 
 H    and middle period noted including Bermuda KGV 10s nick in scroll variety, Cayman’s  
   group with all 10s mid century and 6d KEVII dented frame variety, Rhodesia including  
   good double heads with 5s, 7s6d, 1s perfs 15 (SG £1’350) with corner crease. 

41082 CC C www Stamp Addict’s Dream VII: Mint and used represented in this one with good early and  5’000-7’000 
 H    middle period to the 1950s 

41083 CC C  www Stamp Addict’s Dream VIII. Pre-war unmounted is best strength in this one, incl. a  4’000-5’000 
 H    block of six Canada 15c Large Queen SG61a U/M (£3’900), NZ with smiling boys U/M,   
   1st airmail set in blocks U/M, just to name a few highlights 

41084 CC C  www Stamp Addict’s Dream IX: Another KGVI focused here, ever popular area, and this one  2’400-3’000 
 H    will, as usual, be a winner. We note among the series of highlights, Bermuda key  
   plates with scarce 2nd printing of 2s, 2s6d line perf., Leeward Islands with all  
   printings of £1 

41085 CC C  www Stamp Addict’s Dream X: Another lot with primary focus on used showing a wide range  5’000-7’000 
 H    of countries and territories. It will be worth the time to view 

41086 CC C  www Stamp Addict’s Dream XI: Yet another KGVI with strong U/M mint, incl. a large pane of  2’000-2’400 
 H    HK UPU 80c with bottom R corner stamp SG 176a “crack in rock” variety, etc. 

41087 CC C  www Stamp Addict’s dream XII:  Another group with strong focus on mint. We note among the  5’000-7’000 
 H    scores of highlights Barbados blue paper set complete to 2s6d, Northern Rhodesia 1st  
   set to 20s mint, Kelantan Malaya Expo set complete (rarely offered) 

41088 CC C  www Stamp Addict’s Dream XIII: Another group with good mint and highlights galore covering  4’000-6’000 
 H    a wide range of countries and territories await the intrepid viewer. 

41089 CC C  www Stamp Addict’s Dream XIV: Although every item can be a lot with good value, the  3’000-4’000 
 H    quality is very mixed with mostly second or third choice items, either small fault, or  
   looks not so nice (heavy cancel, off centre toned, and more). Still an attractive lot  
   with great potential 
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41090 CC C  www Stamp Addict’s Dream XV: Selection of mostly faulty examples but with a huge total  2’000-3’000 
 H    catalogue value, still worth spending time upon as there is an obvious strong potential  
   with this lot 

41091 CC C  www 1845-1960 Modest Aspiration, Part I: The following seven lots are not so dreamy as the  700-900 
 H    foregoing lots, but they are still useful accumulations. Representing digestible portions  
   of the rather large hoard assembled by addict. They contain some general commonwealth  
   plus country area groups, occasionally small duplicated sections, but mostly collections  
   with lots of middle values or sets in £5 to £20+ range, occasional higher value classics.  
   Some modern mint runs of some colonies and various loose material, these should be  
   great for sellers of country and area lots in the £50-500 range, and can be broken  
   down for that purpose with good profit potential. This first one is 1 carton full. 

41092 CC C H www Modest Aspiration Part II: One full carton  700-900

41093 CC C H www Modest Aspiration Part III: One full carton  700-900

41094 CC C H www Modest Aspiration Part IV: Two cartons  1’000-1’500

41095 CC C H www Modest Aspiration Part V: Two cartons  1’000-1’500

41096 CC C H www Modest Aspiration Part VI: Two cartons  1’000-1’500

41097 CC C H www Modest Aspiration Part VII: One carton  500-800

41098 H DCE   www 1850-1920, Old times stuck down group on 9 hand made pages from an ancient oblong  800-1’200 
   album. Condition is obviously mixed but there are quite astounding unused stamps  
   lurking here which may be well worth a reclamation project. We note Canada early  
   imperfs mint cut close and stuck, but still fresh: SG 6 (£3’000), 12 (£13’000), 15  
   (£13’000), 19 (£48’000), 17 (£1,000), and with full perfs VF 29 (£425), 31 (£425),  
   Several salvageable fresh mint Ceylon with full perfs, Mauritius imperfs used 23 (£800),   
   41a (£1’700) mint fresh 27, 29 (3 1/2 margins £900), 32 (4 small margins £800), 34  
   (3 1/2 margins £3’250). Also GB penny black used, Newfoundland SG 8 used cut close,  
   and a few others, including mint stamps with perfs cut off. Needs salvage work 

41099 H   www 1850-1960, Mixed quality accumulation with good and maybe less good items such as  3’000-4’000 
   sound stamps but with sometime “appearance issues” like heavy cancel, or some off  
   centre, close margins, toning and the like. Noted some Australia Roos to 10s, £1  
   bicolour with telegraph punch, States with elusive Victoria 5s blue on yellow with small  
   thin, Queensland SG 3 attractive but twice touched, Bangkok SG 2 smudgy cancel,  
   Extensive BNA including Canada with 10d Cartier (two presentable examples). $1 to $5  
   jubilee with two extra $1 and $2, New Brunswick SG 4 (2), CGH Triangulars including  
   three woodblocks cut close (two are 1d), GB with many £200 to £1’500, noting QV  
   Queen £1, 1s embossed, 1st issue 1d, 2d, some revenue cancelled high values including  
   Johore $100 (2), then Mauritius SG 10 (£3’000), 14a “Penoe” error cut close but  
   presentable (£8’000), 18, 41a, 43. Also Falklands, Zululand and other Africa, Hong  
   Kong, etc. Massive cat value of course, on the internet,  these will sell well despite  
   their problems as long as the price is right, a lot not to be missed 

41100 CC C  www 1850-1970, Substantial original unpicked collection of primarily mint in 6 Scott  15’000-20’000 
 H    Specialised albums: packed with high value items, strength being in £50 several  
   hundreds each, spread throughout nearly all areas (incl GB offices but no GB proper).  
   These are especially extensive collection of Falklands, Australia, New Zealand, African  
   colonies, Asia with India and Ceylon, Malay area incl Labuan. Quality in a lot mixed on  
   19th Century with 20th generally F-VF throughout. This intriguing “virgin” collection can  
   be expected to yield some surprises as we note Malta KGV 5s with unshaded scroll  
   variety, and GVI 2sh. six with rare value tablet fault, just on a quick once over. Lovers  
   of Commonwealth should find more! So make a careful inspection and you may be  
   shocked how high your number goes! A great lot not to be missed. 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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41101 CC C www 1850-1970, Extensive mint & used, A to Z collection in 5 bulging Scott Spec. albums,  600-900 
 H    with main value in lower to mid range material (£5 to £25 +) from QV to QEII, near  
   all colonies represented. Lots of earlier middle value but also many lovely mint runs  
   of 1950s to ‘70s period. Will break down nicely into country and area groups for show  
   or internet sales. Good opportunity for one who takes just a bit of time to view. 

41102 CC C   www 1850-1980, Valuable all better item selection of only mint neatly laid out in stock  8’000-10’000 
   books with many good early QV values to £150+, but most value is in later 19th and  
   earlier 20th century to the 1930s. GB includes interesting essays, high cat value,  
   early with QV 5d type I mint (£800), 10s KEVII Australia good Roos to 5s, Malta to  
   £1 and many to 10s, BNA strong with good Canada Large Queens to $1500 each, Small  
   Queens with 10c perf.11 1/2x12 ($1’800), Jubilee with $1, $5, strong Admirals to $1,  
   Bluenose set with extra top values, 8c Registration stamp, Australian states with  
   Queensland SG264a and b mint, Tasmania 41 mint og (£750), NSW 236dca double  
   surcharge, St Lucia 1-3, 36 VF, Barbuda 1st set cplt with top values, India SG 219w  
   KGV 25R, Straits Sett. 69w, 213 $25, Falklands with excellent QV selection, KEVII to  
   5s, KGV Whale + Penguin to 10s, SG46b deep blue, excellent Newfoundland with many  
   VF early imperf. to £300 and good sets.  Most clean, fresh but occasional small faults,  
   valued accordingly 

 

41103 C H  1851-1953, British Commonwealth mint & used selection on 10 stockpages incl. Zululand  400-600 
 DCE    1888-93 mint values to 9d, Nova Scotia 1851-60 1d used, New Brunswick 1851-60 6d  
   yellow used, South Australia 2d red imperf. used strip of four, Australia Roo 10s mint,  
   Gibraltar high values, Rhodesia Double Heads & Admirals mint, etc., interesting mix 

41104 CC C www 1851-1984, Fascinating mixed lot of mostly British Africa items purchased in the  500-800 
 H F    1970s incl. useful Griqualand, Cape Triangular on cover, Orange Free State, other areas  
   incl. British Guiana, Barbados, early India QV with a range of cancels on a stockpage,  
   few more modern Switzerland items included, mostly very fine 

41105 CC C www 1855-1970, Extensive primarily used collection on Scott Specialised paper in two  4’000-6’000 
 H    albums. This original group was separated from a larger mixed mint and used collection  
   because there were so many nice cleanly cancelled stamps here that it cried out for  
   offer on its own. No time for individual hi-lights on this late arrival but suffice it to say  
   that there will be plenty of better value items here to delight the lover of used  
   Commonwealth from QV to QE. Oh, and we promised the consignor we would mention  
   the India 4a bicolor that appears to be SG 21b (head die IIIA, frame I) 

41106 CC C www 1858-1960, Substantial all mint, all better values premium set neatly laid out in  8’000-10’000 
 DCE    stockbooks. Vast majority here are £100 to £1200 items, strongest period late 19th  
   to 1930s, though there are many good quality QEII sets mid Malaya and more. We note  
   good Egypt incl. rare prime set with brown centres, GB with KEVII 2s6d, 10s, better  
   QV. Some QV (incl 207 5d, type I), Canada with large Queens, jubilee to 50cent, Quebec  
   set, 8 cent registry. Newfoundland with good sets, Ascension SG136 torn flag. Malta  
   to 10s, £1 Gibraltar incl both KGV £1, HK with KEVII top val $2 SG 99. 1891 jubilee,  
   China ovpt 1st set to $1, 2nd set complt to $2, Falklands incl KEVII good shades,  
   Nevis SG 25-35( £1261). Australian Roos 1-12, 75 £1 Sidney Bridge 5s, KGV heads.  
   Australian states incl Victoria, both large QV charity sets (35 3-4, 374-5), Good  
   Nyasaland, Zanzibar SG13 var “Zanibar” (NG), NZ with good early postal fiscals, incl  
   SG unlisted 30s mint, (Scott AR17 unpriced), SG 158, 185-6, 1st pictorials to 5s.  
   Smiling boys, nice official wonderful internet sellers dream, as every item a lot. Quality  
   mostly F-VF, with occasional small faults or NG with all valued accordingly 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41103
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=195&cat=41103
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41107 CC C www 1858-1970, Phenomenal accumulation from a hoard lying dormant for decades. Mainly  4’000-7’000 
 H    on pages but with some in stockbooks or on stockpages. The dross has been removed  
   from this exciting original group, so what you have here in the distilled essence, which,  
   though a bit disorganized, is simply packed with value, hundreds of pages with nearly  
   every one making a nice lot for retail or internet sale. There is modest duplication  
   noticed as one pages through, with special strength in KGVI and early QEII unmounted  
   complete defin. sets, but there are better earlies noted also (we noticed Niger Coast  
   incl. SG 11 and 21) and 1900 to 1930’s periods also well represented. There is A to Z  
   coverage of the Commonwealth, but many areas of special strength incl. nice Papua New  
   Guinea, North Borneo, Australia States, Ireland mint unmounted blocks back to 1920’s,  
   just to mention a few. Good varieties will pop up as well with some modern like Zanzibar  
   SG413a green colour omitted. The modest amount of time to view this lot will be time  
   enjoyed and very well spent! 

41108 CC C www 1860-1950, Charming and impressive old-time collection, well representing the 1st 100  1’500-2’000 
 H    years of Commonwealth philately on its myriad of small quadrille pages. There are many  
   nice nuggets of value to be mined from this unassuming yet rewarding little gem. Those  
   who know their British will find these items and be pleasantly surprised at how they  
   add up. There is GB (note QV green £ 1), Ireland (1st Seahorse mint set cplt), HK,  
   India + States, Malayan area incl Labuan, Australian States, Newfoundland (no Canada),  
   some Africa as well. Condition is a little mixed on earlies, with later 19th & 20th  
   condition fine to very fine 

41109 CC C www 1860-1960, BRITISH AFRICA: Excellent fresh mint and used collection neatly mounted  6’000-8’000 
 H    in 5 Scott Spec. albums with great value in QV through early QE, with an impressive  
   quantity AND quality of early items with mint being OG and the used generally sound  
   and clean with only a few exceptions. We note especially strong Ascension (virt. complete,  
   also noting a GVI 2 + “man on mountain” flaw), Mauritius, St. Helena, Sierra Leone,  
   CGH incl. triangulars with woodblocks and Mafeking issues, Seychelles, Gambia, quite  
   comprehensive Egypt and much more. Tremendous value in £100 to £1000’s each  
   items are found here, and overall quality is a further enhancement, thanks to a collector  
   who was particular about quality. This one should be a high priority on your viewing list. 

41110 F DFE   1870s-1970s, POSTAL HISTORY accumulation in 11 albums and loose, with better INDIA,  500-1’000 
   GB, SOUTH AFRICA, CANADA, AUSTRALIA, etc., interesting mix, well worth a look, ideal  
   for the eBay retailer 

41111 CC C   1870s-1980s, Mint & used accumulation in over 100 packets of various Commonwealth  500-700 
 H  countries, mostly KGVI and QEII period, an interesting lot and great for sorting out on  
   those long winter nights 

41112 CC   www 1880-1960, Premium unmounted mint selection of pre-war material, only higher value  3’000-4’000 
   items, neatly arranged mostly on cards, most ID’d with £50 to £500+. Strong BNA  
   component with Canada incl 19th century and early 20th plus sets to $1 incl. bklt  
   panes, good Newfoundland sets, Ireland (note SF 99-101 XF) NZ mid 2sh capt. COQK  
   error. Rare Jamaica bklt sB3 cplt but exploded (£1’000), good Cayman to 10s,  
   Gibraltar Malta to £1. Early Swaziland to 5s plus 1/2d overprint errors. Australia  
   with varieties, Kookaburra MS (2), also full pane of Br Guiana SG 2406 (£800). Many  
   good 35 Jubilee sets also noted. Wonderful fresh clean lot, each item being a lot for  
   the internet or mail seller 

41113 CC C www 1880-1950, Beautiful fresh clean collection of mint primarily in 10 Scott Spec. albums.  6’000-8’000 
 H    Focus in on earlier issues and £50 to £1000+ items throughout. There are a few modern  
   runs that are lovely and do add up, but value in mostly earlier to 1950 with very high  
   completion in Papua, Fiji, Sarawak and others with strong Singapore, India, Iraq, Solomons,  
   Brunei (don’t miss the $1 mint with “line through B” variety SG cat £1400!) and more.  
   Put this beauty down for a “must view.” You might just score a bargain. 

41114 CC C www 1880-1952, Selection of mint & used high value mostly faulty. This group contains  1’200-1’800 
 H    mostly stamps cat £100 to £11,000 range and many with reasonable to fine appearance,  
   including faults such as thin tears, creases, no gum, etc. Cat value to exceed £65,000  
   by SG plus a group of fakes. While nothing to write home about, this lot is estimated  
   at quite a small fraction of its cat value. Strength here is GB, BNA, some HK, Africa, etc. 
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41115 CC C www 1880-1960, A premium mostly mint collection representing only the better items of a  5’000-7’500 
 H    multi-volume Scott Spec. coll. reduced into three quite well filled, compact albums  
   with vast majority of value in 1920s to 1950s period, predominantly complete  
   definitive sets £50 to £900 range. A few better earlier noted with only occasional  
   fault in this fresh, attractive lot. We note Seychelles GVI chalky papers 1st set complete  
   (£900+) and many other good GVI as well. Great opportunity for retail or internet sales  
   as near every page is a lot! Don’t miss it 

41116 CC C www 1900-60, Attractive clean collection neatly mounted in 6 padded hingeless albums and  3’000-5’000 
 H    a stockbook, a few better earlies to be found but most value in letter items of early to  
   mid 20th century especially mint in £50 to £200 range, including nice KGVI , good  
   British Africa and America plus some Asia with good Hong Kong, generally fine to very  
   fine throughout and well worth the time for a thorough inspection 

41117 CC C www 1912-82, Mostly used British Commonwealth from the KGVI and QEII period in sets, from  300-500 
 H    British Asia, West Indies and Africa, a few better sets with SG value more than £100  
   (SG £2’200+) plus French & German Offices in China selection (Scott $400+) and 2  
   pages of Switzerland 

41118 CC C   www 1935-59, KGV and QEII specialised Commonwealth collection in two albums, chiefly  2’000-3’000 
   never hinged sets and singles from mainly British North America, Australasia and Europe,  
   noted important Canada, BWI, good New Zealand with Revenues 7s6d and 10s, Western  
   Samoa Revenues incl. £5, 5s, 10s, £1 and £2, fine to very fine 

41119 CC C www 1936-52, All KGVI fabulous premium selection of all better items on cards, neatly laid  4’000-6’000 
 H    out in stock books. Most value in mint condition, defin. sets or group of 1st printing  
   or perforation groups in £100 to £1’500 range, complete Hong Kong with 1st printings  
   and 5s mint line perf. Falklands cplt with much duplication of better and 5s indigo  
   used VF(2) 5A 152c used, Burma SG17 mint, Bahamas powerful group with scarce  
   shades incl. the 1s on thin striated paper (SG 155a cat £850), Gibraltar with extensive  
   scarcer pfs, NZ with excellent officials to 5s incl 1940 commonwealth with joined ff  
   complete in pairs with normal. Also of note Straits Sett. cplt to $5 + dup., Seychelles  
   with dupes, British Guiana with 317a + 1 perf 14x13, good 1st printings of Montserrat,  
   Leewards mid 1st £1, St. Kitts, Ascension, Gambia (2 incl. the rare 1 1/2d shade x2)  
   Australia Roos with vars incl all 3d types, white wattles, Japan occupation set, Johore  
   postage due set, extensive 48 wedding incl better like HK, Falklands etc, with dupes.    
   Wonderful opportunity to acquire a fine group of the hottest selling commonwealth areas 

41120 CC   www 1936-52, Excellent all KGVI unmounted mint premium high values mostly on cards  1’800-2’400 
   neatly laid out in stockbooks with fairly broad coverage of many areas, noted interesting  
   Bahamas with shades, Australia, Falklands, Gibraltar with scarce PGs, BNA, Malta,  
   Africa, quite a good group of 1948 Weddings, NZ with better of varieties, value mainly  
   in definitive sets in the £50 to £200 range, excellent lot for retailing on the internet 

41121 CC C www 1952-90, QEII unmounted mint premium selection of better items, mainly complete  4’000-6’000 
 H    definitive sets and packed with colourful, fresh, clean material, with strong topical  
   content, mostly on cards neatly laid out in stockbooks, modest duplication with the  
   vast majority here being in the range of £50 to £300+ per item, highlights numerous,  
   strong in 1st QEII issues, with high value items like Singapore founders MS, BAT with  
   1st set, both £1s (3), great group of Falklands + Area, New Zealand scarce 2d prov.,  
   Cyprus Scouts MS and QEII 1978 coronation anniversary MS sets (100 in a box valued  
   quite low), also better booklets and errors noted, excellent coverage and a delight  
   for the internet seller, as every item is a lot! 
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British Empire
Including the “Tatiana” Collection (Part II)

Aden    40147

Antigua & Barbuda  40148-155

Ascension   40156

Australia & States  40157-323

Bahamas   40397-409

Bahrain    40410-411

Bangladesh   40412

Bangkok   40464

Barbados   40413-421

Basutoland   40422-423

Batum    40424

Bechuanaland   40425-448

Bermuda   40449-457

Boer War   40538-548,  
    40639,41015

British Central Africa  40829-833

British East Africa  40723-725

British Honduras   40458-461

British Levant   40462

British P.O.s in Crete  40463

British P.O.s in Bangkok  40464

British Solomon Islands  40465-469

British Somaliland  40872-926

British Virgin Islands  41040-058

Canada & Provinces  40470-522

Cape of Good Hope  40523-549

Cayman Islands   40550-552

Ceylon    40553-557

Cook Islands   40558-563

Cyprus    40564-565

Dominica   40566

Falkland Islands   40567-587

Fiji    40588-589

Gambia    40590-603

Gibraltar   40604-606

Gilbert & Ellice Islands  40607

Gold Coast   40608-615

Great Britain   40000-145A

Grenada   40616-617

Griqualand West   40549

Hong Kong   40618-620

India & States   40622-713

Ionian Islands   40714-715

Ireland    40716-721

K. U. T.    40723-751

Kuwait    40752-754

Labuan    40755-756

Lagos    40757-759

Leeward Islands   40760

Madagascar   40761

Mafeking   40538-540

Malaya & States   40762-772
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Malta    40773-776

Mauritius   40777-791

Montserrat   40792

Morocco Agencies  40793

Natal    40794-796

Nauru    40797-798

Nevis    40799

New Brunswick   40470-471

New Guinea   40324-329

New Hebrides   40800

New South Wales  40157-159

New Zealand   40801-806

Newfoundland   40472-479

Niger Coast   40807-809

Nigeria    40810-820

North Borneo   40821-826

Northern Rhodesia  40827-828

Nova Scotia   40480-482

Nyasaland   40829-835

Orange Free State  40836-848

Pakistan   40849-850

Papua    40330-392

Papua New Guinea  40393-396

Penrhyn Islands   40563

Pietersburg   40542-548

Queensland   40160-171

Rhodesia   40851-856

Saint Helena   40857-860

Saint Lucia   40861-862

Saint Vincent   40863-867

Samoa    40868

Seychelles   40869-870

Sierra Leone   40871

Solomon Islands   40465-469

Somaliland   40872-926

South Africa   40927-938

South Australia   40172-216

Stellaland   40425-427

Sudan    40939-982

Tanganyika   40983-1004

Tasmania   40217-278

Togo    41005

Tonga    41006-007

Transvaal   41008-015

Trinidad & Tobago  41016-031

Tristan da Cunha  41032-033

Turks & Caicos   41034-038

Uganda    41039

Victoria    40279-311

Virgin Islands   41040-058

Western Australia  40312-318

Zanzibar   41059-066
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Price on request

1931-1938 extensive and valuable specialized 
collection of the attractive bicoloured airmail 
stamps, showing die proofs, proofs, essays, 
colour trials, speciamen ovpts, surcharges with a 
vast array of varieties, including proof surcharges 
in red and green, double surcharge (SG 68a, 
£1000), plus the famous 2 1/2pi on 5m top sheet 

marginal strip of five showing surcharge inverted 
with the very rare Arabic letter missing (SG 70cd, 
£30’000) and small “1/2” (SG 70ce (SG £4’500), 
1938 three values with the rare perf. 11 ½ x 12 ½ 
(SG £700 each). A truly amazing assembly of these 
colourful issues; many of the important items with 
certificates and provenance Danson.

Private Treaty



Conditions of Sale
The currency of the auction is the British Pound (£)
Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means 
acceptance in full of the following conditions as well as any 
rights and obligations arising therefrom. These same condi-
tions also apply to all transactions in auction lots taking 
place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A., organiser of the auctions, acts as an agent only and 
is not liable in any way whatsoever for any default(s) of 
purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).

1. The auction lots are offered
1.1 As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/
or through the David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are me-
ticulously described and with the greatest care, however 
without responsibility. Photographs count as part of the de-
scription with regard to the margins, perforation, centering, 
postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions 
of the lots mention if the items are signed by recognised 
experts and/or accompanied by expert certificates.

1.2 As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, 
persons or their agents may  examine lots at our offices 
or at the auction location, and must confirm their auction 
invitation before viewing. Persons or their agents attending 
a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have viewed 
lots before an auction are understood to have examined 
all lots which they purchase and accept them as they are 
at the moment of the knocking-down and not necessarily 
as described.

2. Auction bids
2.1 The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some 
auctions may be in other currencies than British pounds)

£ 50 - 100  £ 5  £ 2’000 - 5’000 £ 200

£ 100 - 200  £ 10 £ 5’000 - 10’000 £ 500

£ 200 - 500  £ 20 £ 10’000 - 20’000 £ 1’000

£ 500 - 1’000 £ 50 £ 20’000 - 50’000 £ 2’000

£ 1’000 - 2’000 £ 100 £ 50’000 - 100’000 £ 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to 
the next highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer 
until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any 
bidding, to divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or 
more lots and to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale with-
out in any case giving any reason. DAVID  FELDMAN S.A. 
may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where reserve 
prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated 
as a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to 
reserve prices. If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not 
reached, the auctioneer passes to the next lot by a simple 
knock of the hammer.

2.3 Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. 
Live Room bidders must confirm their invitation prior to 
obtaining a bidding number.

2.4 Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including 
via its website before the relative auctions have priority over 
room bids in the case of Live Room auctions. Clients giving 
bidding instructions to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may make 
alternative offers and/or limit the total of their expenditure 
in advance. Bids marked "BUY" are considered as up to 
ten times the quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids 
made in other currencies than the advertised currency of 
the auction will be converted into that  currency at the mar-
ket rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Bids 
are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the 
auction period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to 
invoice bidders up to the end of the 60 day period, payment 
being due immediately.

3. The auction
3.1 Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the 
auction is British pounds. Attendance at the Live Room 
auction is reserved for invited clients and/or their agents.

3.2 Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. may withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse 
to knock down any lot. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves 
the right to refuse any bid orders and/or for Live Room 
auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at its 
discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
cannot be held responsible for any physical accident that 
may occur on the premises where auctions take place. In 
the case a bone fide offer for the entire collection presented 
in this catalog is received at least two weeks before the 
auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the 
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction 
offer cancelled.

3.3 Bidders' representatives and auction agents: any per-

son bidding for the account of a third party is fully liable for 
any obligation arising from such bidding. This responsibility 
is notably applicable for the verification of the condition and 
for the payment of purchased lots.

3.4 Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respec-
tive owner to the highest bidder who becomes the buyer 
at one bid step over the next highest bid step; this is the 
knock-down price. In addition to the knock-down price, 
the buyer pays a premium of 20% to cover commission 
charges and expenses including lotting fees, packing, and 
export formalities, etc. whether all incurred in particular 
cases or not. Cost of postage and insurance for all lots is 
additional and will be invoiced separate from the buyer’s 
premium. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots 
passes to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The 
lots are delivered to the buyer when the total sale price 
(knock-down price plus all fees including postage or ship-
ping) have been paid in full.

VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions 
for which the lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domi-
ciled abroad are not liable for this tax once the goods are 
duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. are 
pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients may 
make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. with proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any 
purchases by buyers who wish to keep their purchases in 
Switzerland will be liable to VAT at 8% of the purchase price 
in Swiss Francs at the converted British pound value during 
the auction.

3.5 Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and ad-
ditional costs (if any) are due for immediate payment as 
invoiced against delivery of the lots. Payment in other 
currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange of the day 
as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are 
 successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that 
they pay after the sale under special conditions, are due 
to pay the sale price, buyer’s premium and any other costs 
according to those terms. In these cases, DAVID FELD-
MAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to 
the buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of 
the purchased lots by post, courier or any other means 
if instructed by the buyer including cost of normal transit 
insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer. Title or 
ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains 
with the auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has 
been made in full.

3.6 Special extended payment facility: DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. may offer a special extended payment facility for 
buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose to pay a 
minimum of 25% of the total invoice immediately, and the 
balance over a maximum period of 6 months, paying an 
equal instalment at the end of each month. Interest plus 
charges of 1% is debited to the buyer's account at the end 
of each month from the auction date. When the special 
extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer un-
derstands that any claims regarding his purchases must be 
made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though 
the lots may be held by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full 
settlement of the account. Until delivery, all lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A.

3.7 Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer 
grants to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all 
properties held by DAVID FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior 
to, during and/or after any auction. This pledge secures 
the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests, 
commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELD-
MAN S.A. is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely 
the pledge assets without further formalities and without 
previous notice if the buyer is in default with the  payment 
of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation 
hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not 
bound to comply with the formalities of the Federal Law 
dealing with actions for debt and bankruptcy proceedings; 
in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may choose to institute 
or go on with the usual proceedings without having before-
hand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover 
given them up.

4. Guarantee
4.1 Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 
below, the authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the 
auction is guaranteed for a period of 30 days from the auc-
tion date, with the express exclusion of any other fault(s). 
Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come to the 

notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the 
lots but at the latest within 30 days from that date. Before 
delivery, which may take place after the 30 days period, 
the lots purchased may be  examined at the Geneva offices 
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose reclamation is 
made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights to 
the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A.. If an extension of the  period is required in 
order to substantiate the claim with an expertise, a request 
for such extension must be made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
within 30 days of the auction date. No request for extension 
will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An extention  
will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results 
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must 
come to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that pe-
riod. No further extension of the period will be considered 
without the express written agreement of DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. Only claims,  expertise results or other details which 
are made within the agreed periods will be valid.

4.2 Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authentic-
ity of a lot be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide 
an expertise or counter-expertise from a prominent expert 
in the field, justifying the claim. If a stamp is found by a 
 recognised expert,  taking financial responsibility for errors, 
to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Conse-
quently, the marking "FALSCH" (forged) is not considered 
an alteration. In the case of such reclamation, DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to request, at its own 
discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All expertise 
and relative charges accrue to the vendor's account in the 
case of a justified claim, or to the buyer's account if the 
claim is not justified. In the case of a justified claim, the lot is 
taken back and the knock-down price plus the commission 
are refunded to the buyer. In the case of delayed payment 
due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A., interest is 
charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If 
David Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.

4.3 Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumula-
tions, selections, groups and those containing duplicates 
cannot be the subject of any claim. Claims concerning 
lots described as a set or groups of sets containing more 
than one stamp, can only be considered under the terms 
of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third 
of the total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined 
by the buyer or his agent, lots described as having defects 
or faults cannot be subjected to a claim regarding defects 
or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a claim 
because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors 
shown in the illustrations. 

4.4 Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus 
commission due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of 
the date of the auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the 
right to cancel the sale and dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere 
and/or to make a recourse to any legal proceedings in 
order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for 
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. 
A charge on overdue payment of at least 5% for the first 
month and 2% per month  afterwards plus expenses in-
curred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after 30 
days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default 
in any way whatsoever has no right of claim under any 
circumstances.

4.5 Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced 
to the lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact 
same buyer has inadvertently increased the price by using 
more than one medium of bidding on the same lot.

5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights 
and obligations arising from them shall be governed ex-
clusively by Swiss law. Any legal action or proceeding with 
respect to the auctions shall be submitted to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to 
the Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to 
sue any buyer in default at his place of residence; in such 
case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and in the case of 
issues regarding price value, the British pound is converted 
at its Swiss franc value at the time of the auction.

6. All Transactions: 

These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every 
kind including those outside the auctions, with David 
Feldman SA.

(Private Auction-EN-GBP, rev.-Dan-10/2015)



Symbols and abbreviations
Symboles et abréviations / Symbole und Abkürzungen

Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C mint with original gum

 neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC mint never hinged

 neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE unused, ungummed or regummed / neuf sans gomme ou  

 regommé / ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert

H used

 oblitéré/ gebraucht

J block of four or larger

 multiple / Viererblock

K tête-bêche pair

 paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I fiscal cancel

 oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G piece or fragment of a cover or document

 fragment / Briefstück

F cover or postcard incl. postal stationery / lettre, carte 

 postale ou entier / Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E essay

 essai / Entwurf

P proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)

 épreuve / Probedruck

R revenue or fiscal

 timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S specimen

 spécimen / Specimen

F forgery

 faux / Fälschung

Abbreviations / Abréviations / Abkürzungen
2-14 nos. 2 through 14 / n°2 au 14 / nr.2 bis 14
2/14 between nos. 2 and 14 (not cplt.) / entre le n°2 et 14 /  aus 
  nr. 2 bis 14
add’l additional / supplémentaire / zusätzlich
approx. approximate(ly) / environ / ungefähr
B bottom / en bas / unten
BL bottom left / en bas à gauche / unten links
BR bottom right / en bas à droite / unten rechts
bs backstamp(s)/ cachet au dos / rücks. Stpl.
ca. circa / environ / circa
cat. catalogue / Katalog
cds circular date stamp(s) / cachet à date / Datumstempel
cert. certificate / certificat / Attest
cplt. complete / complet / vollständig
diff different / différent / verschiedene
ds date stamp(s) / cachet à date / Datumstempel
FDC first day cover / lettre premier jour / Ersttagsbrief
FFC first flight cover / lettre premier vol / Erstflugbrief
FL folded letter / pli / Faltbrief
horiz. horizontal / horizontale / waagrecht
hr hinge remnant(s) / reste de charnière / Falzreste
hs handstamp(s) / cachet / Handstempel
imperf imperforate / non-dentelé / ungezähnt
L left / à gauche / links
lh lightly hinged / légère charnière / leichte Falzreste
MC Maltese Cross / Croix de Malte / Malteserkreuz

Condition of Covers / Etats des lettres et entiers / 
Erhaltung von Briefen
Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung 
Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and cancel. / Qualité irré-
prochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais 
et l’oblitération est propre. / Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspu-
ren (Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.

Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön 
Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from usage. / Qualité 
premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter quelques légères salissures et 
usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische leichte Gebrauchsspuren.

Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling. / Qualité standard, 
les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées. / Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie 
Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere 
Abnützungen).

Fine / Beau / schön   
Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a presentable example. 
/ Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres facteurs (voir photo et description) mais 
exemplaire très présentable. / Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel 
(siehe Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare und sam-
melwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.

Please note:Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at one side, and 
file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal are light cleaning or minor 
stains and small mends along the edges. They are to be expected and are not 
always described, and are not grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. 
We will gladly provide full-size scans on request.

Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères réductions 
sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques normales pour des lettres du 
19ème siècle. De légères améliorations au niveau de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout 
de quelques renforts sont également acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans 
les descriptions. Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau de l’illustration 
ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. Des scans supplémentaires 
d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple demande.

Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe, leichte 
Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. 
anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken 
oder Risschen und Büge entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren 
und nicht immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) - diese 
stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie auf den photos resp. 
scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung 
Im Zweifel können Sie von uns VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser 
auflösende scans verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.

min. sheet miniature sheet, souvenir sheet / bloc feuillet / Block
ms manuscript / manuscrit / handschriftlich
nh never hinged / sans charnière / postfrisch
no(s). number(s) / numéro(s) / Nummer(n)
og original gum / gomme originale / Originalgummi
ovpt overprint / surcharge /Aufdruck
o/w otherwise / autrement / ansonsten
pc postcard / carte postale / Postkarte
perf perforated / perforé(e) / gezähnt
pl. plate / plaque / Platte
pos. position / numéro dans la planche / Bogenposition
ps postal stationery / entier / Ganzsache
ppc picture postcard / carte postale / Ansichtskarte
R right / à droite / rechts
reg’d registered / recommandé / eingeschrieben
SFL stampless folded letter (unused)/ entier double / Ganzsachenbrief
s/l straight line cancel/ cachet linéaire / Langstempel
STC stated to catalogue (by third party) / selon données vendeur /  
 angebl. Katalogwert
T top / en haut / oben
TL top left / en haut à gauche / oben links
TR top right / en haut à droite / oben rechts
unwmkd unwatermarked / sans filigrane / ohne Wasserzeichen
var. variety / variété / Abart
vert. vertical / verticale / senkrecht
wmk watermark(ed) / filigrane / Wasserzeichen
w/o without / sans / ohne
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Meet us at our stand (row E) to discover

> The Mauritius “Post Office” Printing Plate,  
“The Greatest Philatelic Treasure Existing”

> The ”Bombay” Cover 

> Rarities on view from our December 8-12 
auction in Geneva
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1. AUBERGE DE CONFIGNON 
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44, Fax +41 22 757 18 89
Room rates: from CHF 125 
Distance: 10 minute walk
www.auberge-confignon.ch

2. HOSTELLERIE DE LA VENDEE 
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11, Fax +41 22 792 05 46
Distance: 6 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 160
www.vendee.ch

3. HOTEL DIPLOMATE 
46, rue de la Terrassière, CH-1207 Genève
Tel. +41 22 592 87 87, Fax +41 22 592 87 78
Distance: 15 min. by taxi / car, 25 min. by tram 12 & 14
Room rates: from CHF 178
http://www.geneva-hotel.ch/diplomate/

4. HOTEL IBIS GENEVA PETIT-LANCY 
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00, Fax +41 22 709 02 10
Distance: 5 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 120
www.ibishotel.com/fr/hotel-7289-ibis-geneve-petit-lancy 
/index.shtml

5. HOTEL IBIS BUDGET GENEVA PETIT-LANCY 
Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20, Fax +41 22 709 02 1
Distance: 5 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 88 
http://www.ibis.com/fr/hotel-7291-ibis-budget-geneve-pe-
tit-lancy/index.shtml

6. HOTEL DES HORLOGERS 
Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33, Fax +41 22 884 08 34
Distance: 25 minute walk or 5 minutes by taxi
Room rates: from CHF 170
www.horlogers-ge.ch 

7. TIFFANY HOTEL GENEVE 
20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève
Tel. +41 22 708 16 16, Fax +41 22 708 16 17
Distance: 17 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 250
www.hotel-tiffany.ch

8. HOTEL ASTORIA  
6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 544 52 52, Fax +41 22 544 52 54
Distance: 20 minutes by tram 14 
Room rates: from CHF 195
www.astoria-geneve.ch

Geneva Area Hotels
Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf

As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you 
with your hotel requirements and hope your stay in 
Geneva will be a pleasant and memorable one!

The David Feldman company is pleased to offer 6 months’ credit facilities for auction purchases (Please contact our 
accounts department in advance of your visit).

Refreshments and beverages available all day at our cafeteria.

Please contact the hotels directly, in good time, to make your reservations

S’il vous plaît contactez les hôtels directement, en temps opportun, pour faire vos réservations

Bitte wenden Sie sich rechtzeitig und direkt an die Hotels, um Ihre Reservierungen zu machen

(Updated: RV-09/14)
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CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland  
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New York
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New York, NY 10169 
tel. 1 800 470 0457
usainfo@davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong 
Room 901, The Lee Gardens
33 Hysan Avenue, Causeway Bay
tel. + 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com
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